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Abstract

In the face of large-scale modeling errors and uncertainties, the single-model based
classical control approach requires high observer-controller gains in order to meet
desired tracking objectives. In practice, the sensitivity of the control system
to noise, disturbance and uncertainty increases with high gains, causing high-
frequency chattering and fast switching, which might make classical design not
implementable since available control efforts are usually limited. In addition, high
gains could amplify the input and output disturbance in an unusual way, which
may excite hidden unmodeled dynamics, resulting in poor tracking performance.

In order to reduce the control gains/efforts as well as to improve the robustness
of classical control systems with respect to these non-ideal operating conditions,
this thesis introduces a new hybrid adaptive control strategy based on multiple-
parameter models/controls. The hybrid strategy reduces the observer-controller
gains by reducing modeling errors and uncertainties via identifying an appropriate
controller from a finite set of candidates that closely estimate the plant at each
instant of time. The proposed scheme works as follows: first, the compact set of
parameters is split into smaller subsets, and a candidate controller for each of these

smaller subsets is designed; then, the stability-guaranteed Lyapunov-based switch-
ing mechanism is employed to select a candidate controller that best approximates
the plant at any instant of time among the finite set of candidates. Simulation and
experimental studies of the proposed methods are conducted on real robot systems
to demonstrate the theoretical development for real-life applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

OVER past decades, there has been tremendous progress in the development of ad-
vanced control systems for the trajectory tracking control problem for a class of un-
certain nonlinear systems, such as, robotic systems, chemical and nuclear reactors,
air-craft systems, electrical network systems, hydraulic systems, unmanned air-
borne vehicles systems, turbojet engine systems, renewable energy control systems,
etc. The existing control systems can be divided into five categories as proportional-
derivative (PD) and proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control [23, 29, 45, 49,
50, 66, 67, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 78, 79, 81], feed forward and computed torque control
[23, 29, 42, 49, 50], adaptive control [10, 11, 16, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 34,
38, 39, 40, 41, 49, 50, 51, 56, 62, 65, 68, 70, 82, 83, 102, 103, 104, 105, 110], fuzzy
and neural network control [2, 8, 9, 14, 19, 33, 47, 48, 54, 57, 60, 61, 63, 80, 107,
111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119], and variable structure control [12, 13,
17, 18, 21, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 38, 42, 43, 44, 46, 52, 53, 76, 84, 108, 118]. In
this thesis, robotic systems are considered as a class of multi-input multi-output
(MIMO) nonlinear mechanical systems. Therefore, all designs, developments and
implementation results reported in the thesis are based on using MIMO robotic
systems.

Most of today's advanced industrial robot systems are controlled by using only
proportional-derivative (PD) or proportional-integral-derivative (PID) based lin-
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ear controllers [4, 5, 6, and 49]. Such PD type industrial control system can be
traced back to the literature [67, 80]. These designs comprise PD control plus
gravity compensation and the PD control plus desired gravity compensation term.
Authors in those papers prove that a PD-type robot controller can be used to
asymptotically stabilize the joint positions of rigid robot manipulators. However,
these control algorithms requires the knowledge of the gravitational loading vector
of the robot dynamics.

Adaptive forms of these controllers can be traced back to the reported results
in [73, 74]. Also, the parameters of these controllers require to meet complex design
inequalities that are very difficult to realize in real-time operation. As a matter of
fact, in the presence of the gravitational loading vector, PD design may cause a
steady-state tracking error, which can be reduced via tuning the proportional and
derivative gains or via adding an integral control action.

In [45, 75, 79], authors show local stability proof for a model-free PID control
law for industrial robot systems. The control design does not require knowledge
of the robot dynamics. It shows that the control design parameters depending
on the robot manipulator dynamics can be selected to ensure desired tracking
objective. Motivated by the controller proposed in [45, 75, 79], a stable position-
controller called PI2D controller without using gravitational loading vector of the
robot dynamics was proposed in [78] .

A new type of control strategy was introduced in [74, 81] to remove the re-
quirement of the gravitational loading vector from the controller design. The con-
trol structure combined an integral term developed by using a bounded nonlinear
function of the position error with a PD controller term. The controller was de-
veloped via combining a saturated, proportional, and differential feedback term

with a proportional-integral term formulated by a linear sum of velocity and satu-
rated position errors. The basic idea is to use the energy-shaping technique as well
as the passivity theory. The method can achieve desired tracking if the designer
can choose suitable design parameters via using Lyapunov second method. How-
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ever, the controller parameters of these controllers are required to satisfy complex
inequalities that may not attract industrials for the real-world applications.

In [71], Rocco proposed Lyapunov-based PID controller where the local sta-
bility property of the closed-loop system was established. Authors in [71] showed
that the integral gain in PID controller required very small values making PID
control structure to a simple PD controller.

The implementation of PD or PID controller is, however, difficult since it
requires velocity signals in addition to joint position signals. The practical problem

is that most advanced robotic systems do not provide velocity sensors due to the
constraints of weight and cost. In order to obtain velocity signals, the common
practical approach is to differentiate the position measurements obtained from
encoders or resolvers, which often leads to severe noise. As a consequence, the
performance of the PD or PID controller is limited as, in practice, the noise is
amplified with the increase of the values of controller gains.

To attenuate the noise amplification, the cut-off frequency of the filter may be
chosen via a trial-and-error method on the basis of the derivative control gains, the
amount of measurement noise associated with the sensor and the filtered derivative

action of the velocity signals [4, 5, and 6]. While it may work for some applications,
such a simple approximation is often inadequate for cases where velocities are very
low and/or very high. Moreover, the quantization effect of the noisy velocity signals
usually produces undesirable oscillations in the joint which renders the controlled
system unstable. In addition, there is no theoretical proof for such an ad hoc
solution that has been used in existing industrial robot controllers.

In this work, we propose a linear estimator to estimate the unknown velocity

signal for PD-based industrial robot controllers [85, 94]. We are mainly inter-
ested in using an observer that is free from the nonlinear robot dynamics and
uncertain parameters, which makes the design very robust. Based on using this
linear observer, we first propose a PD-like output-feedback control law. The design
comprises a PD term with nominal robot model dynamics where the unknown ve-
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locity signals are estimated by the output of the linear estimator. The Lyapunov
method is utilized to establish necessary conditions that guarantee the asymptotic
stability of the closed-loop error model dynamics. This condition sets the bound

on the tracking error trajectory of the closed-loop system. In the second design,
we remove the nominal model dynamics from the control design to formulate a
model-independent PD-type output feedback approach.

The convergence analysis of the proposed method is given in two steps. We
first design a PD controller as a state feedback approach. Based on using Lyapunov
method, we obtain the bound on the tracking error signals for the closed-loop error
model. It is shown in our analysis that the tracking error bound can be made
arbitrarily small by increasing the minimal eigen-value of the control gains. Second,
for a given set of initial conditions, we estimate the region of interest of the PD
based state feedback design. Then we saturate the control outside the estimated
region to obtain bounded control input. Afterwards, we use the linear observer to
estimate unknown velocity signals to develop a PD based output feedback control
law. The idea of introducing saturated control is to protect the controlled plant
from the effect of exponentially fast observer dynamics in the output feedback
design. The bounded control allows the designer to increase the speed of the
observer dynamics without sacrificing the tracking performance. Using asymptotic
analysis of the singularly perturbed closed-loop model, we prove that the observer
and tracking error variables are ultimately bounded and their bounds can be made

to a small neighborhood of the origin by using observer-controller gains. The
introduced control strategy can be applied in industrial robot manipulators that

are working under a filtered version of the PD based state feedback control law just
by replacing the velocity signal with the output of the linear estimator.

The proposed design is simulated on a 2-DOF robot manipulator. The method
is also experimentally tested on 3-DOF Phantom™ mechatronic systems to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the theoretical developments for real-time applications.
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In the last two decades, there has been growing interest in designing fuzzy and
neural networks based control systems for nonlinear systems [12, 13, 17, 18, 21,
22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 38, 42, 43, 44, 46, 52, 53, 76, 84, 108, 117, 118, and
references therein] . The idea of using fuzzy and neural networks systems is to re-
move the demand of a priori knowledge of the system dynamics. Most of these
reported results are based on using the requirement of the known bound of fuzzy
approximation errors, external disturbance and other modeling error uncertainties.
On the other hand, there is not a well-recognized fuzzy and neural network based
adaptive output feedback methodology for developing a smooth controller-observer
algorithm for highly uncertain multi-input multi-output nonlinear mechanical sys-
tems with modeling error and disturbance uncertainties. Therefore, the field of
fuzzy and neural network based adaptive output feedback control also remains a
difficult theoretical and practical problem.

In this work, we propose novel hybrid control schemes for a class of nonlinear

mechanical systems [88, 90, 96, and 97]. In the first scheme, we combine direct
adaptive fuzzy system with robust adaptive control law. The direct adaptive fuzzy
system is used to approximate the certainty equivalence (CE) principle-based clas-
sical nonlinear adaptive controller.

In the second scheme, an indirect adaptive fuzzy system is employed to esti-
mate nonlinear system dynamics. The robust adaptive controller in both schemes

is deployed to cope with uncertainty due to the presence of the fuzzy approxima-
tion errors, external disturbance and other unmodeled dynamics. The convergence
analysis of the proposed method uses simple theoretical arguments that allow a
designer to formulate an output feedback form of any state feedback based fuzzy
and neural network based design reported in the literature.

In contrast with the structures of existing fuzzy and neural network control
mechanisms, the hybrid design in this work is more efficient in terms of cost and
hardware implementation since the design uses only one fuzzy system to approxi-
mate the CE-based nonlinear adaptive controller. This is possible as the observer
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dynamics is free from uncertain parameters and nonlinear system dynamics. Unlike
the existing fuzzy approach, the design introduced in this work does not require the
known bound of fuzzy approximation errors, external disturbance and any other
modeling error uncertainties.

The proposed design can be applied for both state (position-velocity) and
output feedback cases. In the state feedback case, we develop a hybrid adaptive
control system with the assumption that the system states are available for feed-
back design. The design comprises two components, i.e., adaptive fuzzy and robust
adaptive component. The adaptive fuzzy component is employed to estimate non-
linear system dynamics and CE-based classical nonlinear adaptive control law. A
robustfying adaptive control component together with an adaptation mechanism
is used to learn bounded uncertainties representing fuzzy modeling errors, external
disturbance and other modeling error uncertainties. Using Lyapunov-like energy
function, we show that the tracking error signals under state feedback based closed
loop system are bounded and their bounds meet desired tracking objectives. In the
output feedback case, for the given set of initial conditions, we estimate the region
of interest of the state feedback based hybrid design and saturate the controller
outside the estimated region of interest. Then, we replace the velocity signals in
the saturated control law by the output of the linear estimator to formulate hybrid
adaptive output feedback control system. We then prove that the tracking error
bounds achieved under state feedback based design can be recovered asymptoti-
cally.

The design is more effective with respect to cost and real-time implementation
as the proposed design does not require an additional fuzzy system for observer
dynamics. This is mainly because the observer dynamics is free from uncertain
parameters and nonlinearities. In addition, the design consists of a robust adaptive
control term for estimating unknown modeling error and disturbance uncertainty
on-line, which avoids the problem associated with the existing fuzzy approach. The
controller design and implementation procedure are simpler as there are no need
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of the filtering or error augmentation techniques. The controller does not require

a priori knowledge of the system dynamics, which makes the design simple such
that it is easy to implement in a real-time environment. The proposed algorithms
are evaluated on a 2-DOF serial robot manipulators to demonstrate the usefulness
of theoretical developments for practical applications.
The sliding mode control (SMC) technique has been extensively studied by many
researchers [12, 13, 17, 18, 21, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 38, 42, 43, 44, 46, 52, 53,
76, 84, 108, 118, and many other references reported in the literature]. Most SMC
(details definition can be found in [108]) designs reported in the literature, however,
assume that velocity signals are available for feedback. But, in practice, most
systems only provide position sensors in order to reduce the weight and cost. So,
the required joint velocity signals have to be derived by differentiating the position
measurements that are often contaminated by severe noise, limiting the tracking
performance as the noise is amplified with the increase of the discontinuous control
gains. Specifically, the control system under the SMC design may exhibit excessive
chattering and infinitely fast switching causing poor tracking performance. To deal
with the above problem, we propose to estimate the velocity signals in the SMC
design. Results in this topic can be found in [12, 17, 18, 21, and 38].

The nonlinear dynamic observer was proposed in [18] for a planar flexible
manipulator. The observer dynamics is based on the use of system dynamics,
uncertain model parameters and nonlinear control inputs. This method guarantees

local stability of the closed-loop system. Moreover, the design is not adaptive,
which requires large control efforts to cope with the modeling error uncertainty.

Recently, authors in [38] proposed a sliding mode observer (SMO) based out-
put feedback SMC for a certain class of nonlinear dynamics. The design and
stability analysis of their technique resemble the output feedback method earlier
reported in [83] for a class of nonlinear systems. The theoretical concepts and
critical assumptions of such SMO can be found in [83] . Further difficulties asso-
ciated with the SMO design synthesis are clearly illustrated via using simulation
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examples.

The SMO structure [38], however, requires system dynamics, nonlinear control
input, switching control input terms and undesirable switching function sign{).
The narrow stability range of initial conditions with the assumption of the zero
initial position estimation error and the difficulties associated with the chattering
activity of the switching controls as well as the switching function in the SMO
structure are also discussed. In the face of large-scale parametric uncertainty, such a
non adaptive SMC [38] demands very large control effort as nonlinear control terms
and the high-frequency switching function intensify the control chattering activity
in the sliding surface. The method, however, imposes global growth conditions
on the system nonlinearities. In addition, the observer-controller ensure only local
stability of the closed loop design.

More recently, dynamic observer based output feedback full-order sliding mode
scheme is proposed for a certain class of nonlinear systems [17]. The idea of this
approach is in two fold. The first one is to introduce an auxiliary dynamics whose
input is the system output, and the other one is to transform the augmented sys-
tem into an observable linear system with an injection term which contains the
system output as well as the state of the auxiliary dynamics. The parameters of
the controllers-observer are chosen via using complex matrix-vector transforma-

tions. As a matter of fact, such a large number of tuning parameters may not be
realistic for highly uncertain MIMO nonlinear mechanical systems. Moreover, the

designed controller is not robust as it cannot cope with parametric uncertainty.
This is mainly because the design uses fixed system dynamics which may cause
poor tracking performance in the face of large uncertainty.

In this thesis, we propose linear observer based output feedback SMC design
for robotic systems [89, 93]. The observer structure is simple in the sense that it
does not require system dynamics, control inputs as well as undesirable switching
terms. The proof of stability of this method is established as follows. We first
derive the SMC as a state feedback approach with an assumption that all the state
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variables are available for feedback. The Lyapunov method is utilized to show that
the state feedback based SMC design ensures the global stability property for all
the signals in the closed-loop system. This property is established by assuming
that the parameters are unknown but belongs to a known compact set which is
relatively large. In the second step, we replace the unknown velocity signals with
the output of the linear estimator. For the given set of initial conditions, we first
define the estimated region of the interest for the state feedback based SMC design.
Then, we saturate the controller outside the estimated region of interest ensuring
that the output feedback controller remains bounded over the estimated region.
The idea of using the saturation mechanism is to deal with large-scale uncertainty
and disturbance. The saturation mechanism allows the speed of the observer to be

increased without sacrificing the transient tracking performance. In convergence
analysis, we show that the stability region under the position-velocity based SMC

design can be obtained by the output feedback sliding mode control (OFBSMC)
design.

In comparison, the method introduced in this thesis is adaptive while the
output feedback methods introduced in [12, 17, 18, 21, and 38] are not in adaptive
control framework. In addition, the output feedback design proposed in [12, 17, 18,
21, and 38], ensures only local stability while our approach guarantees semi-global
stability of the closed-loop system. The proposed design can be applied to design
an output feedback form of any state feedback based classical SMC design reported
in the literature.

If we consider that the uncertain parameters and initial conditions belong to a
relatively large compact set, then the existing single model (SM)-based SMC design
either for state or output feedback will exhibit poor tracking performance. To
improve overall tracking response, one can deploy high observer, discontinuous and
adaptation gains in order to increase the convergence of the state and parameter
estimates. More specifically, the state feedback based classical SMC approach
requires high learning gains as well as high discontinuous control gains to obtain
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fast convergence of the parameter estimator. In the output feedback case, high
observer gains are essential for robust reconstruction of the state estimates, and
high learning and discontinuous control gains are required to obtain fast parameter
learning to achieve desired tracking performance. The requirement of high observer
speed makes the output feedback based SMC design even more complex in real-
time application as high observer speed amplifies the input and output disturbance
causing high-frequency chattering and infinitely fast switching control phenomenon.
As a consequence, the existing SMC design, either for the state or output feedback,
might not be practically implementable or might be very expensive as, in practice,
the control efforts in most practical systems are limited. To improve overall tracking
performance with smaller observer-controller gains, we introduce a distributed SMC
technique for a class of nonlinear mechanical systems. Results in this direction for

single-input single-output (SISO) systems can be found [55, 58]. Theses methods
assume that the position-velocity signals are available for feedback. In addition,
the design reported in the literature [55, 58] exhibits large transient tracking error
due to the pre-routed nature of the switching scheme.

In this thesis, we first propose a pre-ordered control switching based dis-
tributed SMC technique for MIMO nonlinear mechanical systems. An inequality
for the derivative of the Lyapunov-function candidate is used as a switching cri-
terion to identify an appropriate SMC from the distributed SMC. It shows that
the pre-ordered switching nature may cause undesirable transient tracking in the
presence of a large number of the distributed candidate sliding mode controllers.

To improve the transient tracking performance from the pre-ordered control
switching mechanism, we allow classical sliding mode controllers to be switched in-
stantaneously among the finite set of distributed candidates so that overall tracking
performance can be improved. This idea can be described as follows. First, we dis-

tribute the compact set of uncertain parameters into a smaller number of compact
subsets. Second, we construct a family of candidate of distributed sliding mode
controllers corresponding to these smaller parameter compact subsets. Then, at
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each instant of time, we compare a family of distributed candidates to see which
candidate generates the largest decrease in the value of the Lyapunov inequality. If
the controller that currently acting in the loop satisfies the Lyapunov inequalities,
then we keep it. Otherwise, we switch to the distributed SMC candidate that best

approximates the plant. The design is applicable for both full state and partial
state measurement cases. The proposed method is evaluated on a 2-DOF robot
manipulator to demonstrate the effectiveness of the theoretical development for
real-world applications.
The single model (SM) certainty equivalence (CE) principle-based classical adaptive
control technique has been attracted the automatic control community for several
years [10, 11, 16, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 34, 38, 39, 40, 41, 49, 50, 51, 56,
62, 65, 68, 70, 82, 83, 102, 103, 104, 105, 110, and many other references]. These
designs can be classified into two categories as state and output feedback based
designs.

When operating conditions change in smaller magnitude, such a single model
CE principle-based adaptive control design either for the state or output feedback
approach can adapt to the new environment asymptotically. The problem is when
environments change in large magnitude, very high observer and learning control
gains are essential to improve the transient tracking performance. This means that
if uncertain parameters and initial conditions become large, then the CE-based
nonlinear adaptive design provides poor transient tracking performance.

Another reason for the current approaches showing poor transient tracking
performance is the well-known assumption that uncertain model parameters are
required to be linear with respect to nonlinear functions. For example, the per-
formance of the CE principle-based nonlinear adaptive robot control system de-
sign relies on strict linearized dynamical properties of the systems [3, 5, 6, 15,
21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 35, and many others reported in the liter-
ature], where uncertain model parameters are assumed to appear linearly with
respect to nonlinear robot dynamics, such as, the inertial matrix M(q) e Rnxn is
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symmetric, bounded, and positive definite and satisfies the following inequalities:
||?(?)|| < MM and ||M_1(g)|| < MMi, where MM and MMI are bounded posi-
tive constants, the matrix M(q) — 2C(q, q) is skew symmetric and the norm of the
gravity and centrifugal-coriolis forces are upper bounded as \\C(q, q)\\ < Cm \\q\\
and ||C(ç, Çd)|| < CmII^H < ac, where Cm and ac are bounded positive constants.
Therefore, when unknown parameters (Mm, MMi, Cm, o¿c) are large, then the
SM-based CE designs, either for state or output feedback, exhibit poor transient
tracking performance due to the presence of large modeling error uncertainty. To
improve transient tracking response, one may assign high observer-adaptation gains
to speed up the convergence rate of the state and parameter estimates via reduc-
ing the modeling error uncertainties of the closed loop system. This implies that
the position-velocity based classical adaptive design requires high adaptation gains
to obtain fast convergence rate of the parameter estimates. In output feedback
design, high observer-learning gains are required to achieve robust reconstruction

of the true velocity signals and fast parameter learning to ensure good transient
tracking performance. However, the demand of high gains makes the CE-based
adaptive design unrealistic in practical applications as high observer-adaptation
gains excites high frequency dynamics as well as the input and output unmodeled
dynamics, which in turn causes poor transient tracking performance.

To deal with the problem associated with high observer-adaptation gains in
classical adaptive control (CAC) framework, we propose a hybrid adaptive control
strategy for a class of MIMO nonlinear systems [86, 95, 101]. This method extends
the classical adaptive design by allowing its parameter estimate to be changed into
a family of candidate models. In other words, the method switches the CAC design
into a finite set of candidate controller that best approximates the plant. For this
purpose, we uniformly split the compact set of unknown parameters into a finite

number of smaller compact subsets [1, 20]. Then, we design a candidate controller
corresponding to each of these smaller compact subsets. The Lyapunov-function
inequality is utilized as a resetting criterion to select an appropriate candidate
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model that closely estimates the plant at any instant of time. The design can be
applied for both the state and output feedback designs. The proposed design is
simulated on a 2-DOF serial robot and experimented on 3-DOF Phantom™ robot
manipulators to demonstrate the effectiveness of the theoretical development for
possible practical applications.

Thesis Overview

The thesis has the following structure.

In Chapter 2, linear controller-observer schemes are developed for a class of
nonlinear mechanical systems. The asymptotic stability property of the closed loop
signals is presented via using Lyapunov-like energy function. Then, we remove
the nominal model dynamics from the controller design to formulate a model-
independent PD-type output feedback approach. Through asymptotic analysis, we
also show that all the signals under model-free PD type output feedback design
are bounded and their bounds can be made arbitrarily small by using observer-
controller gains. This asymptotic analysis is our main technical tool that allows us
to investigate the stability of different output feedback control systems presented
in the subsequent chapters. Implementation results demonstrate the potential ap-
plication of the proposed method on real systems.

Chapter 3 develops novel hybrid adaptive control systems where adaptive
fuzzy system combines with adaptive sliding mode control algorithm. These de-
signs can be applied for both state and output feedback case. In convergence
analysis, it is proven that the tracking of the output feedback design can converge
asymptotically to the performance achieved under the state feedback control de-
sign. The algorithms are evaluated on a robot manipulator to demonstrate the
theoretical development.

Chapter 4 introduces variable structure control technique. The contributions
of this chapter can be divided into two parts. First part proposes an output feed-
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back variable structure control strategy in order to deal with the problem associated
with the state feedback based design. Then, distributed variable control structure
technique is developed to obtain desired tracking objectives with relatively smaller
observer-controller gains in the presence of large-scale parametric uncertainty. The
control algorithms are evaluated on a 2-DOF robot manipulator to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the theoretical development.

In chapter 5, a multi-model based adaptive control method in certainty equiva-
lent principle framework is proposed for large scale nonlinear systems. This method
extends classical adaptive design by allowing its parameter estimate to be reset into
a finite set of candidate parameter models. The proposed method is simulated on
a serial link robot manipulator to illustrate the efficacy of theoretical developments
for real-time applications.

Chapter 6 presents experimental results of some classical and multi-model

based adaptive control algorithms on 3-DOF Phantom™ robot systems. The aim
of this chapter is to experimentally compare the tracking performance of multi-
model based hybrid adaptive design with the single model based classical control
design.

Finally, future research directions as well as thesis contributions are briefly
discussed in Chapter 7.



Chapter 2

PD-Based Linear Control

System

This chapter presents PD-type output feedback linear control schemes for the tra-

jectory tracking control problem for industrial robotic systems [85, 94].
In the first part of this chapter, we design PD-like output-feedback control

laws. The design comprises a PD term with nominal robot dynamics where the
unknown velocity signals are estimated by the output of the linear estimator. Using
Lyapunov analysis, we characterize the asymptotic property of all the signals in the
closed-loop error model dynamics. This property sets the bound on the tracking
error trajectory of the closed loop system.

In the second part, we remove the nominal model dynamics from the con-
trol design to formulate model-independent PD-type linear feedback controller.

In convergence analysis, we prove that all the signals under PD feedback design
are bounded and their bounds can be made arbitrarily small by using observer-
controller design parameters. Implementation results on a 2-DOF robot manipula-
tor demonstrate the potential applications of the proposed method on real systems.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section II describes the system
model and its dynamical properties. In section III, we propose a PD-like output-

33
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feedback control algorithm. We then remove the nominal model dynamics from the
control law to formulate the model-free feedback control approach. This section
also provides the error bound analysis of the proposed method via using Lyapunov-
like energy function. To validate our theoretical arguments, these methods are
implemented and evaluated on a 2-DOF robot manipulator in section IV. Section
V summarize this chapter.

2.1 System Dynamics and Properties

Let us first consider the equation of motion for an ?-link rigid robot systems [82-
101] given by

M(q)q + C(q,q)q + G(q) = r (2.1)

where q G 3în is the joint position vector, ç G SR" is the joint velocity vector,,
q G 5Rn is the joint acceleration vector, t G ??? is the input torque, M(q) G $inxn is
the symmetric and uniformly positive definite inertia matrix, C(q, q)q G 9?n is the
Coriolis and centrifugal loading vector, and G(q) G 5Rn is the gravitational loading
vector. We now define the joint position and velocity error vector as e = (q — qd)
and è = (q — qd). Then, we represent the robot model (2.1) in state space form as
follows

¿i = e2

¿2 = ??(ß) + 02(ei)r - qd (2.2)

where ex = e, e2 = è, f?(e) = -M(ex + cá)_1[C(ei + qd, e2 + <?d)(e2 + qd) +
G(ei + qd)} and f2(e1) = M{ex + qd)~l .

The objective of this chapter is to design a PD-based output feedback con-
troller which ensures the boundedness of all signals in the closed-loop model such

that the output of the system tracks a given desired trajectory qd(t) which satisfies
the following assumption:
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Ai) The reference trajectory, its first and second derivatives are bounded as Qd E
$R3n = [q¿, q¿, (jd]T £ O? with compact set O^.

The following dynamic properties will also be employed in convergence anal-
ysis [3, 5, 6, 15, 21, 22, and many others]:

1) M(q) G Rnxn is a symmetric, bounded, and positive definite matrix that
satisfies ||M(ç)|| < MM and ||?-1(9)|| < MMI, where MM and MMI are bounded
positive constant. 2) The matrix M(q) — 2C(q, q) is skew-symmetric. 3) The norm
of the gravity and centrifugal-coriolis forces are upper bounded as ||C(ç,ç)|| <
CmIIíH and \\C(q, q¿)\\ < kcd\\qd\\ < kc, where Cm, kc and kc¿ are bounded positive
constant.

The contributions of this chapter can be divided into two parts. In the first
part, we show that PD-like output feedback design can be used to achieve asymp-
totic stability for industrial robot control systems. Explicit bounds on the observer
gains are given by using Lyapunov method. In the second part, we remove the
nominal dynamics from the design and achieve semi-global stability property. It is
shown that, for the given set of initial conditions of interest, the designer can ob-
tain suitable bound on the observer-controller parameter that ensures the desired
tracking objectives. The initial sets can be defined to cover any given initial con-

ditions of interest, but once they are chosen the controller will be designed based
on them.

2.2 Output Feedback Design

In this section, we first introduce PD-like output-feedback control algorithm for
the system (2.2). The control law combines PD term with nominal robot model
dynamics where unknown velocity signals is estimated by using linear observer.
The error bound analysis of the observer-controller closed-loop system established
using singularly perturbed theorem. Later, the nominal model dynamics will be
removed to formulate a model-free PD type output feedback design for robotic
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systems.

Let us first state the main results for PD-like output-feedback method in the
following Theorem.

Theorem 2.1: Consider the closed-loop system composed of the system (2.2)
with the following observer-controller algorithm

r(ei,ê2,Qd) = -??ß?- Kdê2 + M(ei + qd)qd + C{ei + qd,qd)qd + G(q)
; „ , H1 „ · ZZ2-ei = e2 H ei,e2 = —ex

where è\ — {e.\ — êx), ë2 = (e2 — ê2), êi arad ê2 denote the estimated values of ß?
and e2, H\ and H2 are positive definite matrices, e is chosen as a small positive

parameter, and Kp e !Rnxn, Kd G 3f?nxn are constant positive matrices. If d be
the positive number such that d G (0, 1), and if there exists a continuous interval
e E (0, e*) such that e* satisfies

6 ai7+4^[(l-d)A + ^2]
and i/ie bound on e*(d) is given by

* _ OJiOl2
ß?ß2 + ai7

where a?, Ct2, ^, ß? and ß2 are non-negative constants, then the origin of the closed-
loop system is asymptotically stable for all 0 < e < e* .
Proof: To prove Theorem 2.1, let us first define the closed loop tracking error
model as

ex = e2

¿2 = <Me) + 02(ei)T(ei,e2> Qd)-^d (2.3)

Then, we formulate the observer error model dynamics as standard singularly per-
turbed system as

e??i = ?2 - ????

«72 = e[-g'd + 0i(e) + 02(e1)r(e1,ê2,(5d)] - H2% (2.4)
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with tr\\ = ëi and 772 = e2. We can see that the model (2.4)is in a standard
nonlinear singularly perturbed form as

è = /(e, 77,0)
¿? = /(e, 77, e)

Our aim is to analyze the property of the singularly perturbed system from those
of the reduced and the boundary layer models. To begin with this analysis, we first
find the reduced and boundary layer model by setting e = 0 in (2.4) as

7)1 * 0 = 772 - ????

772*0 = 0*[-a? + f1(ß) + f2(61)t(e1,ß2^?)}- H2Tj1

which implies 0 = 772 — ????,? = -H2T]x. That is, 771 = 0 and 772 = 0. This also says
that ëi = 0 and ë2 — 0. This means that e1 = ë\ and e2 = ê2 are the equilibrium

points of (2.4). We now use the control law r(ei, ê2, Qd) and then add and subtract
C(ei 4- qd, G2)cid to simplify the tracking error model as

è2 = M~l[-C(ei + qd, e2)e2 - Kde2 + Kde2 - 2C(ex + qd, qd)e2 - Kvex\

Applying ë2 = 0 in è2, one obtains the reduced model as

éi = e2

¿2 = M-1[-C(ei + qd, e2)e2 - Kde2 - 2C(ex + qd, qd)e2 - Kvex\

which has an equilibrium at e = 0, (ei,e2) — (0,0). The boundary layer system
can be defined in faster time scale ? as

dm (C)
dC

dm(C)

UO-H1V1(Q

= -H2T11(Od(
where ? = -. The boundary-layer model has the following compact form
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with Aq and 77(C) = [vïiOi ??(?)] ¦ This implies that bound-
-"1 ¿???

-H2 Onxn
ary or fast model has an equilibrium at ? — 0, (??, ?2) = (0, 0).

At this point, we claim the following Lemma.

Lemma 2.1: The equilibrium point of the reduced or slow model and boundary
or fast model are asymptotically stable.

Proof: To prove the Lemma 2.1, we use the following controller Lyapunov
function V0 for the reduced model and observer Lyapunov function V0 for the
boundary-layer system

1
2*

1
2CVn = ^eJ??ß? + Je[Me2, V0 = ^-?t?0?1

25 (2.5)

First, we take the derivative of Vc with respect to time along with the reduced
model as

V0 = è\Kvex + -e^Me2 + e\Mè2
Using the property 2 and e2, one can simplify the derivative of Vc as

Vc = <% [-Kde2 - IC{ex + qd, qd)e2]

In view of the property 3, we can further simplify Vc as

Vc < -elKdce2 < 0

where Kdc = 2kc + k¿ with a positive constant derivative control gain kd. By in-
voking the LaSalles invariance principle, the only solution of ¿i = e2 and è2 —

M_1[-C(ei + qd,e2)e2 - Kde2 - 2C(ex + qd,qd)e2 - Kvex\ evolving in the set
{(ß?, e2) \e2 = 0} are è\ = 0 and 0 = -[M-1ApJe1. Then, we have e\ = 0.

Let us now take derivative Vb along with the fast or boundary-layer model as

V0 = 2?t?0?

-*-* 1 Tl X Tl
As the matrix A0 — is Hurwitz, then there exists a positive definite

-H2 0nxn
matrix P0 such that A^ P0 + P0A0 = — Q with the given positive definite design
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matrix Q. Then we can write Vq as

Vo < -77TQt7 < -Amm(Q)|M|2 < 0

which guarantees that the equilibrium point ? = 0 of the fast model is asymptoti-
cally stable. That concludes the proof of Lemma 2.1. ·

Note that the Lemma 2.1 is established for the reduced and boundary layer
model by assuming that e = 0. However, in practice, it may not be possible to
apply e = 0 in observer dynamics. Therefore, our aim is to establish the stability
property of singularly perturbed model (2.3) and (2.4) such that there exists a
bound on e for which the derivative of the Lyapunov function is negative. To
explore that, let us consider the following composite quadratic-Lyapunov function
candidate Vco for the singularly perturbed model (2.3) and (2.4)

V„ ^L^ [eT2Me2 + e\Kpex] + ¿?t?0?
We take derivative along with perturbed model, one has

1
V„ (1-d) è[ Kpei + -ei, Me2 + ei, Me2 ??? ?0?

(2.6)

(2.7)

Now, we use the control law r(ei, ê2, Qd) and then add and subtract C(ei + qd, e2)<jd
to simplify Vco as as

Vco = '^—^eT2Me2 + (1 - d)eT2 [f(e, 0, 0) + /(0, ?, e)]
-?t?0? + dVTP0 [g(0, ?, e) + g(e, 0, O)] (2.8)

where e2 = èu ?2 = ë2, 0(0,77, e) = ???~??2, /(e, 0,0) = [-C(ei + qd,e2)e2 -
Kde2 - 2C(ei + qd, qd)e2] , /(0, ?, e) = ???2 and g(e, 0, 0) = M~l [-C(C1 + qd, e2)e2-
Kde2 - Kpei - 2C(ei + qd, qd)e2}- Applying A%P0 + P0A0 = -Q together with the
property of 2 and 3, equation (2.8) becomes

Vco < -(l-d)eT

d

e + (1 - d)e7
0 0

0 Kdc

77TQt7 + dVTPo[g(0,V,e) + ^e, 0,0)]

0 0

0 Kd
?

(2.9)
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This implies that, for a small value of e, the closed-loop trajectory enters into a
positively invariant set over a finite time and remains there for all future time.
The time and size of this set can be made very small by using small values of

e. Let us now find the bound on e. In view of the property 1 and the property
3, the bound on the modeling error terms g(0, ?, e) and g(e, 0, 0) can be obtained
as Hg(0, 7/, e) H < ge\\v\\ and ||g(e,0, 0)|| < <7c||e|| with positive constants ge and
9c- Applying ||#(0, ?, e)|| < ge\fo\\ and \\g(e,0, 0)|| < gc\\e\\, equation (2.9) can be
simplified as

Vn < ;i - d)a^2(e) + (1 - d)ß^(e)i>(V) - -a2?2(?)
-??f2(ß) + ?ß2f(e)f(?) (2.10)

where ip(e) = ||e||, ?(?) = \\?\\, ai —
0 0

0 Kdc
, ßi

0 0

0 Kd
Oi2

HQH, ß2 = gc\\Po\\ and 7 = ge||P0||· Then, equation (2.10) can be rewritten in the
following compact form

Vm< F?(ß)
F2(?/)

Tpd
F? (e)
F2(??)

with

Tpd
[1 — d)oti -Ul-Cl)P1 ;dß2

[l-d)ßl-\dß2 d((^)-7)
This implies that V00 < 0 if there exists a positive constant e*(d) given by e*(d)

ala2

on e*(d) as e — a a .
Then Vrn can be written as

? . For maximum value of d — ßl one can find the bound[(l-d)/3i+d/32] · -——"—"—-"-- (/?i+ft)'
^122— where a?, a2: 7, ß\ and ß2 are non-negative constants.

V0O < — Am¿„(7]„¿)||CII

where ? — [F? (e) F2(??)] and Amin(.) is the minimum eigen value of the positive
definite matrix Tpd. This implies that, for e < e*, the origin of the singularly
perturbed system (2.3) and (2.4) is asymptotically stable. That concludes the
proof of Theorem 2.1. ·
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Remark 2.1: In view of the observer and the closed loop robot dynamics, we
can notice that the speed of the observer dynamics is much higher than the closed-
loop robot dynamics. Then, we can say that the observer has a faster dynamics
than the robotic system and the PD controller. As the observer dynamics is faster
and free from robot dynamics, then the perturbation in the model parameters will
be negligible.

It is worth noting to mention that if the initial error estimates and inertial
parameters become very large then the output feedback control input given by
Theorem 2.1 may also become very large value during transient phase. This is
mainly because the observer speed requires to increase with increase of the error

state estimates and the modeling error uncertainties. The demand of high-speed
observer, that is small value of e, can be illustrated by analyzing the observer error

model dynamics (2.4). From the error model (2.4)

d] = ?0? + Be \-qd + f?{e, qd, qd) + ^2(ei, gd)r(ei, ê2, Qd)]

with A0
?2 Onxn

and B , we can see that if the uncertainty
Vnxn

-Inxn

level increase, then the second term of the bracket will also be increased. To
reduce the influence of the modeling error uncertainties from the observer dynamics,
that is to minimize the effect of the second term, we have to use very small e to
make the term close to zero which may cause large transient control input. The
practical problem is that the large control efforts during transient phase may excite
unmodeled high-frequency dynamics resulting undesirable chattering activity. To
protect the plant from the large transient control effect, let us introduce saturated
control technique, where the input is bounded over the domain of interest provided
by the state feedback controller. We consider that Qc% is an estimate of the region

of attraction of the state feedback controller r(e1; e%, Qd) such that the controller is
bounded over the set flCrl via using a smooth saturated function as rs(ei, e2, Qd) =

Tmax Sat ir(e^Qd)j = r(e1,e2,Qd), Ve(O) G üCol, Ve G Q01 and rmax is taken
over the set QCrl , where QCol , i)cri and O?1 are the compact sets with cri > C\ >
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Coi, Qd G O<?, Tmax = max\r(ei,e2,Qd)\ and Sat(.) is bounded smooth saturation
function defined as follows

Sat (y) if y < ?
1 if y > 1

Then, Ve G Oe?, one has |r(ei, ß2, Qd)I < W Vi > 0 and therefore rs(ei, e2, Qd) =
r(ei, ß2, Qd). We now replace the state vectors e in the control law by the output
of the linear estimator ê. The bounded output feedback controller can also be
achieved by saturating outside the region of interest Qci as follows: rs(ei, ¿2, Qd) =

W Sat (T(e;ffd)) = r(ei,ê2,Qd), Ve G Oe1, Ve(O) G Ocol, Qd G O* Then one
has |r(ei,ê2,Qd)| < rmax Vi > 0 which implies r(ei,e2,Qd) = Ts(ei, ê2, Qd)- In
practice, the maximum bounds on the control input is given by the manufacturer.
It is important to note that the saturation mechanism will only be used when the
initial conditions of interest becomes very large. Then, we can write tracking error
model as

èi = e2 é2 = ^i(e) + 02(ei)rs(ei,e2,Qd) -?d

The observer-error dynamics has the following form

. H1 _
677i = e2 ei

e

6772 = e [-qd + f? (e) + (j)2(e1)Ts(euê2, Qd)] ~ ?2?? (2.11)

We now analyze the property of the closed-loop observer-controller error model
dynamics. First we add and subtract rs(e, Qd, 0, 0) with the third term of ef¡2 and
then use rs(e, Qd, 0, 0) = r(e, Qd, 0, 0) to simplify the derivative of Vco as

V00 = (1- (I)^Me2 + -VTPoV + (l-d)eT[Ts(e,Qd,V,e)-Ts(eiQd,0,0) +?? c

M{-C{ex + Cd, e2)e2 - Kde2 - 2C{ex + çd, qd)e2)) + ^P0[C(O, T7, e)
+£(e,0,0)]
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V00 < -{l-d)eT

d

e + (1 - d)ei [rs(e, Qd, ?, e) - rs(e, Qd, 0, 0)]

where

£(e,0,0) = M-l[-2C{el + qd,qd)e2-Kpel-Kde2-C{e1 + qd,e2)e2]
e(0,77,e) = KdM-%

Applying A^P0 + PoA0 = —Q and the property 1 and the property 3, Vco can be
further simplified as

0 0

0 Kdc

yQy] + ??t??[?(0, ?, e) + ?(e, 0, O)]
Since Ts(ei, e2, Qd, 0, 0) and rs(ei, e2, Qd, ?, e) are continuous function with respect
to their arguments, then, using properties 1 and 3, one has

||rs(e,g,,??,e)-rs(e,Qd,0,0)||<A||77||

IK(O1T^)II <¿i|MI

||£(e,0,0)||< 52||e||
where ß?, d? and d2 are bounded positive constants. With these above inequalities,
Vco has the following simplified form as

Vco < -(1-?)a?f2(e) + (1-?)ß??(e)?(?)--a2?2(?) + ??\\?0\\?2(e)
+?ß2f{e)f{?)

0 0
where ? (e) — ||e||, f{?) = \\?\\, a.\ =

[0 Kdc
Then V00 can be re-written in the following compact form

ß2 = d2\\?0\\ and 7 = 5i||P0||.

K„<- F?(ß)
F2(t7)

? T

?pd
F?(e)
F2(??)

with C/pd (1 - COa1 -ì(l - d)ft - \dß2
-\{\-d)ßx-\dß2 d((^)-7)

conclude that K0 < 0 if there exists a positive constant e*(d) such that

In view of Vœ, we can
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and, for the maximum value of d = Tg^Vy, the upper bound on e*(d) can be
calculated as follows e* = ßl^"l , where ax,a2, 7, ßx and ß2 are positive constants.
Then, for every e, the bound on V00 becomes Vco < —Xmin(Upd)\\C\\2 where ? =
[F?(e), *2(??)] and Amiil(.) is the minimum eigen-value of the positive definite
matrix Upd. This implies that the origin of the singularly perturbed system (2.3)
and (2.4) is asymptotically stable. That concludes the proof of Theorem 2.1 when
the control input is bounded by a saturated function. ·

It is important to point out that the output feedback algorithm developed in
Theorem 1 depends on the nominal robot dynamics. We now remove the robot
dynamics from the controller to develop the following model-free controller-observer
algorithm

r(ei,ê2) = -K(ê2 + Xex) (2.12)

with ? > 0, K e $ßnxn and ê designed as êx = ê2 + ^ex and ê2 = ^e1. The
implementation block diagram of this controller-observer is shown in Figure 4.1.
In view of the controller and observer structure, we can observe that the design is
independent of the system dynamics and parameters. Then the control input with
linear observer can be written as

r(ei, e2) = -KXex - Ke2 + Ke2

Now substitute this input r(ex, e2) to formulate the closed-loop tracking error model
as éi = e2 and é2 = M"1 [-C(ex + qd, e2 + qd)e2 - C(ex + qd, e2 + qd)qd - KXex -
Ke2 + Ke2] — qd. Then construct observer error dynamics as

ë = A0ë + Bfo(Qd,e,ë) (2.13)

where

fo(Qd,e,e) = [M~1(-C(ex + qd,e2 + qd)e2-C(ex + qd,e2 + qd)qd- KXex- Ke2
+Ke2) - qd]

Then the observer-controller errorAn =
¦"1 ¿nxi

-H2 0nxr
and B =

Unxn
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q ~e
Observer

PD Output
Feedback
Controller

q
Manipulators

Figure 2.1: The implementation block diagram representation of observer-controller
structure

model dynamics can be written in the newly defined variables ? as

tr\

where fs(Qd,e,e^) is defined as

Is(Qd, e,e, ?)
?0? + Bef0(Qd, e, e, 77)

(2.14)
(2.15)

[e2; M l(-C(ex + qd, e2 + qd)e2 - C(ex + qd, e2 + qd)qd ~ KXe1 - Ke2 + Kr]2) - qd]

and fo{Qd, e, e, ?) is defined as

M_1(-C(ei + <?d, e2 + qd)e2 - C(ex + qd, e2 + qd)qd - TfAe1 - Ke2 + ?G772) - Qd

with €77i = ëi, 772 = ë2 and a small positive parameter e. The terms fs(Qd,eie^)
and Jo[Qd-, e, e, 77) represent the effects of the nonlinear dynamics of the manipulator
and the effects due to the observer errors. The above model is in a standard

nonlinear singularly perturbed form which can be defined as é = /(e, 0, 0) and
ß? — /(e, t?, e). Notice that if e = 0 in (2.15) then we have 77 = 0. Using e = 0
and 77 = 0, one has the following closed-loop tracking error dynamics under state
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feedback control law defined as

SsI
(2.16)

Ss2

where fsl = e2 and fs2 = [M_1(-C(ei + qd, e2 + qd)e2 - C(ei + qd, e2 + qd)qd ~
K\e\ — Ke2) — qd}. Equation (4.36) represents the trajectory tracking error dynam-
ics driven by the nonlinear terms defining the dynamics of the robot manipulator.

2.2.1 Error Bound Analysis Under PD State Feedback Con-
trol Design

Let us now derive the property of the closed-loop error signals under the position
and velocity based PD feedback controller given by

7"(ei, e2) = -KXex - Ke2

The filtered version of this PD controller usually used in most advanced industrial
and practical robot control algorithm, see for example [4], [5], [6]. In our subsequent
development, we remove this assumption via replacing the derivative signals by the
output of the linear observer. Then we derive a condition under which all the signals
in the PD output feedback control law will be bounded. We begin with the analysis
by finding an error boundedness property of the closed loop system (2.16) under
above PD based state feedback system. To find the tracking error bound of the
PD control law, let us consider the following Lyapunov function candidate

Vr = ^STMS (2.17)
with S = e2 4- Xei and ? = diag[Xi, X2, ,An] with positive constants An. Take
the derivative of (2.17) along the solution of closed-loop system (2.16). Then, using
assumption Ai as well as the property 2, V becomes

Vr < -Amin.(i,)||5||2 + ||,ST||fc0 (2.18)

e = Ss(Qd,e,0,0) =
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where || [AC(ei+çd, ei)qd-C(ei+qd, qd)qd}+M (-qd + Xe2) + [XC (ei+qd, e1)-C(e1 +
Qd, Çd)]e2|| < k0 W(e,Qd) G Qc x Qd with k0 > 0. Now, applying HSU2 > Amax . \ao)

and \\S\\ < ?/? r, ,, equation (2.18) can be written as

Vr < -i)0Vr + VoyV

with Ol0 = 0.5
M11 M12

M21 M22
?? = ?-5^?> - = W*0 and V0 feo

? In ì ' " "min V-1 v/ "^1-* 17O /t ; -¦

Then, we can find the ultimate bound on the error trajectory as follows

Vr(t) < VJO)C^ + — (1 - e-**)
??

for any ot0 > 0, f0 > f , 7o = (f0 - f), and ßs = ¿. Using Vr > ^¿¿}aJ ,
the bound on Vr can be simplified further as

Vr < -KVr (2.19)

where ? = ^f. Thus, the solution of (2.19) can be written as

V(t) < Vr(0)e~Kt

This implies that the trajectory starting in a region where Vn(O) > c will continue
to decrease until the trajectory enters into the set fic where Q0 = {e \ Vr < c} .
Now using Vr = ?^?4ß4, we have Vn < 0, where c = 2^°X^.M ^j0J1 impiies
that the solution of (2.16) starting in the set Qc = {e \ Vr < c] will remain there
Vi > 0 as Vr is negative on the boundary Vr = c.

Remark 2.2: The boundary of the set Oe defines the maximum errors that
one can expect from the PD state feedback controller. Notice from the relationship
c _ 2fc„A ,(op) £nat ^j16 set Q^ can ^e ma(je arbitrarily small by increasing the
minimal eigenvalue of the control gain K.
Based on our above analysis, let us now state the following Theorem 2.2.

Theorem 2.2: Consider that the closed loop control system (2.16) composed
of the nonlinear robot dynamics (2.2) and the control law r(ei, e2) — -KXe1 -Ke2.
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Then, for any given initial error states e(0), there exists a controller gain K such
that the tracking error signals are ultimately bounded by a bound that can be made
arbitrarily small closed to origin by increasing the minimal eigenvalue of the control
gains K .

2.2.2 Error Bound Under PD Output Feedback Controller

In this part of the chapter, we aim to show that the state variables of the closed

loop system under PD output feedback controller are bounded by a bound that can
be made arbitrarily small by using observer-controller design parameter e and K.
More precisely, we will show in our subsequent analysis that, for the given set of
initial conditions of interest, there exists controller-observer control gains, K and e*,
such that for every 0 < e < e^ all the state variables of the closed-loop system under
PD output feedback are bounded by a bound that can be made very small via using
small value of e. In other words, the performance under PD state feedback design
can be recovered asymptotically by the PD output feedback design. To proceed
with that we consider that all the initial error states are bounded that belongs to
the compact set O*, = {e(0) | K(O) < &}, where ei(0) G O1? and ß2(0) G O2?. The
initial sets O?0 and O2? can be chosen arbitrarily large enough to cover any given
bounded initial errors. We also consider that the bounded initial state estimates

ê(0) = êo belongs to the compact set O*,. Now, for the given initial conditions of
interest, we define the compact set OG such that flr — {e | Vr < cr} with cr > b is
the domain of interest for the PD state feedback controller.

To ensure the bounded PD-output feedback control, we saturate the input
outside the domain of interest O,.. The bounded control requires to prevent the

system being affected from the large transient control phenomenon from high speed
observer error variable in the face of the large inertia parameters and initial error
states. Once the short transient period is over, the observer error variable becomes
small and saturation function becomes idle.

Let us now state our main results for PD-output feedback design where linear
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observer incorporates to estimate the unknown velocity signals.

Theorem 2.3: Consider the observer-controller closed-loop control system
defined by (2.14) and (2.15). Then, for any given compact set (e(0),ê(0)) G Vtb,
there exists observer-controller gains e\ and K such that for every 0 < e < e^ the
state variables (e, ?) of the closed loop system are bounded by a bound that can be
made arbitrarily small closed to the origin by choosing observer-controller design
parameters.

Proof: To prove above Theorem 2.3 [85, 94], we first show that there exists a
transient time period Ti (e) e [0,T2] during which the fast variable ? approaches
a function of the order 0(e), while the slow variables remain in the subset OG of
the domain of attraction flc. Second, we ensure the boundedness property of the
signal e(t) for all t E [G?(e),?3], where Ti (e) G (0, ?] and T3 > T2 is the first time
e(t) exists from the set OG? where OG? = {e\Vr < cri} with cr\ > b and cr\ < cr. In
this part, T3 is shown to tend to infinity, which implies that the state variables e(t)
remain bounded for t > 0. This means that the state trajectory (e, ?) is trapped
inside the set which can be made very small by using small value of observer design
constant e.

We first prove that there is a short transient period under which the observer

error variables 77, namely fast variables, decay to 0(e) for small value of e > 0.
During this transient period, the state variables e, namely slow variables, remain
within a bounded domain of interest OG. In this period, the fast variables converge
faster than the exponential mode of the form - exp~r~ for any a > 0. We start by
proving that there exist a finite time T2 independent of e such that every trajectory
e starting in O& will be remained in O?1 for all t G [0,T2]. To prove this argument,
let us take the following Lyapunov function candidate Vr = ^S1 MS. Then we take
the derivative along the solution of the trajectory (2.14) to simplify the derivative
as one has

Vr = -STKS - ST[-C(e1 + qdiqd)e2-C(e1 + qd,qd)qd
+XC(C1 + qdi ei)qd + XC (ex + qd, ei)e2 - M(qd - Xe2) + Kr]2] (2.20)
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V(e(0),ê(0)) G Qb, Ve G OG and Ve e Qr, the second term of (2.20) is satisfied the
inequality

Il [XC(C1 + qd, ei)qd - C{e\ + qd, qd)qd] + M (-qd + Ae2) + ??2 +
[AC(ei + qd, ei) - C(ei + gd, gd)] e2|| < vlo

V(e,77, Qd) G Qr x iîd and Vt? e OG with t>i0 > 0. Applying ||5?|2 > -t—^?-^ and
\\S\\ < ?/? .^(a )) equation (2.20) then can be simplified as

Vr < -1p0Vr + Wio y/Vr

where ? = Amin(K), f0 = Am ~(ct } and vlo = , kl° Using Young's inequality,^ ' ? ^min . \Oc0)
the second term can be written as

V10VVr < fVr + JLvI
with Qi0 > 0. Then, VC can be further simplified as

Vr < -lolVr + P1
2

with ?0 > 9^, ß? = ^- and ??? = (?0 — 9^). Now, the solution of the differential
equation can be derived as follows

Vr{t) < K(0)e"7oli + — (1 - e"7oli)
loi

Since K(O) < crl < cr with crl > b, crl < cr and OG? = {e\Vr < crl}, then
there always exists a finite time T2, independent of e, such that Vr(t) < cr for all
ÍG[0,T2].
We now turn our attention to the fast equation and analyze its solution over the

interval t G [0,T2]. We show that there exists a very short time interval [0, Ti (e)]
for lim Ti (e) = 0 such that the observer error variables ? approach to the order of
O(e). To show that, let us take the following Lyapunov function candidate for the
observer error model (2.15)

Vb = ???0? (2.21)
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Figure 2.2: The desired (dash), output trajectory (radians) (solid) and control in-
puts (newton-meters) for joints 1 and 2 without using input and output disturbance
noise under Theorem 2.1.

where P0 — Pj > O is the solution of the Lyapunov equation P0A0 + AqP0 = —I.
Take derivative (2.21) along the trajectory (2.15), one has

2 2-?????0? + ~ß?tP0Bf0(Qd, e, e, ?)Vb = -?1 ???0? + -ß?' P0Bf0(Qd, e, ß,?) (2.22)

Now, we can use the following boundedness property of the function f0(Qd, e, e, 77)

||/0(Qd,e,e,77)||<fc3 (2.23)

Ve e OG, where k% is a positive constant. Applying P0A0 + A0" P0 — —I and (2.23),
one has

1
h<— ikir + 2A)3i|p||||77i

Using ||?7||2 > vh and
????a?. \ *o )

vb <

< vh
¦^min. \*o) , equation (2.23) can be simplified as

Vb + 2k3\\P\
Vh

(2.24)

where ||P|| — Amax(P0). From (2.24), we now analyze the property of the fast
variable ? over the interval t e [O, G? (e)] for three cases when Vb > e2ß, Vb — e2ß
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and Vb < e2ß. We first consider if V¿, > e2ß, then (2.24) can be simplified as

Vb < -^Vb (2.25)
for 7 = ^t—l-jwr and the inequality Vb > e2ß exists if „ , Vb , D , > 2/C3IlPlI ? /t—^
holds, that is 9 . 1 rp.Vt > 2^^ and H > e2ß where /5 = 16||P||2/c?Amax(P0) =
16||P||3fc|. Now from (2.25), one gets the solution for Vb as

H<H(0)exp(-^)
for Vb > e2ß.

Let us now choose a bounded initial condition for the initial estimates as ê(0) G
O& then the corresponding scaled initial state estimation error is also bounded by
77(0) = 6^ 'e^ ' < — with positive constant ka where ka depends on the size of the
set O;,. Then Vb can be further simplified as

11s! ^ k0 ?— ??\Vb(v(t,e)) < Vb(O) exp<<> < -|exp(« >e

where k0 = kl\max(P0) = ? with 7 = ^—1Ip)- We now calculate the transient
peaking time Pi (e) when Vb = e2ß. Let e^ > 0 be small so that for all 0 < e < e^,
the time Pi (e) is calculated when Vb = e2ß as Pi (e) = -In (J^ J. Then, at time
Pi(e), Vb — e2ß and from equation (2.25) we have H < —^tß. Therefore, Vb(r¡(t))
will continue to decrease and for the time t > Pi (e) the inequality Vb < e2ß holds.
We now examine the property of ? when Vb < e2ß. Notice that the time Pi is a
function of the observer gain e and Pi (e) tends to zero when e —» 0. This implies
that we can choose Pi (e) small enough such that, during the short transient time
Pi (e), the estimated state variables approach to the true state. This also says that
we can choose Pi (e) small enough such that Pi (e) G (0, P2]. That is, there is a
time Pi (e) G (0,P2] such that for all t G [Pi (e), P3], Vb < e2ß, where P3 > P2 is
the first time e(t) exists from the set flr and P3 may be equal to infinity. Since
the transient time Pi (e) is a function of e then one can make Pi (e) —» 0 as e —>¦ 0.
Using Lyapunov equation (2.21), we can say that as Vb < e2ß Vi G [Pi(e),P3]. This
implies that ||?7|| is of the order 0(e) in the same interval.
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Figure 2.3: The tracking errors for joints 1 and 2 without using input and output
disturbance noise under Theorem 2.1.

We now study slow model over the time interval t e [Ti (e), T3]. The system
can be viewed as a perturbation of the closed loop system under state feedback
control, with the perturbation term of the order ||ry||. It is shown in our previous
analysis that the fast observer error variables ? decay to 0(e), that is, V& < e2ß
Wt G [Ti (e), T3]. Using this fact, we now show that there exists a positive constant
such that for all 0 < e < el the error signals (e,?) are bounded Vi > Ti (e). To
proceed with that, we consider the Lyapunov function Vr defined in (2.17). First
take the derivative of (2.17) along the trajectory of (2.14), one has

dVrVr de ¦f8(Qd,e,e,rì

By adding and subtracting ^¡ffs(Qd, e, 0, 0), we have
F)V..

Vr --
dV BV
-^ [f8(Qd, e, e, ?) - fa(Qd, e, 0, O)] + -g^fs(Qd, e, 0, 0) (2.26)

The second term of (2.26) represents the time derivative of Vr along the solution
of the closed-loop system (2.16) under PD state feedback control. Then, we can
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simplify Vr as

Vr < -KVr dVr
de [fs(Qd, e, e, ?) - MQd, e, 0, O)] (2.27)

Now, the second part of (2.27) has the following upper bound as
dVr
de [MQd, e, e, ?) - MQd, e, 0, O)] < h\\m

Ve G O,, with k2 > 0. With this inequality, (2.27) leads to

Vr < — kVt + felici

Applying 1 1 nil < ?/t—^p1, Vr becomes11 " y ^mmt-i oj

VT < -KVr + h«
Vh

Using Lyapunov function Vr of (2.17) and Vf, < e2ß, we have

Vr < -KeTQLe + /c2oe

0.5A2M 0.5AM
where A^0 = k2 APo) and QL = From Vr, we can see

0.5/ 0.5M

that on the boundary of Vr = cr, we have Vr < 0 when cr > ^2*. Since e is
small and cr is chosen strictly greater than b and 1^1 then we can conclude that
the set O,. = {e | Vr < cr} is a positively invariant set. Note that for the given
set of initial conditions of interest, we can calculate the bound on í as 6 = ^
with ? = /íAm¿n(Q¿) ||e||2. Thus the state trajectory e is trapped inside the set
Qcr x O€ with Oe = {? \ W(?) < e2ß}. The boundary of the set OG defines the
maximum error that we can expect from the PD output feedback controller. Then,
we conclude that all the state variables of (2.14) and (2.15) are bounded Vi > 0
and ? is of O(e) Vi > T1 (e). Therefore, if e —> 0 then the error bounded set OG
under output feedback converge to the bounded set under the state feedback based
PD control law. To show that, let us integrate Vr from t = 0 to t = T yields,

Vr(T) - K(O) < - ! K\min(QL)\\efdt + 7le
Jo
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Figure 2.4: The desired (dash), output trajectory (radians) (solid) and control
inputs (newton-meters) for joints 1 and 2 using output feedback design of Theorem
2.1 with initial conditions.

where ji — Tk^0. Using the Lyapunov equation (2.17), we can write

/ KXmin(QL)\\e\\2dt < ^e(0)TQLe(0) - V(T) + 7le
Using T = oo and y(oo) > 0, then the tracking error bound can be calculated as

/ KXmm(QL)\\e\\2dt < ^e(0)TQLe(0) + 7le
If e —>¦ 0 then the error bound under output feedback converge to the error bound
under state feedback as defined by (2.19).

2.3 Design Synthesis and Simulation Results

We now show the design process of the proposed output-feedback control algorithms
on a 2-DOF serial link manipulator [82-101]. The equation of motion for this robot
system is defined as
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Figure 2.5: The tracking errors for joints 1 and 2 using with output feedback design
of Theorem 2.1 using with initial conditions.
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Figure 2.6: The disturbance level of w(t).
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Figure 2.7: The desired (dash), output trajectory (radians) (solid) and control
inputs (newton-meters) for joints 1 and 2 using output feedback design of Theorem
2.1 using with input and output disturbance noise w(t) .

mu mu

m2i m22

Qi

Q2
+

ClI Ci2

C21 C22

Qi

0.2 T2
(2.28)

with mn = (?? + 2#2 + 2O2 cos ç2), ^12 = (O2 + #2cosç2), m2i = (O2 + (92cosç2),
m22 = #2, C11 = -2g2#2sin<72, ci2 = -<?2#2sing2, C21 = qi62sixiq2 and C22 = 0,
where ?? — mil2 — 8, O2 — m2l2 = 9, I is the link lengths, mi and m2 are the
masses of links 1 and link 2, respectively. The robot operates in the horizontal
plane so the gravitational force vector is G = 0.

To define the reference trajectory for the robot to follow, a square wave with a
period of 8 seconds and an amplitude of ±1 radians is pre filtered with a critically
damped 2nd-order linear filter using a bandwidth of ?? = 2.0 rad/sec.

To obtain desired control signal to follow the desired path, let us take the coef-

ficients of the PD controller arbitrarily as: Kp — 200/2x2 and K¿ — 250/2x2· These
parameters are chosen in such a way that meets the transient tracking objectives.
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This implies to select the values of Kp and Kd such that the given closed-loop sys-
tem would be critically damped and the response would be fast enough. The initial
position and velocity errors are chosen as e(0) = 2. With these design parameters,
our first aim is to show the design and implementation process of Theorem 2.1 on
the given system.

Note that one may choose different design parameters, and then follow the
following design steps to calculate the bound on e. The following design steps are
also applicable for any robot systems. To begin with the design process, we first
calculate ß? using the following inequality

\rs(e,Qd,V,e) - rs(e,Qd,0,0)\\ < ß?\\?\

with ß? —
0 0

0 Kd
mum bound on C(q, qd

= 250. Applying the property 3, we calculate the maxi-

as kc = 39.6117, where kc = kcd\\qd\\ with \\qd\\ = 1.4671,
SÜIC2 = 1 and cosg2 = 1. Using \\q¿\\ and kc, Cu1 is calculated as ct\ — 2kc + kd =
329.2234 with kd = 250. Now, find the constant ß2 and 7. To calculate these con-
stants, one requires to choose a2 — \\Q\\ = / and Hi = 5/2x2 with i = 1,2. Then,
we use Lyapunov equation to determine the value of P as P= 1.1101. Using the
property 1 and property 3 along with given initial condition of interest, we then
calculate the value of d\ and <52 as,

^HIM-1I
0

0

and

IM-1I
-Kj.

0

-Kd

0

215.2778

329.9937
0 -[2*C(qiqd) + C(q,e2) + Kd}

By knowing ||P||, d? and ¿2, we now determine the values of ß2 and 7 as ß2 =
366.3260 and 7 = 238.9799. Using constants ß?, ß2, ai and a2, the value of
d* is obtained as d* ßl+ß2 = 0.4056. The choice of d* results in bound on

OL\Ot2
/3?/32+a?7 0.0019 « 0.002. Applying the above defined observer-controller
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Figure 2.8: The tracking errors of joints 1 and 2 under Theorem 2.1 with the

disturbance noise w(t).

design parameters, we implement Theorem 2.1 on the given robotic system. The
results are given in Figures 2.2 to 2.3. From these results, we can observe that the
output trajectory tracks the desired one with small tracking errors.

We now increase the initial conditions from zero to e(0) = 2, but we keep
all other design parameters same as used for our last evaluation. Due to the

presence of initial error estimates, the design may exhibit large transient control
input during transient phase. To protect the plant from such transient control

action, we saturate the control input over the domain of interest for the given
initial conditions. In practice, one requires to use the pre-defined saturation level
provided by the manufacturer. Therefore, we consider that the saturation levels for
the control inputs are pre-defined by manufacturer as T\max = 100 newton-meters
and T2max = 100 newton-meters. For the given set of initial interest, this level
can also be determined using simulation as well as Lyapunov-function estimation
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technique introduced in this paper as,

Timax = \mu(q) I \qd\ + \m12(q) | \qd\ + \cu(q,qd)\\qd\ + \ci2(q,qd) I |^| + -???|e?| + ^?|ß2|

and

T2max = |^77.2?(^) | j Çrf | H" |r77.22(ç)| | <?rf I + |^2?(^, Q'rf) 1 1 Ô'rf | "I" Ic22(^, ^rf) 1 1 ^rf | ~h ^p2 1 ß3 1 + i^c/2|e4|

with qdi = qd2 = qa- We then apply Theorem 2.1 on the same system with the
same set of design parameters that used in our last evaluation. The tested results
are shown in Figures 2.4 to 2.5. Due to the presence of the initial error estimates,
the output trajectory peaks before convergence to the desired one.

The presented results above are obtained by assuming that the control system
is operating under ideal operating condition. Let us now examine the tracking per-
formance of Theorem 2.1 on the given system under non ideal operating conditions.
To do that, we add a band limited white noise, w(t), into the output measurement
q(t) (signal obtained from encoders also corrupted by noise, see for example [5]
and input r(t) in the model. For our evaluation, we use the level for w(t) as de-
picted in Figure 2.6. Then we apply the output feedback design stated by Theorem
2.1 under the same set of design parameters as used for our last evaluation. The
implemented results are shown in Figures 2.7 to 2.8. Even with the input and out-
put disturbance, the performance under output feedback design meets the desired
tracking objectives.

To examine the robustness property of Theorem 2.1, we now introduce a more
complicated situation. In this test, we aim to change the plant parameter of the
joint 1 and joint 2 on-line when the manipulator tracks the desired task with various
loads. We consider that the plant is initially operating under the parameters ?\ = 8
and T2 = 8. Then, at 12 sec, the parameters are changed from ?? = 8 and ?2 = 8

to ?? = 4 and #2 = 4. Again, at 31 sec, the parameters ? are changed from ?\ = 4
and 02 = 4 to ?? = 2 and #2 = 2. Therefore, in the whole process, there are
three dynamics changes with relatively large modeling error uncertainty. Then,
we implement Theorem 2.1 on the given system with the same design constants
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Figure 2.9: The desired (dash), output tracking (radians) (solid) and control inputs
(newton-meters) for the joint 1 and joint 2 with Theorem 2.1 under dynamics
changes.

as used for our last implementation. The tested results are depicted in Figures
2.9 to 2.10 with the given saturation level for two control inputs as T\max = 500
newton-meters and T2max = 200 newton-meters. The saturation mechanism under

dynamics changes is introduced to protect the plant from large control action as
the control becomes large values at the time of dynamics changes. We notice from
our implementation results that the transient tracking errors increase at the time
of the dynamics changes. However, the transient tracking errors can be reduced by
increasing the controller gains.

Now, our aim is to show the design and implementation process of Theorems
2.2 and 2.3 on the system (2.28). To do that, we first consider e(0) = 2. The
parameters ?? and ?2 are chosen as ?\ = 1 and T2 = 2. For the given initial
conditions of interest, let us define the region of interest as follows. Using property
1 and property 3, we calculate the upper bound for k0 = 67.245104 and O& =

Time m sec
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Figure 2.10: The tracking errors for joints 1 and 2 with Theorem 2.1 under model
dynamic changes.

{e(0) I K-(O) < 104}. Then, we define cr — 105 as the region of interest for e as
ücr — {e I Vr < 105}. Applying c = 4?°Xm?^?~2 , we can calculate the bound on the
error trajectory under PD state feedback design as ||e(i)|| < < 237.72573

^min\W L) ?min {-**¦ J

Notice that by increasing the minimal eigenvalue of the control gain K, one can
make ||e(£) || under PD state feedback control be very small. For the given estimated
region of interest, we now find the bound on the observer design parameter e.

We start by considering that, during the transient period, the fast variable ?
approaches to the domain of interest OG? before converging to a very small value.
The, define ?? = /2x2 and H2 = hx2 to solve the Lyapunov equation for ||P|| =
1.8090. Using Cm, Mmi and ? G OG?, one calculates the maximum bound on

Jo(Qd, e, e, 77) as k3 = 3.891317 ? 104. By knowing k3 and ||P||, ß is calculated
as ß = 1.4342577 ? 1011. Using K = 60/2x2 and Amin(P0) = 0.6910, we now
calculate ^0 = k2 J -}

For the given controller gains,
?????\*? )

bound on the error trajectory as ||e||2 < ——(Q)-
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we now calculate cr\ — 75.6533396 x 104e. This implies that cr can be made very
small by using small value of e. For our implementation, let us use the value of e as
e = 0.002. Using with these design parameters, we then apply the PD-based output
feedback control law (2.12) on the given model (2.28). The conducted results are
depicted in Figures 2.11 to 2.14. Figures 2.11 to 2.12 are pictured the tracking
convergence under PD based state feedback approach of Theorem 2.2. The control
performance under PD based output feedback approach of Theorem 2.3 is shown
in Figures 2.13 to 2.14. In view of Figures 2.11 to 2.14, we can see that the control
performance under PD output feedback recovers the performance achieve under
PD state feedback approach.

We now examine the convergence property of Theorem 2.3 for the case when
the control system is operating under non ideal condition. For this purpose, we add
a band limited white noise w(t), as given in Figure 2.6, to the control input r(t)
and output measurement q(t). Then we apply PD-based output feedback approach
on the given system. The conducted results are depicted in Figures 2.15 to 2.16.
This result confirm the desired control objective as the output tracking for joints
1 and 2 converges closed to zero.

Let us inspect the transient tracking performance of Theorem 2.3 with respect
to dynamics changes. To induce such dynamics changes, we first operate the system
with the parameters ?? = 2 and ?2 = 2. Then, at 12 sec, the parameters ? are
changed from ?? — 2 and ?2 = 2 to ?? = 4 and ?2 — 4. Again, at 31 sec, the
parameters ? are changed from ?? = 4 and ?2 = 4 to ?? = 2 and O2 = 2. In
view of our whole dynamic set up, we can notice that there exists modeling error
uncertainty at 12 sec. as well as 31 sec This means that there are three dynamic
changes in the whole process dynamics. Then, we implement Theorem 2.3 on the
given system with the same design constants as used for our last implementation.
The tested results are depicted in Figure 2.17 (solid-line) with the given saturation
level for two control inputs as Txmax — 50 newton-meters and t2p?a? = 50 newton-

meters. By comparing Figure 2.14 and the solid-line of Figure 2.17, we can see that
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the control performance under dynamic changes exhibits relatively large transient

tracking errors (see after at 12 sec, and 31 sec.,) than the tracking performance
achieved under the control system designed for the given initial conditions and
initial dynamics of interest. This is, in fact, the common feature in the semiglobal
stable control system. As the output feedback method is semiglobal, then the
designer can tune the controller parameters to cover for large initial conditions and
initial dynamics of interest that ensures good transient tracking performance.

We now compare the tracking performance of Theorem 2.3 with the classi-

cal adaptive output feedback (CAOFB) law [82] under dynamics changes. This
controller-observer algorithm can be designed as,

r(ê,Qd,ê) = Y{ê,qd,qd)9-KPe1-KDê2 (2.29)
with O= -TYT(ê,qd, qd)S, where Y (ê, qd, qd)9 = M(q)qd + C(q,qr)qd + G(q), KP E
3f?nxn, KD e 9Rnxn, S = 62+Ae1, ?t = (^2-Xe1), A = ^^, A0 > O and M, C(.) and
G(.) define the estimates of the M(.), C(.) and G(.), respectively. To construct the
nonlinear regressor model Y(ê,qd,qd) [82], one requires a priori knowledge of the
system dynamics. The unknown velocity signal in equation (2.29) is now replaced
by the output of the linear observer as

ei = e2 H ei,e2 = ^-ei (2.30)

For comparison, we consider the same set of observer-controller design parameters
that used for PD-based output design of Theorem 2.3 as, Kp = 60/2x2, Kd =
60/2x2, A0 = 2, H1 = /2x2, H2 = I2x2 and e = 0.002. The learning gains G are
chosen as G = 15/2x2· The adaptation gains are tuned to achieve faster parameter
learning via using trial and error search technique. Then, we apply the controller-
observer (6.5) on the system (6.6). The tested results are depicted in Figure 2.17
(blue line).

In view of blue and black solid line of Figure 2.17, we notice that the tracking
errors under CAOFB are larger than the tracking errors obtained with PD-output
feedback design. One may choose higher values of the controller gains to reduce
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Figure 2.11: The desired (dash), output tracking (radians) (solid) and control
inputs (newton-meters) for the joint 1 and joint 2 under Theorem 2.2.

transient tracking errors via using trail and error methods. The reason for showing
poor tracking performance of CAOFB design with respect to large scale of ini-
tial conditions and parameter errors because of the assumption that the nonlinear
functions are assumed to be appeared linearly with respect to unknown parameters.

Remark 2.3: In the face of large scale modeling error uncertainties, the single
model-based design, either PD or classical adaptive control, demands large control
gain and control saturation level in order to achieve good tracking performance.
The well known problem of having high gains based control system design is that it
may amplify the input and output disturbance as well as excite hidden unmodeled
dynamics causing poor tracking performance in the real-time operation.

Remark 2.4: In all theorems reported in this chapter, one can show that the
tracking error and its time derivative can be made arbitrarily small by increasing
the minimal eigenvalues of the control gains.
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Figure 2.12: The tracking errors for joint 1 and joint 2 with Theorem 2.2.
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Figure 2.13: The desired (dash), output tracking (radians) (solid) and control
inputs (newton-meters) for joints 1 and 2 under output feedback design of Theorem
2.3 without using the input and output disturbance noise.
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Figure 2.14: The tracking errors for joints 1 and 2 with the PD output feedback
design of Theorem 2.3 without using the input and output disturbance noise.

Time in sec

o ·£=

Figure 2.15: The desired (dash), output tracking (radians) (solid) and control
inputs (newton-meters) for joints 1 and 2 under output feedback design of Theorem
2.3 using with the input and output disturbance noise w(t).
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Figure 2.16: The The tracking errors for joint 1 and joint 2 under PD output
feedback design with the input and output disturbance noise measurement w(t).

Theorem 2

Theorem 2

Figure 2.17: The tracking errors for joints 1 and 2 under PD and classical adaptive
output feedback design under dynamics changes.
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2.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have shown that the model-free linear-observer-based PD output-
feedback control design can be used to solve the output feedback stabilization and
tracking control problem for industrial robotic systems. The Lyapunov method has
been utilized to characterize the observer-controller error bounds, where a detailed
analysis has been given to show that all the signals in the closed loop system are
bounded. In our first design, the stability condition sets the lower bound on the
observer speed which reflects the uncertainties in initial conditions and initial pa-
rameters. In the second design, we have shown that the error bounded set can be
made arbitrarily small by using observer-controller design parameters. Simulations
on a 2-DOF robot has been used to demonstrate the theoretical developments for
real-world operation. In the face of large scale modeling error uncertainties, the
design may demand high controller gain to achieve good transient tracking per-
formance. To deal with the problem associated with high controller gains, hybrid
adaptive control approach using multi-model/control technique will be developed
in chapter 5.



Chapter 3

Robust Adaptive Fuzzy Control

System

In this chapter, we develop model-free hybrid adaptive control schemes for robust
trajectory tracking control problem for a class of nonlinear systems. The design
combines adaptive fuzzy system with robust adaptive control algorithm [88, 90,
and 96].

In the first design, the direct adaptive fuzzy system is used to approximate
the CE-based optimal controller. In second design, we introduce indirect adaptive
fuzzy system to estimate nonlinear system dynamics. The robust adaptive control
term in both designs is employed to learn and compensate uncertainties as a result

of the external disturbance, fuzzy approximation errors and any other modeling
errors. In two designs, we first develop a stable hybrid control law by assuming
that the system output and its derivatives are available for feedback control design.
Using Lyapunov second method, we explore asymptotic stability property of the
closed loop system. Then, an output feedback form of the position-velocity (state
feedback) controller is proposed, where unknown velocity signal is replaced by the
output of the model-free linear estimator. It is proven that the tracking of the
output feedback design can converge asymptotically to the performance achieved

70
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under the state feedback control design in the face of modeling error uncertainty
and disturbances. The proposed design does not require a priori knowledge of the
system dynamics. Finally, the design is evaluated on a 2-DOF robot to demonstrate
the theoretical development of this chapter.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows; In section II, we describe
MIMO nonlinear mechanical systems and structure of the fuzzy systems. Section

III presents direct adaptive fuzzy based hybrid control system. A detail convergence
analysis of this method is given in Section III. Section III also shows the simulation
results of the proposed method on a robotic system. Section IV develops indirect
adaptive fuzzy based hybrid control system. This section provides the convergence
property of the closed loop signals under indirect adaptive fuzzy based hybrid
control system. The design and implementation procedure of this design is also
illustrated in section IV. Finally, section V concludes the chapter.

3.1 System Dynamics

Let us consider a class of MIMO nonlinear mechanical systems having the following
form

Qi = <t>f(qi, Vi) + F9(<1?)t + F9^?)? (3.1)

where gì e 3f?n is the position vector, gì e 3în is the velocity vector, q\ e 3ftn
is the acceleration vector, t G W1 is the control input vector, d is the vector

representing bounded external disturbance and any other unmodeled dynamical
effects, 0/(çi,çi) and (¡>g{qi) are smooth continuous nonlinear functions. Note also
that the vector d is independent of the position and velocity state vetors q\ and q2.

Remark 3.1: The system (1.1) represents the equation of motion for an
?-link robot manipulators [67, 68, 82-101, 110 and many others] as

M(qi)qi + C{qu q\)q\ + G(^q1) =T + d (3.2)
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Then, we can write

q\ = -M(Q1)-1 [C(QUq1)Q1 + G(Q1)] + M(Q1)-1 M(Q1)-1 (3.3)

Then, we can use </>/(<?i, 91) = -M(q1)~1 [C(9i, 91)91 + G^1)] ?t?a (J)9^1) = M(q1)~1
to obtain the model (1.1). In view of the dynamical properties of this system [3,
5, 6, 15, and many others], we consider that </>/( 91,92) and 4>g(qi) are smooth con-
tinuous nonlinear functions as M(9i) G ????, C(9i, 91)91 G 5Rn and G(9i) G 3înare
continuous over the given compact sets.

3.1.1 Fuzzy System

Before starting to derive hybrid adaptive control system, let us briefly introduce
basic structure of fuzzy logic system (FLS) which can approximate any well-defined
nonlinear function over a given compact set with any degree of accuracy. A FLS
consists of four parts as the fuzzy rule base (knowledge base), the fuzzifier, the
fuzzy inference engine working on fuzzy rules, and the defuzzifier [54, 112]. The
fuzzy rule base for the FLS comprises a collection of fuzzy if-then rules. The
fuzzy inference engine utilizes the fuzzy if-then rules to perform a mapping from
an input vector ? = [x1,x2,X3,X4:, ,xn]T G O^ C K" to an output vector
y = [yit i/2 , J/3 , 2/4 , ,ym]T £ O? C 5ím. Then the if-then fuzzy rules are of the
following form R1 : If X1IsA1J and.... and xnis Aln, then y is yl where A[, Al2, ,Aln
are fuzzy variables and yl is a Singleton vector. Now, using product inference,
center-average and singleton fuzzifier, we obtain the output of the fuzzy systems
as

y(x) = V *—^ = ??(?) (3.4)S?=? (Jir=i M^(Zi)J
where µ??(??) is the membership function of the fuzzy variables x¿ and ? is the
adjustable parameter vector composed of consequent parameters.
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3.2 Hybrid Adaptive Control System Using Di-
rect Adaptive Fuzzy and Robust Adaptive
Control

3.2.1 State Feedback Approach

The objective is now to design a state feedback based control systems such that
the manipulator joint position q(t) asymptotically tracks the bounded desired joint
position qd(t) in the presence of the modeling error uncertainty.

If the nonlinear functions are known and the plant dynamics of equation (3.3)
is free from external disturbance, then one can use the following CE-based nonlinear
controller to achieve desired tracking objective

Tc = (Pg1Ui) [-0/(çi, ci) + 'id + KDèx + Kpex] (3.5)

ei = (qd - Qi), ¿i = (<7d -Qi), Kp e ^nxn and KD e 3£nxn are symmetric, positive
definite, constant diagonal matrices. Then using equation (3.5) in (3.3), we have
the following error model

è'i + KDèx + Kpex = 0 (3.6)

Then, the choice of the control design parameter KD and KP ensures that Hm4^00 e(t) =
0 as t —> oo . This performance can only be obtained when nonlinear functions and
parameter uncertainty in the plant dynamics are known. In addition, the distur-

bance free system dynamics is also required to obtain such a globally asymptotically
stable property of the tracking error signals. However, in practice, the plant dy-
namics are highly uncertain and nonlinear that associated with many structured
and unstructured uncertainties, so obtaining a control law defined in equation (3.6)
that ensures Hm1^00 ß?(?) = O and ImI^00 è\{t) = O are not possible.

In this work, our goal is to derive hybrid system by combining robust adaptive
control with direct adaptive fuzzy systems. The overall control law is then defined
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as follows

t = rd (3.7)

where rd is the direct adaptive fuzzy controller to estimate CE controller rc (3.5) and
ts is an additional robustifying adaptive control term designed through Lyapunov
analysis. The control term ts is used to update the bounded fuzzy approximation
errors, external disturbances and other modeling error uncertainties that entered
into the closed-loop system. Then, the closed-loop error model dynamics becomes

ëi = -KDèi - KPex + f9(e1) [t - rd - d] - f9(e1)t8 (3.8)

At this point, we consider the following assumption.
Assumption 3.1: The fuzzy approximation errors, external disturbances and other
unmodeled dynamics are bounded as \\we\\ < T*.

Remark 3.1 Note that the parameter defined above is unknown which will
be estimated by using robust adaptive control law.

As the mass matrix M(ei) is a symmetric, bounded and positive definite,
then the bound on f9(ß\) satisfies the inequality ||0s(ei)|| < f90(ß?) [3, 5, 6, 15, 21,

TlT22, 23, 25, and many others]. We now introduce state variable as e = [ej, e
where e\ = {q<i — Qi) and e2 = ((Jd — Qi)- The error model equation under hybrid
controller can be re-defined in the following error state-space form

Ae + ?f90(e?) [t - rd] - ?f^e^? - ?f90(ß?)t8
(3.9)

where A ^n xn In

-Kp -KD
a unique positive definite matrix P whic

and B
"nxn

Let us consider that there exists

uh satisfies the following Lyapunov equation
ATP + PA = — Q where Q is a positive definite design matrix. Now our main focus
is to develop an adaptive controller r¿. To do that, define the optimal parameter
vector

?*? = arg min sup (rd(e\ed) - t)
eGflc
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where O^ and Q,c are the compact set. The optimal parameters 9*d is used to
minimize the fuzzy approximation errors which is defined as follows

we = [rd(e\9d) -r] + d

To adjust the parameter vector 9¿, we use adaptive fuzzy systems given in equation
(3.4) as Td{e\6d) = 9di(e). The optimal parameter controller is then defined by
Td{e\6*d) = @d,£.(e) Then the error model has the following form

è = Ae + ?f90(e1) ???(ß) - we - ts (3.10)

with Od = (9d — 9d). We now use Lyapunov second method to obtain stability
condition for the closed-loop system (3. 10) as well as design robust adaptive control
term rsw. To do that, let us consider the following Lyapunov function candidate

where tr(.) denotes the trace of matrix, 9S = (0* — 9S), Td > 0 and Ts > 0. The
parameter 9S is a constant defined in assumption 3.1. Now we differentiate equation
(3.11) with respect to time along with the tracking trajectory of the closed-loop
equation (3.10). Then, to cope with uncertainty that entered into the closed-loop
system as a result of the fuzzy approximation errors, external disturbances and any
other modeling uncertainties, we introduce the following robust adaptive control
law

rs = -9ssgn (et??f90(e1)) (3.12)
Then V can be written in the following simplified form

V = tr[9Td (?? + ??ft90{ß?)??'Pe?{e)))-l-eTQe
+ [?3 {èa - T3 {et??f90{e?)) sgn (e7>ß^0(ei)))] (3.13)

To obtain V < 0, one needs to consider the following parameter adaptation laws

9d - ??ft90{ß?)?t?ß?t{e) (3.14)
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or, equivalently Q¿ — — T?f7(e?)?t?e?t (e) and using the fuzzy rule tuning methodgo

as

93 = -T3 (et??f90(e1)) sgn {e7,??f90(ß1)) (3.15)

or, equivalently 93 = T8 [et??f90{e\)) sgn [ßG??f90{ß\)'). In our earlier work
[83], we show that adaptation law given in equations (3.14) and (3.15) may exhibit
discontinuous property even after the learning estimate converges to the actual

one results in unbounded parameter estimate. To ensure that the parameter 9d
and ?s remains bounded over the compact sets as ?? E O? and 9S G O5, let us
introduce a projection algorithm to limit the parameter estimates. To proceed
with that, let us now define the compact sets O^ and U3 such that O^ C O^ and
U3 C fi3. The convex hypercube O</ is defined as O^ = {x¿ < ?¿i < Vi}- Let O^ as
Od? = {%i — d < ?,a < Vi — d} where d is chosen such that Ud C Q¿¿ and adaptation
gain Td to be positive constant. Then, the projection of the parameter adaptation

rule can be written as 0¿ = Proj(9a, F?) with [37]

G^Fa if X1 < 9di < yi or
if 9di > Hi and F?? < 0 or

if 9dl < Xi and F?? > 0

Td^di if 9di > yx and F?? > 0
rd<&di if ?di < Xi and F?? < 0

[?t?3{??,F?)]?={

where F? = [l + la-jâL] F??, F?? = [l + ???d Xt ] F?? and F¿i is the i-th. element
of f^0{ß?)?? ?e?? (e) . Similarly, we can limit the parameter 9S using projection
mechanism. To show that 0<¿(í) G O^ and 93(t) G Q3§ Vt > 0, we now apply above
projection based adaptation mechanism to update ?? and 9S as

9d = Proj (??,??f70(e1)?t?e?t(e))
and

93 = Proj (93, -F3 (et??f90(e1)) sgn (eG??f90{e?)))
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This impels that if the parameter estimate starts in the set #<¿(0) E O^ and 9S(0) E
fls will remain in 9d(t) E O^ and 9s(t) E Q¿s Vt > 0.

Based on our above analysis, we now state our main results for the position-
velocity based robust hybrid adaptive fuzzy control design as a state feedback
approach.

Theorem 3.1: Let assumption 3.1 holds. Then, all the signals in the closed-
loop system (3.10) composed of (3.3), (3.7), (3.12), (3.14), (3.15) along with pa-
rameter projection mechanism are bounded and the tracking errors converge to zero
globally.

Proof: Using (3.7), (3.12), (3.14), (3.15) along with parameter projection mecha-
nism, one can write the derivative V of (3.13) as

V <--eTQe<0 (3.16)

If e f 0, then we conclude that V is negative in e space. This implies that

(V, e, 9d, ?3) e L00. Since all the variables in the right hand side of equation (3.10)
are bounded then we can also conclude that è E L00. Hence, e is uniformly contin-
uous and bounded. Now take integral (3.16) from 0 to T, we have

V(T) - V(O) < - G Amm-(Q)Heil2Jo 2

Using Lyapunov equation (3.11), we can write

fJo XmmM "e||2 < \e(0fQe(O) + ±-tr {$,(0)^(0)} + ^J(O)O3(O)I0 2 ? ¿i ¿ (. J Zl g

which implies that e E L2. Since e is uniformly continuous over the interval [0, co)
with T = oo then, using Barbalat's lemma [106], we can conclude that IiHi(^00 V =
0 and lim^oo e — 0 provided that the parameter estimation errors are bounded.·

Notice that the sgn(.) function in (3.12), (3.15) may cause discontinuous con-
trol law ts. To smooth out rs, we can estimate sgn(.) by using following bounded
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control input as

t. -#stanh ßt??f90{e1)
e0

TS = -T8 (eTPBePgo(ei)) tanh ?^??F^?)\ (g iy)
where

?8 = Proj ?8, -T8 (et??f90(e1)) tanh e1 ??f90(ß1)

with the small value of e0 > 0 and tanh(.) is a smooth bounded saturation function,
where

'ßt??f90(e1?tanh

tanh

e0

et??f90(ß?) ,tanh et??f90(e1) -??

and íeTpBMei)\ defines the ¿_th coiumn 0f /eT?ßfµ\ With this modification,
Theorem 3.1 has the following modified form.

Theorem 3.2: Let assumption 3.1 holds. Then, all the signals in the closed-
loop system (3.10) formulated by (3.3), (3.7), (3.14), (3.17) with parameter pro-
jection mechanism are bounded as (e,9d,9s) G L00.
Proof: The proof of Theorem 3.2 can be shown along the line of the proof of

Theorem 3.1. We first replace the sgn(.) function in controller and adaptation law
(3.12) and (3.15). Then, we follow the steps that used for Theorem 3.1. After some
manipulations, we can write V as

1
V < .Tl^e1 Qe +We1WWPBn^90(ei)HCo (3.18)

where

T8?8 tanh ( *TPB^\ _ O8T8 tanh íf£^A <??

V(e, Qd, 0d, 0S) G (Qc xfìDx O? x üSs) and e G Oe, Qd G SlDì 0d(t) G O?, 08(t) G
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Qss for all ? > 0. We now simplify V as
1

V <

<

Amm(g)||er+||eJ||||P5||||09O(e1)||Co

Cotí FtíQo +
?-min \}% )
?.

^^t?a? V-* )
eTPe

Amin \^c )
(P) ?0?t???0 + Xrn{?leTPe

^A-maxyJ^ )

\PB\\Ugo{el)\\C>0--\mm (Q)||e|

which can be further simplified as

V < Amin\\o¿ ) eTPe
QAmax \* )

(Q)IIeII2

Amax\* )
Aminy^c )

???1 ???0

<

<

-h
2
1

" , Amin \^c ) ||e||

1

Arn.n.x\r) ,, ?
Aminy^i )

B'\\I\P\\\\B\\Ç

4WQ)IMI'+WQ)Ämax\* ) M D||2/-2

This implies that V is negative outside the compact set as

O„. = <¡ e I Hell < 2Xmax(P) , llß||Co

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

This means that the tracking error signals are uniformly bounded as the bounded-

ness property of the parameter estimates 9d, ?3, ?a and, 9S are guaranteed by using
projection feature of their learning estimates.·

3.2.2 Output Feedback Approach

The robust hybrid adaptive control algorithm developed in previous section is based
on using the strict assumption that the output and its derivatives are available for

feedback. This assumption may become an important issue in the real-time oper-
ation. This is because advanced mechanical systems only equipped with encoder
that provides only position measurement while the velocity sensors are removed to

reduce the weight and cost of the overall systems [4, 5, 6, 36]. We now remove this
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assumption from state feedback based control algorithm proposed in previous sec-

tion via incorporating a linear observer to estimate unknown velocity error states
as

? „ ^ H1 „ ;ei = e2 H ei,e2
#2-^e1 (3.22)

where ëi = (ß? — êi) e is a design constant needs to be specified and êi is the
estimate of e1. The dynamics (3.22) is independent of the model uncertainty,
nonlinear dynamics and any other auxiliary dynamical nonlinearities. The observer
dynamics can be re-written in the following compact form as

Ace + LD(e)ë1

where Ar
0 /

0 0

H1 0
0 H2

and D(e) 1Jn
9 -* 71

(3.23)

with zero and

identity matrix of 0 and I and H1 and H2 are positive definite design matrices.
We now only replace e in the state feedback control law by ê while all other sig-
nals/terms in the closed loop system under output feedback case remain same as
the closed-loop system under state feedback design. Then, we show that the perfor-
mance achieved under state feedback design (3.7) can be recovered asymptotically
by the output feedback controller in which velocity signals are replaced by the out-
put of the linear observer (3.22). This means that the tracking error bound obtained
under state feedback based design can be recovered asymptotically by using output
feedback design. In other words, with small value of e, a certain degree of sepa-
ration between perturbed observer and controller closed-loop system can be easily
achieved ensuring certain disturbance rejection properties that allows asymptotic

recovery of the performance achieved under state feedback. More specifically, we
aim to show that the stability domain obtained under state feedback can asymptot-
ically recover by the output feedback control system design as the observer design
parameter e —> 0. The asymptotic here means that the tracking behavior of the
closed-loop dynamics with respect to the value of the observer design constant e.

To make e very small (to increase the speed of the observer dynamics) , we introduce
saturation mechanism where we saturate the state feedback control input outside
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the estimated region to obtain bounded output feedback control input.

The performance recovery analysis under output feedback design is shown
via using perturbation theory with a small perturbed design parameter e. To show
that, let us first develop singularly perturbed observer-controller closed loop system
as

A0ë + B 'go(ei)U(e) 'go 'ei)rs - f90(e1)'?e - Ke

with A0 = [Ac -LC], L =
H1

H2
K = [Kp1 KD], è = [êf, elY and C

[Inxn 0nxn]. Now we re-define the observer error dynamics by scaled estimation
error to construct singularly perturbed system. For this purpose, we introduce new
variables as e?yi = ëx, 772 = ë2 with a small positive parameter e. Using this scaled
estimation error, we construct the standard singularly perturbed systems as follows

ß? = A0T] + eB f90{ß?) (???(e) - we - rsj - Ke
è = Ae + ?f90(ß?) ???(e) - rs - w,

(3.24)

(3.25)

with ? = [?[, ??}t . It is important to notice from above observer error model that
if the uncertainty level increase, then the second term will also be increased. To

reduce the influence of the large scale uncertainties that is the last term of (3.24)
B ¦'go

to zero.
(ei) (U(e — wP Ke , we have to use small e to make the term close

The advantage of using perturbation analysis is that we can easily split the
stability problem into two subsystems as the slow subsystem and the fast subsys-
tem. Then, it is possible to analyze both subsystems independently using relatively
higher speed of the subsystem (3.24) (faster subsystem) with respect to the slower
speed of the system (3.25) (slower subsystem). The difference speed between two
subsystem can be made by choosing smaller value of e. Now, in view of closed-
loop model (3.24) and (3.25), we can see that the perturbed system has stable
boundary-layer model. Also, the system has a reduced model which has the same
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dynamics as the closed-loop system under state feedback (3.10). This means that
if e —* 0 then the second term of (3.24) closed to zero. On other hand, if e —^O then
one can show that the model (3.25) has the same form of the closed-loop system
under state feedback design (3.10). However, in the face of large scale uncertainties,
small value of e may cause large control input during state transient recovery phase.
Note that, for the given set of initial condition of interest, the designer can find
the minimum bound on e and state transient recovery time under which the fast
variable ? converges closed to zero. To attenuate large transient control efforts, we
need to use bounded output feedback controller where the control action is globally
bounded over the domain of interest provided by the state feedback based hybrid
design. To do that, we use the Lyapunov estimation technique as follows. We first
consider that all the initial conditions are bounded by the compact set fib- Then
we choose the initial sets as ?a(0) G O^, ?*(0) G Qs and e(0) G Oe.

Using the universal approximation theorem, we also consider that the opti-

mal parameter controller is bounded Ve G Qc, that is, ?*? G O^. As we know
from our state feedback design that if 0<¿(O) G O^ and 0S(O) G O5, then pro-
jection adaptive law ensures 9s(t) G flss and 0<¿(í) G fi¿d Vi > 0. Then, we
can choose c\d = max -eTPe, c2d = max 77¡r~¿r[($d ~~ ^d) (^ ~~ ^)] andeene 2 edefid,edenád 2Td

1 t
c3d = max T^r(K ~ ^) (#1 ~ ^) where cxd > 0, c2d > 0 and c3d > 0. Then
we choose a positive constant c such that c > (b = c\d + C2d + czd). Now we define
the compact set fic such that e(t) G Oe = {e | e1 Pe < c} Vt > 0 as the domain
of interest for the state feedback based control design as given in equation (3.7).
Since the input rd and rs are continuous function with respect to e, Qd, 9d and 0S
then they are bounded on the compact set of these variables as Oe ? O# ? O^ ? O^

with Qd G Oß C 5?3? = [qd, qd, qd}7'¦ Now we define the maximum bound for the
control input r as S — S% + ¿"2 provided that rd and ts have maximum bound as

Si = max\Td(e,Qd,9d)\ and S2 = max\rs(e,es)\. Then, during transient peaking
period, the control input saturate outside the set Vtcr with cr > c and we have
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rs = t where

r = ?t?(e) + ?339?(et??f90(e1))
for all e(0) G O6, ?3(0) G Oß, ??(0) G Qd, e(t) G Oe, 0s(í) G QsS and 0d(i) G 0d5.
If we now replace the state vectors e in the control law by the output of the state
estimator è of equation (3.22) then the bounded adaptive output feedback controller
can also be achieved via saturated function. Then the closed-loop system in state
space form can be re-written in the following singular perturbed form ?

ß? = ?0? + eB 0(ê1) (???(e) -T3- we^) - Ke\ (3.26)
Ae + ?f90(e1) \???(e) -T3- we] (3.27)

with

àd = Proj(9d, f?((e - CCe))T7, Qd, ??))
?3 = ?G??,f3((6-?(ß)?),?3))

and TS = t that is rs = rs5 and Td = r¿ . We now state the main results for the
robust hybrid adaptive output feedback design.

Theorem 3.3: Consider the closed-loop control system defined by equation
(3.26), (3.27) composed of the plant equation (3.3) and the output feedback control
laws given by equations (3.7), (3.12), (3.14), (3.15) along with the observer (3.22)
and the projection parameter mechanism. If we take the initial conditions e(0) G
O6 Ç O0 ?a(0) G O and ?3(0) G O then there exists e* > 0 such that Ve G [0, e*],
all the state variables of the closed-loop system are bounded by a bound that can be
made airbitrarily small with the small value of e.

Proof: The proof of Theorem 3.3 can be shown as follows [88, 96]. We first
prove that there exists a short transient period Ti (e) G [0,T2] during which the
fast variable ? approaches a function of the order 0(e), while the slow variables

1We may also represent singular perturbed closed loop model (3.26), (3.27) in the following
form €? = AoV + eB^go{ei)((e^(e) -???(ß)) - (Ts+we))-Kê) and è = Ae + ?f90(ß1)[(?*??(ß) -
???(ß))-(t3+??e)}.
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(e, ?a, O3) remain in the subset O,- of the domain of attraction Q,c. To prove that,
we consider the following Lyapunov function candidate

? = l_eTPe + ^-trace {oTdOd} + ±-ß (3.28)
From (3.28), we can see that the second and third part of the Lyapunov function
V is bounded by c2(¿ and c3(i- So, we can define c<¿ = c2d + c3f¿. Notice that even if it
increases in no time it will be remained bounded as 0¿(t) G O^ and 0s(t) e Q3$ for
any time greater than zero. This means that we only have to show that the first

part of the Lyapunov-function (3.28), that is, \eTPe does not reach the constant
value C\d in any time.

To illustrate that, we can differentiate Vr2 = \eTPe along the slow trajectory
(3.27) to establish the ultimate boundedness property of the slow subsystem over
the time interval [0, T2] . Now we take the derivative (3.28) along the solution of the
slow closed-loop trajectories and then use projection based adaptation mechanism

that ensures Od(t) G O^ and 03(t) E Qs3 Vi > 0 whenever Od(O) G Qd and O3(O) E Q3.
Then the derivative of V becomes

V = ~^eTQe + [O3 (?t??f90(?1)) sgn (?t??f90(?1)) - 0S (eT??f^)) sgn
(ßt??f90^))] + tv [0Td (T^e1)B*'Pei'\e) - ??f?90^)?tPê^ë)) }

(3.29)

Since the input r = rs + r¿ is bounded over the set O0 ? QD ? O^ ? iiss for all

e G O0, ê e Qc, Qd G Qd, 0¿(t) G O?, 0s(t) G Q¿s for all t > 0. Then we have the
following upper bound on the second, third and fourth terms of equation (3.29)

tr [oTd (??f?>(ß1)?t?ß?t(ß) - rd^(êi)BTPê£T(ê)) '
\\03 (êT??f90(??)) sgn (?t??f90(?1)) - O3 (£t??f9s(ß?)) sgn(e7,PB<f>go(e1))\\
< k2 (3.30)

V(e,Qd,0d,0s) e Qcx Qd x Qsd x Qss with kx > 0 and k2 > 0. Applying (3.30),
equation (3.29) can be simplified as

V < --eTQe + k3 (3.31)

< h
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where ks = k\ + A;2. In view of Lyapunov function candidate (3.28), the bound on
error trajectory can be written as follows

V < -\~^eTPe^k8 (3.32)¿ "max \*)

Equation (3.32) can be simplified further as

V < -lisV + ksv (3.33)

where Ti» = W?) and k°" = *sC2d + *sC3d + k° with X* = WW' 2f7^ ^ C3d
and 2f^tr < ?^?^ > < c2(¿. Then the solution of the differential equation (3.33) can
be written as

V(t) < U(0)e"7lsi + — (1 - e~7lsi) (3.34)lu

Since V(O) < b < c, then there is a finite time T2 > 0, which is independent
of e, such that V(t) < c for Vi e [0,T2). This implies that the slow variables
(e(t), 0<¿(£), #s(£)) remain inside the set Q0. Note that we can also replace e by ê in
the closed loop model

è = Ae + B [f90(e?) (?*??(e) - ???(?) - (we + tß))]

and then we can prove that the slow variables (e, 0<¿, #«) remain bounded by the
compact subset of the region of attraction Oe over the short transient time [0, T2] .
To show that the slow variables remain bounded, let us take derivative of (3.28)
along the defined trajectory of the closed-loop system and use the controller and
adaptation law to simplify V as

J- T „ J- ( ~T ~ 1 J ~ ~

-eTPB(pgo(ei)[Ts + we
V = -^eTQe + ^tr[ëYed) + ^e3I3 + et??f90(ß?)[T??(e)-???(ß)]

In view of assumption 3.1, control law and projection based adaptation mechanism
law, we can further simplified V as follows,

V = -\eTQe - ?t{?^f^0(?1)?t?e?t(?)} + ?3(?t??f90(?1))89?(?t??f90(?1))
+et??f90(e?) [???(e) - ???(e)} + ?*8 {et??f90(e?)) sgn (et??f90(e1)) -
?8 (et??f90(e?)) sgn (et??f90(e?))
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Then V(e, Q¿, T?, ?a, e) G Oa ? O^ ? O^ ? O^ ? O0, we have the following bounds

Il - tr {?t?f?(61)?t???t(e? + eTPB<pgo(eiW¿(e) - ???(ß)]\\ < hT2
and

\\ës(êTPB<j)go(ê1))sgn{êrPB(t>go(êl)) + 9*s(eT??f^ß^?^??f^)) -
9s(eTPB<pgo(e1))sgn(êTPB(j)go{ê1))\\ < k2j,2

where k\T2 > 0 and k2r2 > 0. Using these inequalities, V becomes

V <--eTQe + kT (3.35)

where kr = k\T1 + k2r2. From V we can also deduce that there is a finite time
T2 which is independent of e, such that for all t G [0, T2] V(t) < ??2 < c with
b < Ot2 < c and e(0) G O6t2 = {e | eTPe < Ot2 }·

Let us now study the fast equation (3.26) over the time interval Vi G [0,T2).
To do that, we take the following Lyapunov function candidate

W (?) = ???0? (3.36)

where P0 is the solution of the Lyapunov equation AT0P0 + A0P0 = — Q0 and Q0
is a positive definite design matrix. Then we differentiate (3.36) with respect to
time along the solution of fast equation (3.26) and apply adaptation algorithms to
obtain W (?) as 2

W(V) = -\TQ0v + 2VTP0B(f>go(e1)U(e)-2VTP0BKe
+2?t?0?f90{e1)?389p (et??f9(e1)) (3.37)

2IJSing e?) = AoV + efl[0ffO(ei)((03Ê(e) - ???(ß)) - {e*sgn{eT ??f90(e?)) -
9ssgn{êT ??f90{??)))) — Kê], one can also follow the same steps as derived from (3.36)-
(3.44) to show that ||t7|| converges to a small value namely order of O(e). In this case, the bound
on ||-Xe+^o(e1)(Ö^(e)-ö^(e)) + 0so(e1)(Ös*s5n(eTPß0go(e1))-öss5n(erPß(/»gO(e1)))|| < k2s
exists V(e, Qd, Od, ?8, e) e Qc ? O# ? O^ ? Q$s ? O0.
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Since the fast variable ? enters into the slow model via bounded function r((e —
?(ß)?),?)?,?) then the slow variables (e,9d, O3) remain bounded on the set Qc ?
fio x Od? x ^Ss- Then, we consider the following bound

-Ke + <f>go(ei)ëdt(e) + <j>go(ex)ëasgn (eG??f90(e1)) | < k2s (3.38)
where k2s > 0 V(e, Q¿, ?, ê) G Oa ? O# ? O^ ? 0¿s ? flc. Using the above inequality,
equation (3.37) can be written as

W (?) < --Amm(Q0)||^||2 + 2||i?T||||P0||||B||fe2s (3.39)
e

Applying equation (3.36), we now simplify equation (3.39) to find the bound on
W(V)

W{v) < W + TVw (3.40)

with F = 9?G"%\ and T = 2|lf°lll|B||fc2s. Using WM > e2ß with ß = .2 ^G*^
and ||P0|| = Xmax(Po), equation (3.40) can be simplified as

W (?) < --W (3.41)

where f = ^. Now for {(e, 0^, 0S) \ V < c} and {77 | W (77) > e2/3}, one has the
solution of (3.41) as

WWt)) < W(O) exp^^) (3.42)
Let us now define a bounded initial sets for the estimates ê(0) e Oe, where Oe is
the compact set, then corresponding scaled initial state estimation errors are also
bounded by 77(0) = e( '~e( ' < - for a non-negative constant k that depends on the
initial set Oß. Then equation (3.42) can be written as

W(^t)) < W(O) exp(-^} < % exp(-^} (3.43)
where k0 = k2Xmax,(P). To calculate the transient peaking time T\ (e) when
W(^t)) = e2ß, let us consider e\ > 0 be small enough so that for all 0 < e < ej,
the time T1 (e) is

Tl(£) = ^ {w) - T> <3'44)
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Then at time Ti (e), \¥(?(?)) = e2ß and from equation (3.36) we have W (?) < —'yeß.
Therefore, W (?) will continue to decrease and for the time t > T\ (e) the inequality
W(^t)) < e2ß holds.

Let us now examine the property of ? as W{r¡{t)) < e2ß. Notice from equation
(3.44) that Ti(e) tends to zero as e —> 0 that is the right-hand side of the above
inequality tends to zero when e —>· 0. This implies that one can choose e-dependent

time Ti(e) small enough such that Ti (e) G [0,T2]. Hence, we deduce that for
t G [0,T2], there exists a time Ti (e) G [0,T2] such that for all t G [T1 (e), T3]
W(r?(t)) < e2/3, where T3 > T2 is the first time (e(t),0(t)) exists from the set
Oe = Oe ? O# ? Q¿, where T3 = co. Since the time Ti (e) is a function of e then
one can make Ti (e) —> 0 as e —> 0. From Lyapunov equation (3.36) we conclude
that as \?(?{?)) < e2ß Vt e [7i(e), T3] then ||t?|| < kee where fce > 0 and e > 0, that
is, ?7 is of order O(e) in the same interval.

We now analyze the stability property of slow variables (e(£), 0d(£), ?3(?)) dur-
ing time interval t G [T1, T3], where T3 is the first time when (e(£), #d(£), ^s (^)) exist
from the set O^. During this time interval, fast variable ? approaches to the order

O(e) as W{r¡{t)) < e2ß, Ve(O) G Oe, Ve(O) G Qe and VO(O) G O Vi G [Ti1T3]. Using
this fact, we now prove that Ve G (0, e*) the output feedback controller guaran-
tees the stability of the singularly perturbed closed-loop system Vi G [Ti , T3] . To
establish this argument, we present the perturbed error dynamics as

è = Ae + 50go(ei) [?*??(e) - ???(?)] - ?f90(e1) [rs + we] (3.45)

Now our goal is to prove that the signals (e(t),9d(t),es(t)) in equation (3.45) re-
mains bounded for all t > T\ (e). To explore that, let us consider the Lyapunov
function candidate defined by equation (3.28). Then, take derivative of (3.28) along
the trajectory of the closed-loop system equation (3.45) and use the controller and
adaptation law to simplify V as

V = -l-eTQe + ^Jr {ëTJd} + j-esÌ + eT??f9?(ß?)[?*??(e)- 04(e)] -
eTPB(j)go(ei) [rs + we]
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Then, applying assumption 3.1, control law (3.7), (3.12), (3.14), (3.15) along with
estimator (3.22) and projection based adaptation mechanism law , we have

V = -\eTQe - tr {^0(ê1)BT ?e??\ê)} + ?3 (?t??f90(?1)) sgn
(et??f90(??)) + ßG??fß?{ß?) [???(e) - ???(e)} + ?*3 (et??f90(e1))
sgn (ßt??f90{e1)) - ?3 (et??f90(e?)) sgn (et??f90{?1)) (3.46)

Since ? is bounded by ||r^|| < kee Vi G [Ti, T3], then we consider the following
bounds

Il - ?G{?^0(e1)?t?e?t(e)} + et??f90(e1)[???(e) - 0d£(ê)]|| < fclo||*?ll < kloe
(3.47)

and

\\9S {et??f90{e?)) sgn {eT??f90{e?)) + 9*s (eT??f90(ß?)) sgn (et??f90(e1))
-?8 (et??f90(e1)) sgn (et??f90(?1)) || < &2?||t7|| < k2oe

(3.48)

V(e, Qd, ?8, 9d, ?) G Qc ? nD ? Od3 ? Od? ? O£, where O£ = {?\\?(?) < e2/?)},
k\o — kekis, k2o = ktk2s with kís > 0, k2s > 0, k\0 > 0 and k2o > 0. Now using
(3.47) and (3.48), equation (3.46) becomes

V < --eTQe + k0e (3.49)

where ko = {k\0 + Zc20). In view of equation (3.28), we can calculate the bound on
V as follows

? - ~xV+e~dtrfö§d} + e~ßös + koe (3·50)
where ? = j¿$. As 0d(t) G Od? and ?8(?) G fiSs, V0d(O) G G?? and V0e(O) G O,
then we have ^-tr < ?^?a > < c2(¿ and ^rOj?3 < c^d- Then equation (3.50) becomes

V < -xV + Xc0 + k0e (3.51)
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with C0 — (c2d + C3d). Now on the boundary V = c, we have V < 0 when c >
C0 + ^?- ¦ Since c > (cu + c2c¿ + c3f¿) then, for small e, we conclude that the set

{e G QC}P){# G O5} is a positively invariant set. This implies that all the state
trajectory (e, 9d, ?3, ?) is trapped inside {e G Oe} ? {?a G £lsd} x {#s G O^} x {77 G
Oe} and remains there for all time. Therefore, we can conclude that all the signal
in the closed-loop model equations (3.26) and (3.27) are bounded for Vi > 0 and ?
is bounded Vi G [Ti , T3]. Now integrating (3.49) from t = 0 to t = T yields

t

V(T)-V(O) <- f Xmm}Q)\\e\\2 + Tk0eJo 2

Using Lyapunov function (3.28) together with the fact that V(T) > 0, we can
simplify the bound for the error trajectory as

£ ^n(Q) M?dt = le(0)TPe(0) + _Lir [??(0)??a(0)} + ^t?.(0)t?.(0)
?-Tkoe (3.52)

This implies that if e —> 0 then the hybrid adaptive output feedback controller can
recover the performance achieved under hybrid adaptive state feedback controller.

Now, we can replace sgn (?t??f90(ß?)) in the controller-adaptation law (3.12),
(3.15) by using smooth bounded function tanh Í- ÉmeÌìiI \ ai0ng with linear ob-
server (3.22). With this modification, we can follow the above design steps to show
that the tracking error bound under state feedback design stated in Theorem 3.2
(O„) can asymptotically (e —>· 0) recover by the output feedback design. The details
performance recovery analysis is omitted for brevity.

Remark 3.2: The main ingredient in the semi-global results is the existence
of small observer design parameter e > 0 where e represents the bandwidth of
the observer dynamics. Notice from our analysis that if the speed of the observer
dynamics is relatively faster than the closed-loop robot dynamics then the output
feedback can recover the performance achieved under the state feedback deign.
As the observer dynamics is free from model dynamics then, for any given set of
initial interests, it is not hard to obtain the minimum bound on e from the combined
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Lyapunov function candidate Vq = ^ ~ 'eTPe + ^?t?? with the design constant
d>0.

Remark 3.3: Notice from our design is that the adaptation law depends on

the value of </>s0(ei)· Since, the inertial matrix M(ei) is a symmetric, bounded
and positive definite then we can obtain the bound on f9{ß\) by using the nominal
model parameters. This is not a restrictive assumption as the bound depends on
known position error measurements e\ that are available from encoders. On the

other hand, we can choose ||09O(ei)|| = 1 to make the proposed design free from
plant information accept the known sign of fß?{e?).

Remark 3.4: Unlike the existing fuzzy control approach, the design uses
only one fuzzy system, which is an important feature for practical application as
it reduces the cost and computational efforts by saving the memory space.

Remark 3.5: The Lyapunov stability analysis in most fuzzy control system
reported in the literature relies on the fact that the fuzzy approximation errors,
external disturbance as well as modeling error uncertainties are bounded by a
small positive constant. In view of universal fuzzy approximation theorem, one
may find a fuzzy system using with large number of fuzzy membership function
to estimate any given real continuous function with a small fuzzy approximation
errors. However, in real-time application, the designer can only develop a fuzzy
system that uses finite number of fuzzy rules and fuzzy membership functions as
memory space is limited in most practical application. As a result, large fuzzy
approximation errors may cause unstable closed-loop control system. To deal with
that, we introduce robust adaptive control term to learn and compensate bounded
uncertainties of the fuzzy approximation errors, unmodeled dynamics and other
unknown external disturbance.

Remark 3.6: The proposed algorithm does not use robot dynamics as well
as uncertain model parameters while they should be known in CE-based nonlinear
adaptive feedback design. In comparison with the model-based method, the design
that we introduced in this work does not require nonlinear function to be linearly
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parameterized with uncertain model parameters. This feature makes the proposed
design insensitive to the model parameter variations which helps to reduce the con-
trol gains as well as the control efforts. Unlike model based approach, the proposed
design does not need to compute tedious nonlinear-regressor model dynamics.

3.2.3 Design Procedure and Steps

The following is the design steps of the proposed method:

a. First define the control gains Kp and Kd such that A is Hurwitz.

b. Then, choose observer design parameters Hi, H2 and small value of e such
that A0 is exponentially fast observer dynamics.

c. We then specify the matrix Q to solve the Lyapunov equation for the positive
definite matrix P.

d. Using estimate ê along with observer dynamics, we obtain state estimate q.

e. For the given initial conditions of interest O6 and O define the region of
interest Qc as well as the saturation level ficr.

f. Then, specify the membership functions µ?? and calculate the fuzzy basis
function £(ê).

g. Finally, we design and implement the control law to compute adaptive law
in order to learn the parameter vector ?a and 9S.

3.2.4 Design and Simulation Results

In this subsection, we present the design and implementation process of the hybrid
scheme based on using with the direct adaptive fuzzy and robust adaptive control
on a 2-DOF robotic system. The dynamic equations for this robot system can be
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defined as [82-101]

mu m12

77721 "722

with mu = (6? + 2(92 + 26>2cos<?2), m12 = [Q2 + Q2cosq2), m21 = (Q2 + ?2 cos«72),
77722 = #2, Cn = -2ç2#2 SiIiC2, Ci2 = -q2Q2 sin g2, c2i — (JxQ2 SiUq2 and C22 = 0 where
Qx = mi/2 and O2 = 7772/2 and I is the link lengths and p?? and ?772 are the masses
of link 1 and link 2, respectively. The mass of the link 1 and link 2 assumed to
be changed when the manipulator tracks the desired task with various loads. To

generate the reference trajectory for the given robot model to follow, a square wave
with a period of 8 seconds and an amplitude of ±1 radians is pre filtered with a

critically damped 2nd-order linear filter using a bandwidth of ?? = 2.0 rad/sec.
We then define the initial values of the position and velocity error vectors for two
joints as ei(0) = 2, e2(0) = 2, e3(0) = 2 and e4(0) = 2.

We first implement and evaluate the CE-principle based nonlinear classical
adaptive output feedback design (CAOFB) on the given system. The objective is to
design a CAOFB control law such that the manipulator position q[t) asymptotically
tracks the desired position q<i(t). We assume that the plant parameter belong to
the known interval ? G [—10, 10] with Q G 3Î2. In our evaluation, we aim to
analyze the dynamic performance of the given system using CAOFB design with
respect to model parameter changes. This means that the model dynamics will be
changed over the known interval while tracking the desired task. For this purpose,
we consider that the plant is initially operating under the parameters Qx — 8 and
Q2 = 8. Then, at 12 sec, the parameter Q is changed from ?? — 8 and Q2 — 8 to
?? = 4 and Q2 — 4. Therefore, there are total two dynamics changes in the whole
process. To meet the control objective, let us design the CAOFB law [82] as

T(ê,Qd,ê) = Y(ê,qd,qd)Q-KPex-KDê2 (3.54)

with Q = -TYT(ê,qd,qd)S, where Y(ê,qd,qd)Q = M(q)qd + C(q,qr)qd + G(q), KP G
îinxn, KD G 3?nxn, S = ê2+Aei, i = (¿¡-?ß?), ? = j^, X0 > 0 and M, C{.) and

+
Cil Ci2

C2I C22

9i

92

t?

T2
(3.53)
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Figure 3.1: The tracking errors (radians) for joint 1 and joint 2 under CAOFB
and hybrid adaptive output feedback design with model dynamic changes. The
solid-line is for CAOFB design and the red-dash-line is for Theorem 3.3. .

G(.) define the estimates of the M(.), C(.) and G(.), respectively. We now select
controller design parameters Kp, Kp, and A0 as Kp = 150/2x2, Kp, — 150/2x2 and
A0 = 2 to ensure an acceptable transient and steady state tracking performance
of the given closed loop system. The learning gains G is chosen to ensure fast
parameter learning. For our evaluation, the value of G is selected as G = 15/2x2
by assuming that ? G [—10, 10]. As our results are semi-global, then the designer
can select the control gains to guarantee exponential convergence of the closed-loop
trajectory that starts inside a given region of interest.

Then, the unknown velocity signal in equation (3.54) is now replaced by the
output of the linear observer as

H1 H
ei = e2 H ei, e2 = -^e1 (3.55)

e ß?

For our evaluation, we consider two sets of observer design constants as Hi = /2x2,
H2 = /2x2, e = 0.002 and Hx = /2x2, H2 = /2x2, e = 0.01. With these design
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constants, we apply CAOFB design (3.54) on the given system (3.53). We notice
that the control action become very large values at the time of dynamics changes.
To protect the plant from large control action, we saturate the input outside the
given domain of interest. The saturation level for two control inputs is considered as
Timax — 500 newton-meters and T2max = 500 newton-meters. This level is obtained

by using Lyapunov-function estimation technique. In practice, one requires to use
the pre-defined saturation level provided by manufacturer. The implementation
results are depicted in Figures 3. 1 and 3.2. The solid-line of these Figures is pictured
the tracking convergence of CAOFB design. The left colum of Figures 3.1 and 3.2
depicts the control performance under the following observer design constants:
H\ = /2x2, H2 = /2x2 and e = 0.002. The right colum of these Figures shows the
control performance when the observer design constants are chosen as H\ — /2x2,
H2 = hx2 and e = 0.01.

We now compare the tracking performance of model-free hybrid adaptive out-
put feedback Theorem 3.3 with the CAOFB design. To construct Theorem 3.3, we

assume that the compact set as O^ = { — 10 < 9d < 10}, Qs = {—20 < 9S < 20}
and take d = 0.1. For comparison, we keep the same model parameter changes as
applied for CAOFB design. We also use the same PD controller gains of CAOFB
design as Kp = diag(l50, 150) and KD = diag(150, 150). For the given error set,
we now develop the fuzzy system by defining the input variables as {gi, 92, Qi, Ç2}·
To formulate the fuzzy basis function, we choose five fuzzy sets for each input vari-

ables. Then membership functions for each inputs qj(j = 1,2) are chosen arbitrarily
as

1

e¡p(S±^jf
*,(„,- -? (-(isiM)*)

^3fe) = exp(-(^)J
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and

VaAQj) = exP

VaUQj)

(g, -0-5)'
0.3

1 + exp(-(í^)))
The membership functions for each inputs q\j(j = 1,2) are also defined as

ßA] (Qj) = —
«PlO&üi

l2

(ôj + 0.75)Va2AQj) = exp

(Qj- 0-75) ?
0.45 y

and

HaÚQí)
«pi- ? iaö¥a

l2

The membership functions are selected such that they covers the bound on the joint
position and velocity error vectors. It is important to note that, to determine the
membership function efficiently in fuzzy control, one requires to know the bound
on the input vector of the fuzzy system a priori. Now, we choose identity matrix
of Q to solve the Lyapunov-equation A1 P + PTA = — Q. For the given set of the
initial conditions of interest, we choose the learning gains Td = 500 and Ts — 500.
To make the design free from system dynamics, we use Jgo 1. We then choose

the small value of controller design constant e0 = 1. Finally, we use two sets of
observer design parameters as Hi = /2x2, H2 = /2x2, e = 0.002 and H1 — /2x2,

H2 = -^2x2, e = 0.01. Note that the control inputs under hybrid design of Theorem
3.3 are saturated with the same bounds as used for CAOFB design. With these
design constants, we then implement Theorem 3.3 on the same system with the
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Figure 3.2: The tracking errors (radians), the control input (newton-meters) for
joint 1 and joint 2 under Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.3. The solid-line is for
Theorem 3.1 and the red-dash-line is for Theorem 3.3.

same dynamic sets up that used for CAOFB design. The tested results under
Theorem 3.3 are given in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. The red-dash-line of Figures 3.1
and 3.2 (titled as AFOFB) is pictured the tracking convergence under Theorem
3.3. The left colum of these Figures depicts the control performance under the
following observer design constants: H\ = /2x2, H2 = I2x2 and e = 0.002. The
right colum of these Figures shows the implementation results when the observer
design constants are chosen as H\ = /2x2, H2 = I2x2 and e = 0.01.

By comparing solid-line and red-dash-line of Figures 3. 1 and 3.2, we notice that
the control performance under Theorem 3.3 is much better than the performance
achieved with CAOFB design. More specfically, at the time of dynamic changes,
the tracking errors and control inputs under CAOFB design are larger than the
tracking errors and control inputs obtained with the hybrid design of Theorem 3.3.
This is mainly because the tracking performance of CAOFB design is sensitive to
the model parameter changes, while the hybrid design of Theorem 3.3 is insensitive
to the model parameter variations.
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Remark 3.7: We notice from our evaluations that, in the face of large scale
parametric uncertainties, the CE-based CAOFB appoach exhibits poor transient
tracking performance while the control tracking performance under hybrid adaptive
output feedback design is relatively small as the proposed scheme is insensitive to
the model parameters.

3.2.5 Comparison Between Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.3

In this part of this chapter, our aim is to compare the performance achieved under
Theorem 3.1 (state feedback) with Theorem 3.3 (output feedback). In theorem
3.1, we assume that position-velocity signals are vailable for feedback design. Most
fuzzy based control designs reported in the literature requires full state state mea-
surements of the system. This is, in fact, a restrictive assumption as advanced
nonlinear systems provide only measurements of joint positions through sensors
such as encoders or resolvers [4, 5, 6, 36]. In contrast, joint velocities are usually
obtained by means of tachometers or by differentiating the position measurements.

This means that the obtained velocity signals are often severely contaminated by
measurement noise. Therefore, the performance of the position-velocity based hy-
brid design of Theorem 3.1 is restricted as, in practice, the measurement noise
associated with the estimation of the velocity signals is amplified with the increase
of the values of the controller gains.

To illustrate that arguement, let us implement Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.3
on the given system (3.53). The controller design constants are kept similar to our
last test. The observer design parameters are chosen as Hi = /2x2, Hi = hx2 and

e = 0.002. The implemented results are depicted in Figure 3.2. The red-dash-line
of Figure 3.2 presents the tracking convergence of Theorem 3.3. The solid-line of
this Figure pictures the control performance of Theorem 3.1. In view of Figure
3.2, we can see that the control performance under output feedback (Theorem 3.3)
recovers the performance achieved under state feedback approach (Theorem 3.1).

The presented results is assumed that the control system is operating under
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Figure 3.3: The disturbance noise level d(t) = w(t) (newton-meters).

ideal situation. We now investigate the tracking performance of Theorem 3.1 and
Theorem 3.3 with respect to non ideal operating conditions. To create such a

practical situation, let us add an arbitrarily chosen band limited white noise d(t) —
w(t) into the output q(t) and input r(t) of the given system (5.23). The level w(t)
that used in our test depicted in Figure 3.3. Then, we apply Theorem 3.1 and
Theorem 3.3 with the same controller design parameters that used for the previous
evaluation under ideal operating condition. The observer design parameters for
this evaluation is chosen as U1 = /2x2, H2 — hx2 and e = 0.0018. The results

are depicted in Figure 3.4. The red-dash-line of this Figure presents the tracking
convergence of Theorem 3.3. The solid-line of the Figure 3.4 pictures the control
performance obtained under Theorem 3.1.

By comparing solid and red-dash-line of the Figure 3.4, we can see that the
control performance with output feedback based design of Theorem 3.3 exhibits

better performance than the performance achieved under state feedback design. In
view of our results, we notice that the control input and the output tracking error
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Figure 3.4: The tracking errors (radians), the control input (newton-meters) for
joint 1 and joint 2 under Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.3. The sloid-line is for
Theorem 3.1 and the red-dash-line is for Theorem 3.3.

under Theorem 3.1 are greater than the control input as well as the output tracking
error of Theorem 3.3.

Let us now increase the initial error states e(0) from e(0) — 0 to e(0) =
1. The saturation level for two control inputs is assumed to be pre-defined by
manufacturer as rlmax = 500 newton-meters and T2max — 500 newton-meters. The

control saturation mechanism is introduced to protect the plant from large transient
control action that appeared from using initial error estimates. Then, we repeat
the last experiment of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 on the same system (3.53). The
results are given in Figure 3.5. The blue-dash-line and solid-line of the Figure
3.5 depicts the control performance under Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.3 with the
presence of the initial error estimates. The red-dash-line of the Figure 3.5 presents
the tracking convergence of Theorem 3.3. The solid-line of this Figure pictures
the control performance of Theorem 3.1. We notice from Figure 3.5 is that the
output trajectory for both joints peaks before converge to the desired one due to
the presence of initial error estimates.
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Figure 3.5: The tracking errors (radians), the control input (newton-meters) for
joint 1 and joint 2 under Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.3. The sloid-line is for
Theorem 3.1 and the red-dash-line is for Theorem 3.3.

We now compare the tracking performance of state and output feedback based
design with respect to non ideal operating conditions. For this purpose, the system
model (3.53) is corrupted by disturbance noise via adding an arbitrarily chosen
band limited white noise w(t) into the output q(t) and input r(t) as given in
Figure 3.3. Then, we apply Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 with the same design parameters
that used for the previous experimentation under ideal operating condition. The
conducted results are depicted in Figure 3.6. The red-dash-line of Figure 3.6 is
given for the tracking convergence of Theorem 3.3. The solid-line of Figure 3.6
depicts the control performance of Theorem 3.1.

In view of solid and red-dash-line of Figure 3.6, we can again observe that
the control chattering and tracking errors under Theorem 3.3 are relatively smaller
than the control input and tracking error under CAOFB design of Thoerem 3.1.
The sampling time is set to 1 ms. for all of our results presented in this section.

Remark 3.8: The tracking convergence under state feedback based hybrid
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design deteriorates as the disturbance noise associated with the velocity signals
(derivative action of the noisy position measurement q(t) + w(t)) as well as with
the input signals (r(£) +w(t)) amplifies with the control gains (see Figure 3.5 and
Figure 3.6). To deal with this practical problem, one can deploy the proposed
hybrid adaptive output feedback based control system where the velocity signals
are replaced by the output of the observer.

Remark 3.9: From Figures 3.5 and 3.6, we can see that the output trajectory
for both joints peaks before converge to the desired one due to the presence of initial
error estimates. Note that this transient tracking error can be reduced by increasing
the speed of the observer dynamics.

3.3 Hybrid Adaptive Control System Using In-

direct Adaptive Fuzzy and Robust Adaptive
control

3.3.1 State Feedback Approach

In this section, we propose hybrid adaptive control system by combing indirect
adaptive fuzzy system with robust adaptive control technique. The fuzzy con-
trol structure in this design is used to approximate uncertain nonlinear system
dynamics. The robust adaptive control term is employed to learn and compen-
sate uncertainties as a result of disturbance and any other modeling errors. Then,
overall hybrid adaptive strategy can be written as [97]

Tc(ei,èuQd,9f,9g,9sw) = 09"1(e1|6'9)[-0/((e1,é1) \9f) + qd + KDèi +
??ß?+t,?] (3.56)

where fuzzy system is used to estimate nonlinear functions f~1(ß?\?9) and <fif(e\9f)
and the robust adaptive control term rsw will be designed via using Lyapunov
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Figure 3.6: The tracking errors (radians), the control input (newton-meters) for
joint 1 and joint 2 under Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.3. The sloid-line is for
Theorem 1 and the red-dash-line is for Theorem 3.

function analysis. Using (3.56), one obtains the following error model

è'i = -KDèi - Kpei -

ìg(ei\eg) -f9(ß?)
0/(ei,éi) -0/((ei,éi)|0/)

d

+

in I «' (3.57)

Let us define new state variable as ei = {qa — qi) and ß2 = {c¡d — ?i)· The closed-
loop tracking error model (3.57) can then be defined in the following state-space
form as 3

è = B

-Bt.
0/(e) - F?T})\ + [^Ce1) - f9(e?\?9)

-Bd + Ae

Tr

(3.58)

where A
0.nxn 1UXn

Kp -KD
B

Vrixn

¦*¦ n. y t?

and e = [ef, e%]T. To update the

use Lyapunov technique and showunknown parameters Of, Q9 and 0SW, we wil
3For brevity, we represent control term rc(ei, è\, Qd, 0/, ?9, 9SW) as tc, where we remove its

arguments.
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boundedness property for all the signals in the closed-loop error model dynamics

(3.58). We consider that the error vectors e and the parameter vectors #/ and
?g belong to the compact sets as O6, O/ and O9, respectively. Then the optimal
parameter vectors 9*j- and T* of f/(.) and f9{.) can be defined as

?*( arg mm
efeüf

?* = arg min
?? (ziïq

sup !!^(elô/) -^(e) Il

sup \\4>g(ei\9g) - f9(ß?)
eeQc

(3.59)

The optimal vectors ?^ and ?* are chosen as the values of Q¡ and O9 that minimizes
the fuzzy approximation error over the given set O/ and Cl9, respectively. The
minimum approximation error can be defined as follows

wP F???-f?ß) (ei|0!)-4,(ei) (3.60)

Applying (3.60), the error system under hybrid control leads to

è = Ae + B </>/(e|#}) - 4>f(e \ Ö/)] + B (we - d) - Br8,
+?[f9{ß?\T?)- Ue1]O9)

The above error model dynamics can be simplified as

è = Ae + BÒf^e) + ??9?(e)te + Bw- Br8.

(3.61)

(3.62)

where w = (we — d), 9¡ = [9*f — Of) and §g = (?* — ?9). We now consider the
following assumption.

Assumption 3.2: The modeling errors, external disturbances and any other
unmodeled dynamical effects are bounded as ||?|| < 6*sw with 6*sw > 0.

Like the assumption 3.1, the parameter defined above 9*w is unknown that
will be estimated by using robust adaptive control law. We now establish stability
preserving adaptation law to design and update robust adaptive control as well as
update the unknown parameter vectors of the fuzzy systems defined in the closed-
loop error model (3.62). To do that, we consider the following Lyapunov function
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candidate

V = \eTPe + ^-èTîës + ^rtr{ëTg9g)^^rëTJsw (3.63)
where, G? > 0, F2 > 0 and T3 > 0. Taking derivative (3.63) along the trajectory of
(3.62), we simplify V as

V = -±eTQe + % (r?ef + BTPeCT(ej)+eTPB
(Ku, - t™) + tv {^1V4} + tv {rje9(e)ëTgBTPe) + ^JJ^M)

From (3.64), it is not hard to design rsw which can cope with uncertainties that
enters into the closed-loop system due to the presence of the external disturbances
and any other modeling errors as

tsw = eswsgn(eTPB) (3.65)

Applying (3.65), one then simplifies (3.64) as

V < -l-eTQe + ëTî{Y-lèf + BTPee{e))+ (3.66)
T3-1L + eTPBsgn {eTPB)j + ? (t^% + ßTPercT^(e))?

It is clear from (3.66) that one needs the following adaptation law to make V < 0

0/ = -G1?t?ß?t(e)
?9 = -T2BTPerieg{e)

0SW = -r3(eTPB)sgn(eTPB) (3.67)

Then use projection based parameter adaptation mechanism to limit the parameter

estimate to guarantee that Of, O9 and 9SW are bounded over the compact sets O/,
Q9 and Qsw. To show that, we now define the compact sets O/, U9 and Ûsw such
that Qj C Qj-, S]j C Q9 and Qsw C Qsw. The convex hypercube O/ is defined as
O/ = {xi < ?fi < yi}. Let Qsf as ^Sf — {?? — d < ?fi < yi — d} where d is chosen
such that O/ C Qsf and adaptation gain G? to be positive constant. Then, the
projection of the parameter adaptation rule can be written as Qf = Proj(#/,<ï>/)
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[37] with F/, = 1 + iä-f± F/i, F/i = 1 + -1^ Ffi and F}? is the i-th element
of ?t?e?t(e). To show df(t) G O5/, 0ff(t) G O^ and O^ (í) G O5^ V¿ > 0, we
modify (3.67) to update Of, 9g and 9S as

ö/ = Proj(ö/,r1ßTPe^(e))

ö3 = PrOJ(ö9,r2JBTPercTeJ(e))
èsw = Proj (?8?? T3 (eTPB) sgn (eTPB))

The idea of using projection scheme is that if the parameters estimate start in the
set 0/(0) e Qf, ?ß(0) G Q9 and 9SW(0) G Oß1?), then their estimate will be remained
in 0f(t) G O5/, 09(t) G O?9 and 0SU)(i) G ÜSsw Vi > 0.

Based on our above analysis, we now state our main results in Theorem 3.4
for the position-velocity hybrid control system.
Theorem 3.4: Let assumption 3.2 holds. Then the closed-loop system (3.62)
composed of (3. 56), (3. 65), (3. 67) along with parameter projection mechanism is
bounded and the tracking errors converge to zero globally.
Proof: Applying hybrid controller with parameter projection mechanism, the
derivative of V (3.66) can be written as

V <--eTQe<0 (3.68)

Then, we can conclude that (V, e, Of, 9g, 9SW) G L00. In view of the right hand side
of equation (3.62), we can see that all the variables are bounded. This implies that
è G L00. Taking integral (3.68) from 0 to T, we have

V(T)- V(O) <- /TAmin0(9)||e||2
Then, in view of (3.63), we can write

[ ^%||2 < ^e(OfQe(O) + ¿^/(0)^,(0)
+^rtr {?9(0)t?9(0)} + 2frM0)rM0) (3.69)
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This means that e G L2. Thus, Um^00 V = O and Um^00 e = 0 provided that the
parameter estimation errors are bounded.·

It is important to note that the sgn(.) function in (3.65) and Ùsw may cause
discontinuous control action. To smooth out rsw and 9SW) we can estimate sgn{.)
by using following bounded input as

'eTPBs
1 SUJ = #SU)tanhl J (3.70)

with

èsw = Pro3 (eaw, F3 (eTPB) tanh (^^)) (3-71)
where e0 > 0 and tanh(.) is a smooth bounded saturation function

With this modification, Theorem 3.4 has the following form.

Theorem 3.5: Let assumption 3.2 holds. Then, all the signals in the closed-
loop system (3.62) composed of (3.56), (3.67), (3.70), (3.71) with the parameter
projection mechanism are bounded that is the tracking errors and parameter errors

are bounded as (e, #/, ?9, 9SW) € L00.
Proof: The proof of Theorem 3.5 can be shown along the line of the proof of
Theorem 3.4 [97]. So, we removed the details proof for brevity.

The hybrid control system developed in Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.5 is
based on using strict assumption that the output and its derivatives are available

for feedback. We now remove this assumption by replacing the unknown velocity
signals e in (3.56) by the output of the linear observer ê (3.22). We then prove
that the stability condition under state feedback based design of Theorem 3.4
and Theorem 3.5 can be obtained asymptotically by the output feedback form of

Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.5. This recovery analysis can be shown via using
perturbation theory provided that there exists a small perturbed observer design
parameter e. To show that, let us develop singularly perturbed observer-controller
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closed-loop system

ß? = Be[-Ke + ërf(e) + egÇ9(e)Tc + ëswsgn(êTPB)]
+?0? (3.72)

è = Ae + B[Orf(e) + egÇg(e)Tc + êswsgn(êTPB)} (3.73)

with A0 = [Ac - LC], L H1
H2

C = [Inxn Onxn] and adaptation laws are given by

K = [KP KDl~e= [eT, elf, ? = [ft, rfff,

?, = PrO3(OfJ1B1 Pêi1 (e))

eg = Proj(9g,T2BTPêr^J(ê))
èsw = Proj(esw,F3(êTPB)sgn{êTPB))

Now, it is not hard to show from (3.72), (3.73) that the performance achieved
under state feedback design can be recovered asymptotically by the output feedback
controller. Then we can state the main results for hybrid adaptive output feedback
control in the following Theorem 3.6.

Theorem 3.6: Consider the closed-loop system (3.72), (3.73) formulated by
using (3.3), (3.56), (3.65), (3.67) with the parameter projection mechanism and
linear observer (3.22). Then, for any given e(0) G O0, Of(O) G O, ?9(0) G O and
0SUj(O) G Çlsw, there exists e* such that Ve G [0, e*] all signals in closed loop dynamics
are bounded and their bound can be made very small for small value of e.
Proof: The proof of Theorem 3.6 can be shown along the line of [97]. It is
proven that there exists a short transient period T1 (e) G [0,T2] during which the
fast variable ? approaches to a function of the order 0(e), while the slow variables
(e, 6f, 9g, 6SW) remain in the subset of the domain of attraction O,;. Then, show that

4One may use the observer-controller closed-loop model as e? = ?0? + Be[—Kê + ?*,?(e) —
0/£(ê) + 0¡Cg(e)rc - ?9?9(?)ta + e*swsgn(eTPB) - 0swsgn(êTPB)}, è = Ae + ?[?}?{e) - %?(ß) +
e*g£,g(é)T~c — ?9?9(e)ta + 0*swsgn(eT PB) - 9swsgn(êTPB)]. For brevity, we represent the control
term rc(ê, Qd, 0/, 0g, 9SW) as rc.
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the boundedness property of the signal e(t) for all t G [Ti (e), T3], where T\{e) G
(0,T2] and T3 > T2 is the first time e(t) exists from the subset of the domain
of attraction Qc of the state feedback design (3.56), (3.65), (3.67) along with the
parameter projection mechanism. This implies that the state trajectories (e, ?) are
locked into a set that can be made very small by using small value of observer
design parameter e.

We begin our analysis by showing that there exists a short transient period
during which the fast variable ? decays to a small level as 0(e) for a small value of
e > 0. To prove that, we consider the positive definite Lyapunov-function candidate
as defined in equation (3.63). From (3.63), we can see that the second, third and
fourth part of the Lyapunov function V is bounded by C2, C3 and C4. First assume
that all the initial conditions are bounded on the given compact subsets of Qc as

9f(0) G fif, 9g(0) G Q9, 9SW(0) G Qsw and e(0) G O0. Then, we use universal
approximation theorem and assumption 3.2 to show that the optimal parameter

?} and 9* are bounded by the compact set as T? G Qf and T* G Q9, respectively.
In view of the projection mechanism, we also know that the parameter estimate is

bounded as 0/(t) G Qsf, 99(t) G Qs9 and 9sw(t) G Qssw Let
1 T^C1 = max -e Pe

een0 2

C3 = . .ma* „ ^rir {(»", - T„)t{ß1 - ß,)e¡eng,eg£nóg 2G2
1 t

where c\ > 0, C2 > 0, C3 > 0 and C4 > 0. Then define positive constant e
with c > (c0 = Ci + C2 + C3 + C4) such that Qc be the domain of attraction as
e(t) G Qc = {e I eTPe < c} Vi > 0. Since the input rc is continuous function with
respect to their arguments, then they are bounded on the compact set of these

variables as y(e,Qd,9f,6g,9sw) G Qc x Qd ? Qsf x Qsg x Qssw We then define
the maximum bound on rmax > rc Ve G Qcr with e G O0?. = {e | eTPe < er} and
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cr > c. The bounded control input can then be defined as -r? — rmaxsat ( -JL£— ) = rc
with a smooth bounded saturation function sat{.). Therefore, V will be remained
bounded by a constant Ct2 which is less than c and greater than c0 that is c > Ct2
and Ct2 > c0 with Ct2 = C2 + C3 + C4 as 0f(t) G Q¿f, ?giß) G O^ and 0slu(í) G O^. To
illustrate that, we differentiate (3.63) along the slow trajectory (3.73) to simplify
the derivative of V as

V = -êsw (êTPB) sgn (êTPB) + ësw (eTPB) sgn (eTPB)
+ir {% (BTPerfeg{e) - BTPêrff{ê)) }

l-eTQe + 9Tf (-BTPêiT{e) + ?t?e?t(ß)) (3.74)

Since the input and adaptation law are bounded over the set Qc ? O^ ? Çl$f ? ?ß9 x
Qssw for all e G O0, ê G O0, Qd G Oß, (9/(?) G O5/, 0s(í) G Q¿s, 0sw(í) G O5?;?,
then we have the following bound on the first, second and fourth terms of equation
(3.74)

tr{ëTg{BTPerfeg{e)-BTPêrfeg{è))}\ < klsv
-?;SW (êTPB) sgn (êTPB) + ësw (eTPB) sgn (eTPB) < h'2sv

ëTf{-BTPêe{ê) + BTPef{e)) < k3sv

with kisv > 0, k2sv > 0 and k^sv > 0. Applying above inequalities, equation (3.74)
can be simplified as

1
V < -^eTQe + ks (3.75)

where ks = kisv + k2sv + ^3s«· In view of Lyapunov function candidate (3.63), the
bound on error trajectory can be written as follows

y K 1 KlJn(Q) cTpc | J
¿ ???a?\? ) (3.76)
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Equation (3.76) can be simplified further as

V < -7uV + ksv (3.77)

Where ^ = W?) and k*« = XsC2 + XsC3 + XsC4 + ks With Xs = ^M, ^èjëf <
c2' 2T-^wQsW < c4 and 2T-^ j ?^?9 > < Cs. Then, the solution of the differential
equation (3.77) can be written as

V(t) < l/(0)e-^' + -(l-e-^) (3.78)

Since V^(O) < C^2 < c with ct2 > c0, then there is a finite time T2 > 0, which is
independent of e, such that V(i) < c for Vi e [0,T2). This implies that the slow
variables remain inside the set Qc. One can also replace e by ê in the closed loop
model

è = Ae+JB[(^(e)-^(ê)) + (^eg(e)rcs-^Ç9(ê)rcs)+^^n(eTPi?)-^^n(êTP5)]

Then, we can prove that the slow variables remain bounded by the compact subset
of the region of attraction Qc over the short transient time [0, T2]. To show that, let
us take derivative of (3.63) along the trajectory of the closed-loop system defined
above to simplify V as

V = -^Qe+^epf + ^trtäeg} + ^e8J8VZ Li J L2 t- y > I3
+eTPB [?}?(e) - ö/e(e)] + eTPB[9*9Ue)rsc - ?:
U^KÎ + eTPB [e*swsgn(eTPB) - eswsgn(êTPB

9X

Using the control along with the projection based adaptation mechanism, we can
simplify V as follows

V = -\eTQe - tr {ëTgBTPêrf#(ê)} - %BTPêÇT(ê) - ësw{êTPB)sgn
(êTPB) + eT PB[Q) - ?(e)???(?)] + eTPB[9:wsgn(eTPB) - 6SW ?
sgn(êTPB)] + eTPB [^9(e)rcs - 6gig{ê)rsc
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Then, V(e, Qd, 0/, ?9, ?3?), e) EÍ)cx O^ ? O$/ ? O,59 ? Qsw ? O0, we have the following
bounds

Il - tr {eTgBTPêrfeg{è)) + eTP5[6>&(e)rc· - ?9??9{ß)t°}\\ < ?*,,.
Il - èsw(êTPB)sgn(êTPB) + 0*sw{eT PB)sgn{eTPB) - esw(eTPB)sgn{ëTPBe)

-ëTfBTPêe{ë) + eTPB [?}?(e) - ?&ß)]

where kÍT2s > 0, /c2T2s > 0 and k^T3s > 0. With these inequalities, V becomes
V < — |eTÇ)e + kxs where krs = k\Tls + k2T2s + k3T3s. This implies that there is a
finite time T2 which is independent of e, such that for all t e [0, T2] V(t) < ct2 < c
with c0 < Ct2 < c and e e Oa = {e | eTPe < Ct2 }¦ The remaining proof is omitted
and can be found in [97] .

Note that the switching function sgn(.) in robust adaptive output feedback
control design requires to estimate by using saturation function tanh(.) to reduce
the chattering phenomenon [5, 6]. This means that we need to replace sgn (e1 P??
in the output feedback controller by using bounded function tanh ( e BB J . Ap-
plying this modification, we then follow the above design steps to show that the
tracking error bound under state feedback design stated in Theorem 3.5 can asymp-
totically (e —> 0) recover by the output feedback design. The details performance
recovery is omitted for brevity and can be found in [97] .

3.3.2 Simulation Results

To demonstrate the theoretical development, we now implement hybrid schemes
that introduced in previous section on a 2-DOF robotic system (3.53). Our prime
target is to track the same desired task as used in subsection 3.2.3. In our eval-

uation, the disturbance for two joints d\{t), dì{t) in (3.53) are depicted in Figure
3.7.
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Figure 3.7: The time varying disturbance for two joints di(t), d2(t) of (3.53)

3.3.3 Simulation Results with Theorem 3.6

Let us implement and evaluate output feedback based hybrid design of Theorem
3.6 on the given system. The design assume that the velocity signals q2 is not
available for feedback design, but the position signals q\ is available. To construct
Theorem 3.6, we first formulate the fuzzy basis function for indirect fuzzy systems
via choosing five fuzzy sets for each input variables. The membership functions for
each inputs qj(j = 1,2) are chosen as

1
Va](Qj)

exp
75) t2

(Qj + 0.5)VAnQj) =exP

(Qj - 0.5Va* (Qj) =exp -
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Figure 3.8: The tracking errors (radians), the control input (newton-meters) for
joint 1 and joint 2 under Theorem 3.3.

and

Va*Mì)
1 + [exp(-(^>));

We then select PD-controller design parameters as Kp — 150/2x2, Kp, = 150/2x2

and A0 = 2. Define the compact set as: O/ = O9 = { — 10 < Q¿ < 10},
^SW = {—20 < 9S < 20} and take d = 0.1. We choose identity matrix of Q to
solve the Lyapunov-equation ATP + PTA = —Q for P. We then define the learn-
ing gains G? = 0.005, T2 = 0.005 and T3 = 0.005. Finally, we define linear observer
design parameters (3.22) Hi = /2X2, H2 = /2x2 and e = 0.005. With these de-
sign constants, we implement Theorem 3.6 on the given system (5.53). The tested
results are given in Figure 3.8. In view of Figure 3.8, we can see that the con-
trol performance under output feedback achieves desired tracking objective as the
tracking errors for both joints almost closed to zero.
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3.3.4 Comparison of CAOFB with Hybrid Design

We now compare the tracking convergence of Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.6 with

the CE-based nonlinear adaptive feedback design [82]. To do that, we consider that
the plant is initially operating under the parameters ?\ — 8 and Q2 = 8. Then, at 5
sec, the parameter ? is changed from ?? = 8 and Q2 = 8 to Q\ — 4 and Q2 = 4. This
means that there are total two dynamics changes in the whole process dynamics.
For comparison, we first design CE-based state feedback law [82] with the same
PD-controller design parameters that applied in Theorem 3.6 as Kp — 150/2x2,
Kd = 150/2x2 and A0 = 2. For our evaluation, the value of G is selected as
G = 15/2x2 such that the learning gains provides faster parameter learning. Note
that the designer can select the control gains to guarantee exponential convergence
of the closed-loop trajectory that starts inside a given region of interest. With
these design constants, we then apply CE-based state feedback design [82]

r(e, Qd, Q) = Y(e, qd, qd)Q - KPex - KDe2

on the given system (3.53). However, we notice that the control action become
very large values at the time of dynamics changes. To protect the plant from
large control action, we then saturate the input signals outside the given domain
of interest. The saturation level for two control inputs is considered as r\max = 500
newton-meters and T2max = 500 newton-meters. Using with the above saturation
level, we again implement above CE-based state feedback design on the system
(5.53). The tested results are depicted in Figure 3.9. With this saturation level, we
again apply state feedback based CE design on the system [82] . The tested results
are given in Figure 3.8.

We now assume that the velocity signals q2 is not available but estimated by
the output of the observer (3.22). The observer design constants are chosen as
H1 = /2x2, H2 = /2x2 and e = 0.005. Then, we apply (3.54) with (3.22) on the
robot system (5.53). The tested results under output feedback designs (3.54) are
depicted in the Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: The tracking errors (radians), the control input (newton-meters) for
joint 1 and joint 2 under CE-based state and output feedback design.

3.3.5 Comparison of Theorem 3.4 with Theorem 3.6

For comparison, we now implement Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.6 under the same
parameter sets up as used in our last evaluation for the CE-based design. The
conducted results under Theorem 3.4 (state feedback) and Theorem 3.6 (output
feedback) designs are presented in Figure 3.10. The design parameters for this
evaluation are kept similar to our last evaluation for Theorem 3.6 in subsection
3.2.3.

In view of Figures 3.9 and 3.10, we can observe that the control performance
under Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.6 is much better than the performance achieved
under CE-based nonlinear adaptive design. Specifically, at the time of dynamic
changes, the tracking errors and control inputs under classical approach are larger
than the tracking errors and control inputs under hybrid control system design.
This is mainly because the control design of CE-based design is sensitive to the
model parameter changes while the performance under proposed design is insensi-
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Figure 3.10: The tracking errors (radians), the control input (newton-meters) for
joint 1 and joint 2 under Theorem 3.4 (state feedback) and Theorem 3.6 (output
feedback) .

tive to the model parameter variation.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented hybrid adaptive feedback control system for
robust trajectory tracking for a class of nonlinear systems. The proposed design
combined robust adaptive control with direct and indirect adaptive fuzzy control
in order to deal with the external disturbances and modeling error uncertainties
appearing from fuzzy approximation errors. A detailed convergence analysis has
been given to show the boundedness of all the signals in the observer-controller
closed-loop system. In stability analysis, we have introduced parameter projection
and control saturation techniques to cope with the large scale uncertainties. Un-
like the existing classical and fuzzy control system, the introduced method does
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not require known bound of the uncertainty that appeared from modeling errors
and disturbances. We have shown that controller-observer design parameters can
be tuned in order to achieve semi-global stability property of all signals under out-
put feedback. The evaluation on a 2-DOF robotic system verified the theoretical
development of this chapter for possible real-time applications.



Chapter 4

Distributed Sliding Mode

Control

In this chapter, we propose distributed sliding mode control algorithms for robust
trajectory tracking control problem for a class of nonlinear systems.

The first part of this chapter derives single model classical sliding mode control
as a state and output feedback control approach [89, 93]. In the face of large
scale parametric uncertainties, the SM-based SMC approach, however, demands
high observer, adaptation and discontinuous control gains in order to achieve good
tracking performance.

A distributed hybrid SMC technique is then proposed to reduce the level of the
parametric uncertainty so as to reduce the observer, adaptation and discontinuous

control gains from single model classical SMC [84, 87, 92, 98, and 100]. The
design begins by uniformly distributing the compact set of parameters into a finite
number of smaller compact subsets provided that the model parameter belongs to
a large compact set. Then a family of distributed candidate SMC for these smaller
compact subsets is developed. The derivative of the Lyapunov-function candidate
is assigned to supervise distributed models/controls and to identify the closest
possible candidate model/control that closely represents the plant at each instant

119
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of time. The method is evaluated on a 2-DOF robot manipulator to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the theoretical development for practical applications.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In section II, we formulate the
problem associated with the SM-based SMC approach that motivates this works.
In section III, distributed models/controls based sliding mode design is developed
to improve overall tracking response as well as to reduce the control chattering
phenomenon from classical robust control approach. This section also presents
implementation results to demonstrate the theoretical development for the real-
world applications. Finally, section IV concludes the chapter.

4.1 Classical Sliding Mode Control

In this section, we first formulate the stability criterion for the SMC as a state
feedback (position-velocity) control approach. Then, an output feedback version
of this SMC is presented which incorporates a linear observer in order to remove
the demand of the velocity signals from SMC design. To begin with these SMC
algorithm designs, let us first model the equation of the motion for MIMO nonlinear
robotic systems [82-101] as

M(q)q + C(q,q)q + G(q) = r (4.1)

where q G 5ft™ is the joint position vector, q G 5Rn is the joint velocity vector, q G 9ftn
is the joint acceleration vector, r G 3?n is the input torque vector, M(q) G 3?nxn
is the symmetric positive definite inertia matrix, C(q, q)q G 5?n is the coriolis and
centrifugal loading vector, and G(q) G ï?n is the gravitational loading vector. We
now represent the robot model (4.1) in error-state space form as follows

éi = e2, é2 = 0i (e, qdì qd) + 02(ei> Qd)r - qd (4.2)

where e± = (qi — q¿) G 5?? is the vector of joint position tracking error with C1 = q,
e2 = (?2 — Qd) £ $tn is the vector of joint velocity tracking error with g2 = Q,
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e = [eJ,eJ]T, <f>i(e,qd,qd) = -M~l(q)[C(q,q)q + G(q)} and 02(ei,gd) = M"1^)·
We assume that the desired trajectory qd(t) and its first and second derivatives
are bounded as Qd G O^ = [q¿, qd, qd]T C ??3? with compact set O^. Then, we
consider the following well-know properties of the robot dynamics [3, 5, 6, 15, 21,
22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 35, 38, 39, 40, to name a few] [I)] M(q) G ñnxn
is a symmetric, bounded, and positive definite matrix that satisfies the following
inequalities as ||M(ç)|| < MM and ||M_1(g)|| < Mmi, where MM and MMi are
bounded positive constants. [2)] The matrix M(q) — 2C(q, q) is skew-symmetric.
[3)] The norm of the gravity and centrifugal-coriolis forces are bounded and can be
represented as, ||C(ç,ç)|| < CM\\q\\ and \\C(q,qd)\\ < ^||^|| < kc, where CM, Kd
and kc are bounded positive constants.

Let us define the reference state as qr = {q¿ — Aex) where ? = diag[\\, A2, ,An]
with A1 > 0, A2 > 0, An > 0. Then we define the sliding surface as S = e2 + Aei.
The control objective is to drive the position signals q(t) to the desired position
qdif). To obtain such control objective, we consider the following robust control
law

r(e, Qd, T) = M(q)qr + C(q, q)qr + G(q) -!CS- Ksgn(S) (4.3)

where qr = (q¿ — Ae2), M and C are the estimates of M(q) and C(q, q), respectively,
/C = diag[ICi,}C2, ,£„,], K = diag[Kx,K2, ,Kn] with /Ci > 0, AT2 > 0,/Cn >
0 and K\ > 0, K2 > 0,Kn > 0. Using (4.3), we simplify the closed loop dynamics
as follows,

MS+{C + IC)S = ?ß- Ksgn(S) (4.4)

Aß= (M- M)qr + (C- C)qr + (G-G) = AMq7. + ACqr: where AM = M-M,
AC = C - C and AG = G - G.

We now explore the convergence condition of the closed loop system (4.4) in
the Lyapunov-sense. To do that, we define the following positive definite Lyapunov-
like candidate function

V = \sTMS (4.5)??
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where M is symmetric and positive definite matrix. As M is symmetric and positive
definite then V > 0 for S F 0. The function V can be considered as an indicator
of the energy for S. Let us show that the energy V decays as long as S f 0. To
show that, we take the derivative along the closed-loop trajectory (4.4) and then
use the property 2 to obtain V as,

V = \sTMS + STMS
?

= -STJCS -Y^(S1[K1Sgn(IS1I)-Ap1)) (4.6)

From (4.6), we can see that V < 0 holds if
?

Y(S1[K1S9n(IS1I)-IAp1I])^O
¿=1

This can be shown when Ki > \Aßi\max with upper bound \Aßi\max that satisfies
\Aßi\max > \Aßi\. If S1 > 0 and Kt > \Aßi\max, then we have

Aßi - K1S9n(ISiD = Aßi + Kt<0

This implies that
Si[Aßi-Kts9n(\Si\)}<0

Similarly, if Si < 0 and Ki > \Aßi\max, then we can write Aßi — KiSgn(\Si\) =
Aßi - ? >0 such that

S1[A^ -K1S9Ti(IS1I)]^O

Hence Y™=1 [S1 (Aßi — Kisgn(\Si\))] < 0. As JC is a positive definite matrix, then
first term of (4.6) can be written as

V < -STtCS < 0

Based on our above analysis, we can write (4.6) as
?

V = Y(Sz[Aßi - KiSgndSil)]) - STÌCS < 0 (4.7)
¿=?
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Then equation (4.5) can be viewed as an energy indicator for S. This implies
the decay of the energy of S as long as S ^ 0. Thus, the sufficient condition

\d\^"i ^ — Vi I Si l> where ry¿ is a positive constant, is satisfied [43]. To reduce the
control chattering activity, we can estimate the switching function sgn(.) by using
a smooth bounded saturation function sat(.) [5, 6].

4.1.1 Output Feedback Sliding Mode Control (OFBSMC)
Design

The analysis presented above is based on the strict assumption that all the state
variables are available for feedback. However, the algorithm cannot be applied di-
rectly as most advanced system removes the velocity sensors to reduce the weight
and cost of the system. To obtain the velocity signals, the common practical ap-
proach is to differentiate the position measurements obtained from encoders or

resolvers which are often contaminated by noise, see for example [4], [5], [36]. The
performance under state feedback based SMC approach is limited as, in practice,
the measurement noise associated with velocity signals is amplified with the in-
crease of the values of the discontinuous controller gains K. In the face of the
large parametric uncertainty Aß, the demand of large discontinuous control gains
makes the design even more complex as high control gains intensifies high-frequency
control chattering activity.

To deal with above mentioned practical control problem, we propose to es-

timate the velocity signals by the output of the observer [93]. We consider a
model-free linear observer to formulate an output feedback form of classical SMC
approach. The observer-controller algorithm is given as,

T(ê,Qd,ê) = M(q)i + C(q,ê2 + qd)i + G(q)-

/C(ê2 + Ae1) - Ksat i - J (4.8)
where sat(.) is a bounded smooth saturation function, qr — (q¿ — \ê\), qr =
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(qd — Ae2), S = (ê2 + Ae ?) and the unknown velocity signals ê2 is replaced by
the output of the following linear estimator designed as follows,

? . , H\ ~ ? H2 _
ei = e2 H ei, e2 = -^e1

where ëi = (e\ — êi), ë2 = (e2 — ê2), êi and ê2 are the estimates of e\ and e2, e
is a small positive constant needs to be specified and H\ and H2 are the positive
constant matrices. The observer dynamics for SMC approach can be viewed as
a simple chain of integrator plus correction terms injected by the output error
term. Since the observer is linear, then its dynamics can be made exponentially
fast of the form - exp~^~ with a > 0. The observer structure is independent of
the system dynamics, uncertain model parameters, nonlinear switching control
input and nonlinear control inputs. In comparison, the performance with nonlinear

observer based non adaptive SMC design [12, 17, 18, 38] relies on the fact that there
exists a known system dynamics. For a robotic manipulator, however, it is very
difficult to obtain an exact system dynamics which ensures robust reconstruction of
unknown states in order to guarantee asymptotic tracking error convergence. This
is mainly because nonlinear system dynamics is associated with many structured
and unstructured uncertainties that cannot be exactly modeled.

To analyze the convergence rate for the proposed OFBSMC design, we use

singularly perturbation method [93]. To begin with that, we first define an observer
error dynamics. Using (4.8), one obtains é2

¿2 = <l>i(e,qd,qd) + <i>2(ei,qd)T(ê,Qd,ê)-qd (4.9)

The observer error becomes

. H1.
ei = e2 ei

e

H2ë2 = -9d + «Me, çd, ft¡) + <Mei,9d)T(ê, Qd, ?) ^e1 (4.10)

Now replace the observer errors by the scaled estimation errors ß?? = ë\ and ?2 = ë2
with a small positive parameter e to form a singularly perturbed system. Using
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the scaled estimation errors, one gets

tT] Be -Qd (e, qd, qd) + 02(ei, qd)r(e - ?{ß)?, Qd, T)
-?0? (4.11)

where A0
-H,

-Hi 0nXi
,C(O

elnxn Un ? n

U Inxn
and H\ and H2 are positive

constant matrices such that the matrix A0 is Hurwitz. In output feedback design,
we show that the performance achieved under state feedback based SMC (4.3) can
be recovered asymptotically by the OFBSMC design (4.8). To show this perfor-
mance recovery, we first construct the closed loop system in standard singularly
perturbed form

B

ef\ = Be

h(e,qd,qd) + <fr2{ei,qd)T((e - ?{€)?),<2a,?) - qd\ + Ae (4.12)

-qd + </>i(e, qd, qd) + 02(ei, qd)r(e - ?(ß)?, Qd, ?) + ?0? (4.13)

where A
0

Unxn U
derivatives are available. T

We now consider that the system output and its

ien design SMC as a state feedback control law (4.3)
such that the design meets the desired tracking objectives. We then replace the
unknown velocity state vectors in SMC by the output of the observer. If we consider
for the situation where the initial state estimates as well as the initial parameter
estimates become large then the observer speed will require to increase for robust
reconstruction of unknown velocity states. The problem with high speed observer is
that it may cause large control efforts during transient phase which may enter into
closed-loop system resulting unstable control system. To protect the plant from
large transient control effect, we saturate the control input within the estimated
region of interest. This saturation function will only be active during the transient
period. To obtain such a bounded control, let us consider that flc = {e \ eTQsme <
c}, c> 0, be an estimate of the region of attraction of the state feedback based SMC

X2M XM

I M
design r(e, Qd, T) with Qsm = 0.5 . Since r(e, Qd, T) is a continuous
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function over e, Qd and T, then there always exists a maximum control t^t?a? =
max\Ti(e, Qd, ?)\, 1 < i < ?, such that the input can be saturated over the compact
set Qcr that satisfies T?(e,Qd,ê) = nmax sat ? ?^'^?) ) = Ti(e,Qd,ê), Ve(O) G
O0? = {e(0) I e(0)TQsme(0) < c^} where C4 < c, ? G O, ? G O, Qd G O^ and
Timax is taken over for all e G O0? with cr > c and sai(.) is the smooth bounded
saturation function. Then, Ve(£) G O0 and 6(t) G O, one has |r¿(e, Qd, #)| < Timax
Vi > 0 and T?(e,Qd,Ö) = Ti(e,Qd,0). Hence, the saturation function will not be
effective when short transient time period is over.

We now replace the state vectors e in the control law by state estimator
ê. Then, the bounded output feedback SMC can also be achieved via saturating

outside of the region of interest O0 as follows: rf(ê, Qd, ?) = t^t?,a? sat i *!^x ) =
Ti{ê,Qd,ê) Vê(O) G O00, Ve G Oe, Ve(O) G Üco, Ve G O0, Vo G O, V0 G O and
Qd G O^. Let us now summerize our main results for the OFBSMC design.

Theorem 4.1 : Consider the closed-loop system (J^. 12) and (4. 13). Then,
for any given compact set of e(0) G flco, ê(0) G O00 and 0(0) G O there exists
a small e\ such that for all 0 < e < e\, all the state variables of the closed-loop
systems are bounded by a bound that can be made arbitrary small by making e\
small.

Proof: The proof of Theorem 4. 1 can be shown along the line of the method

proposed in [93]. We first show that there exists a short transient period Ti (e) G
[0,T2] during which the fast variable ? approaches a function of the order O(e),
while the slow variables (e, T) remain in a subset of the domain of attraction.
To show that, let us define the following positive definite Lyapunov-like function
candidate

V = -STMS (4.14)

We consider that all initial conditions are bounded. Thus, we choose e(0) G fico Ç
Qc, that includes ß?(0) G QCOl and C2(O) G O0?2, ?(0) G O, where Oa is the domain
of attraction, fico is the compact set chosen to cover any bounded initial condition.

1 TThen, for the given initial set of e\ and e2, we have C4 = max -S MSeiGncoi,e2eOCo2 2
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where C4 > 0. Then define the compact set as e(t) G Qc with c > C4. Now, our aim
is to prove that the energy function V remains bounded by a constant c. To verify
that we first take the derivative of the Lyapunov function (6.5). Then we use the
property 2 and the bounded output-feedback law on the set Qcr as

rs(ê, Qd, T) = [rs(e, Qd, T) - rs(C(e)77, Qd, T)
with r(e, Qd, T) = rs(e, Qd, T) to simplify the derivative of V as

'\StV -sTics - S (s,
i=l

Kj sat Aßi

S'r'iaefaQ+e) (4.15)

where Aß is defined as

Aß = Aß (M - ?)\?2 + {C- C)XeVl (4.16)

with S — S — (772 + Ae?7i ) , qr = qr + ??2 and qr — qr + ?e??. Since e is a small
positive constant and the fast variable ? enters into the slow dynamics via bounded
function rs((e - Ç(e)^,QdJ), Ve G Qc, \/Qd G Qd, ?T G O and Vo G O, then, in
view of the dynamical property of 1 and 3, the second part of (4.16) satisfies the
following inequality,

||(M -M)Ar72 + (C-C)Ae^iII <K

for ksm > 0. We then simplify the derivative of (6.6) as,

'\Si

(4.17)

V < S «
¿=i

KjSat ?ß?

S1JCS- S1 Ts(C(e)77,Qd,0) (4.18)

Now, for \Kt\ > \Aßi\, we have Ki sat F ) Aß, > 0. Then equation (4.18)
can be written in a simplified form as,

V < -STlCS+\\S\\ksm- STrs(ae)V,Qd,ê) (4.19)
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As ? enters into slow subsystem via bounded function then the above equation can
be simplified as,

V < -zu0V + a0 (4.20)

Ve G Q0, VO G O and Vo G O, where a0 = 7sfcsm + 7sQ!i, w0 = . m¿nA ' . , -ys and a?
are the bound for | f *S' 1 1 and ||?y|| over the set Qc, respectively. Then, the solution of
the differential equation (4.20) can be derived as follows,

Qj

V(t) < V(0)e-™ot + — (1 - e"root) (4.21)
W0

As V(O) < C4 < c, then we conclude that there always exists a finite time T2,
independent of e, such that for all t G [0, T2] V(t) < c. Note that, during t G [0, T2],
we can alternatively show the ultimately boundedness property of the closed-loop
trajectories as follows

V = -ST!CS - ¿ (s, K1SUt 0?] -?ß?- 5V(C(e)î|, Qd, ?)
Using Kisat (?-? - ?#1 > 0, we have

V < -STfCS + STTs(C(e)V,Qd,ê)

Since e is a bounded by a positive constant and the fast variable ? enters into
the slow dynamics via bounded function rs((e — C(e)r?)) Qd, T), Ve G Qc, Qd G íi¿,
V? G O and Vo G O, then we have

Û < -W0V + a0

Ve G Qc, Vo G O and Vo G O, where a0 = 7so;i, and 7S and a? are the bound for
1 1 S'il and 1 1 77 1 1 over the set O,;, respectively.
We now prove that over the time interval [0, T2] the fast variable ? converge to
a very small value. Based on the choice of the observer design parameter e, one
can make the bound on 77 very small. To show that, let us consider the following
Lyapunov function candidate for the fast observer-error model (4.13)

W(?) = ?t?? (4.22)
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where P = PT > 0 is the solution of the Lyapunov equation PAq + AqP = —I.
Applying PA0 + AqP — —I, one can simplify the derivative of (4.22) along the
trajectory (4.13),

W (?) < ~\\v\\2 + 2VTPB[-qd + <p1(e,qd,qd) +
02(e1,g(i)rs((e-C(e)r7),Qd,ö)] (4.23)

Now, for any given e(0) G fico, ê(0) e üco, ? (Q) G O and ? (Q) G O, the following
inequality holds

-qd + <j>i(e, qd, qd) + f?(&\, Qd)rs((e - ?(e)?), Qd, T) < h

W(?) < — ||77||2 + 2fci||P||||77|| (4.24)

Substituting this inequality, we obtain W (?) as,
1
e

with \\B\\ = I. Using the Lyapunov equation (4.22), equation (4.24) can be sim-
plified as,

We now investigate the property of ? for three different situations as W (?) > e2ß,
\?(?) = e2ß and W (?) < e2ß. If W(?) > e2ß, then we can write (4.25) in the
following form,

W (?) < ~-\?(?) (4.26)

with W (?) > e2ß where ß = 16||P||2^Amax.(P) = 16||P||3/c2 and ||P|| = Xmax.(P).
Since {V < c} and {W > e2ß}, then we have the solution of the differential
equation (4.26) as,

W^(t))<W(Q)exp{-^) (4.27)
As we know that initial conditions are bounded for the estimates ê(Q) E O00
then corresponding scaled initial state estimation error also bounded by T](O) =
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e(0)-e(0) ^ k
e — e< - for some positive constant k that depends on the initial set O,co-

Then, equation (4.27) can be further simplified,

W(r¡(t)) < W(O) exp(-^) < % exp(-^) (4.28)e2

where k0 = k2Xmax,(P) = |- with 7 = ^—^Tn ¦ We now calculate the transient
peaking time Ti(e) when W{r¡{t)) = e2ß. Let e* > 0 be small enough so that for
all 0 < e < e^, the time T1 (e) is calculated when \¥(?(?)) = e2ß as

™ = ^(£)f (4.29)
This implies that at time Tj(e), W{r¡(t)) = e2ß and W (?) < -?eß. Hence, W (?)
will continue to decrease and for the time t > Ti (e) the inequality W(r¡(t)) < e2ß
holds. We now investigate the property of ? for the case when W(j)(t)) < e2ß. One
can see from (4.29) that Ti (e) tends to zero as e —» 0. This means that right-hand
side of the above inequality tends to zero as e —> 0. This implies that we can

choose Ti(e) small enough such that Ti (e) G (0, \T2\. That is for t G [0,T2], there
always exists a short transient period Ti (e) G (0, |T2] such that for all t G [Ti (e), T3]
Wfr(t)) < e2ß. The time T3 > T2 is the first time (e(i), 0(t)) exists from the set Qc
and time T3 may be equal to infinity. Since the time T\(e) in (4.29) is a function
of e then one can make Ti (e) —> 0 as e —> 0. In view of Lyapunov equation (4.22),
we can conclude that as W(^t)) < e2ß Vi G [Ti (e), T3] ||?7|| < K0e, K0 > 0. This
means that ? is of order O(e) over the time interval Vi G [Ti (e), T3].

Let us now study the slow subsystems (4.12) over the time interval [T1 (e), T3].
That is to study the property of the slow variable (e, T) when ||?7|| converges closed
to the origin. For the time interval [Ti(e),T3], we choose e(0) G VLco and 0(0) G O.
Then we can write the tracking error model as,

¿2 = (t>i(e,qd,<id) + (p2(ei,qd)Ts{e,Qd,ê) - qd + (4.30)
i>2(ei, qd)rs(ê, Qd, T) - 02(ex, qd)rs(e, Qd, T)

This can be viewed as a perturbed closed-loop model under state feedback over

the time interval [T1 (e), T3]. From the first part, we already know that the per-
turbation term || 77 1| decays exponentially fast to a level where ||t7|| is of order 0(e)
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and W{r¡{t)) < e2ß. Now ^(e,?,?) G {e G Qc} x {T G O} ? {? G O£} with
O, = {? I ?f(?)) < e2ß} for all í G [Ti(e),T3], we have

||Ts(e,gá,o)-rs(e,Qá,é)|| < MMI
||(M -M)Ar72 + (C -C)AeT71H < ksmi\\V\\ (4.31)

with kei > 0 and ksrril > 0. Now using perturbed error model (4.30) as well as the
inequality (4.31), the derivative of the Lyapunov function (6.5) has the following
simplified form,

V < -STJCS+\\S\\ksmi\\V\\ + kei\\v\\\\S\\ (4.32)

As we have shown in part 1 that ? is bounded by a constant K0e with K0 > 0 and
e > 0, then the term ||r?|| also bounded. Then, equation (4.32) can be simplified as

V < -Xmin(iC)\\S\\2 + K0ekel\\S\\ + \\S\\ksmiK0e (4.33)

Now, Ve G O0, Vo G O and Vo G O, we can further simplify V as,

V < -W0V + Xe (4.34)

Ve G Qc, Vo G O and V6> G O, where y = K0>ypkel + -ypksmiK0, w0 = ?™™. (K)
and 7p is the bound for the error state ||5|| over the set O,;. From (4.34), we can
see that on the boundary V = c, V < 0 when c > — . Since e is a small bounded
positive constant and c is chosen strictly greater than C4 and ^- , then we can
conclude that the set O0 ? O ? Oe is a positively invariant set and inside this set
e G Qc. This implies that the state trajectory (e,?,?) is confined inside the set
Oe ? O ? Oe. By making e small, one can make this invariant set very small closed
to the origin. Hence, we conclude that T3 = 00 and all the signals in (4.12) and

' (4.13) are bounded Vt > 0 and ? is 0(e) Vi G [Ti, T3]. Now integrating (4.34) from
t = 0 to t = T yields

V(t) - V(O) < - í ai||e||2di + TxeJo
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Since V(O) > 0 and also from (6.5) we can write the above equation as

/ c*i||e||2di < ^5(0)??5(0) + k6e
with he = ??. This implies that if e —>· 0 then the OFBSMC (Lyapunov stability
condition defined by (4.34)) can recover the performance (the bound on error tra-
jectories) achieved by the state feedback-based SMC controller (Lyapunov stability
condition defined by (4.7)).·

4.1.2 Adaptive Sliding Mode Control (ASMC)

The level of uncertainty in classical SMC design (4.3) and (4.8) can be reduced by
adding an adaptation term. For this purpose, we introduce an estimation algorithm
to develop an adaptive SMC algorithm as a state feedback as

r(e,Qd,ê) = Y(e,qr,qr)ê-lCS-Ksat(Ç\ (4.35)
? = TYT(e,qr,qr)S (4.36)

where G = diag[Ti, T2, ,Tn] with constant diagonal elements Tn > O, Y(e, qr, qr)
is the regressor matrix and ? denotes the estimation of the manipulator parameters

and the masses of the working loads. To construct Y(e,qr,qr), one requires the
model structure of the system. Such a parameter adaptation law may exhibit
discontinuous property even after learning estimate converge to actual parameter
[82]. Therefore, the parameter estimates ? are required to adjust with the smooth
parameter projection scheme [37] as

4 = [Proj(§, F)], (4.37)
for ? G O = {? I üí < Qi < bi}, 1 < i < ?} where, F^ is the ¿-the element of the
column vector YT(e, qr, qr)S, -yu is the i the element of G and d > 0 is chosen such
that O (Z fis with Qg = {? \ ai — d < #¿ < o¿ -f d}, 1 < i < p}. Then the closed-loop
error model can be written as

MS = Y(e, qr, qr)9 -(C + K)S - Ksat (^] (4.38)
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where ? = (? — ?) and ? denotes the actual manipulator parameters and the masses
of the working loads. The proposed adaptive control law is designed by using the
following control Lyapunov function

V = -STMS + -T?~?? (4.39)

Using the property 2, the time derivative of (4.39) along the closed-loop error
trajectories (4.38) can be simplified as

V(e,ë) < -Amm(/C)||,S||2-iqS||<0 (4.40)
Ve G Qc, VO(O) G O, W(O) G O and 0(t) G O*.

4.1.3 Adaptive Output Feedback Sliding Mode Control (AOF-
BSMC)

The above design is implementable only when all the process states are measurable.
To relax this strict assumption, we now replace the unknown state vectors e in

(4. 35)- (4. 37) by the output of the estimator as

r(ê,QdJ) = Y(ê^r,l)9-K:S-Ksatl^\ (4.41)
ê = TYT(ê,i,l)S (4.42)

To smooth the parameter estimates, we may use parameter projection scheme

(4.37), where the state estimates replaced by the output of the observer. Then the
closed-loop model under AOFBSMC scheme has the following form,

B + Aeh(e, qd, qd) + ^(ß?, Çd)r((e - C(e)rç), Qd, ?) - gdJ
Ò = Proj(êMe-((e))v,Qd,ê)) (4.43)

€? = Be -?? + F?{ß^?,4?) + f2(6?,??)t(e-?(e)?^???) + ?0? (4.44)

For any given e(0) G Qco, ê(0) G fico, ?(0) G O and 0(0) G O then we have the
following inequality

Il [-qd + 0i (e, qd, qd) + <Mei, qd)rs{{e - ({e)^,Qd, T)] \\ < k2o
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for k2o > 0, Ve(i) G Qc, V0(i) G O*.
We now state the main results for the AOFBSMC design in the following

Theorem 4.2.

Theorem 4.2 : Let us consider the closed-loop system (4-43), (4-44) wtth
the adaptive output feedback control law (4-41), (4-4%)> (4-37) along with linear
observer. Then, for any given ?(0) G O and (e(0),ê(0)) G Oco Ç ÇlC! there exists e\
such that for all 0 < e < e*, all the signals in the closed-loop system will be bounded
by a bound that can be made arbitrarily small for small value of the observer design
constant e.

Proof: The proof of stability of Theorem 4.2 is similar to the Theorem 4.1. So,
we removed the details stability analysis for brevity.

Remark 4.1: It is worth noting that the bounded inequalities

-qd + f? (e, qd, qd) + f2(e1, qd)rs({e - ?(ß)?), Qd, T) < h

and

Il [~qd + <f>i(e, qd, qd) + <fa(ei, qd)rs((e - ?(ß)?), Qd, O)] || < k2o

used in observer error dynamics analysis do not impose any restriction either in
theory or in practice. Note also that these inequalities do not enforce growth
condition on systems nonlinearities. More specifically, the constants k\ and k2o
are used to establish the semi-global stability property of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2.

For the given set of initial conditions of interest, the designer can calculate the
values of k\ and k2o over the domain of attraction Oe. Their values can be obtained

as follows. For the given e(0) G O0? and ?(0) G O, one calculates the terms
f\(e, qd, qd) and f2{ß?, qd). Then, for the given qd and initial conditions of interest,
we define the saturation level Tmax (maximum bound on r(e,Qd,0)). For a small
value of e and initial error estimates ê(0) G O0?, we then calculate the bound on
the output feedback controller r5((e — C{c)v),Qd,9) as well as the bound on the
term -qd + ^1 (e, qd, qd) + f2{e?, qd)rs((e - C(e)rç), Qd, ?). However, in practice, the
designer does not require to calculate the maximum bound on rmax as it predefines
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by a manufacturer.

Remark 4.2: The design parameter e represents the bandwidth of the ob-
server dynamics. For the given set of initial interests, it is not hard to obtain the
minimum bound on e from the following combined Lyapunov-function candidate
as

Vc U-AsTMS + ^?t??d
21

with the design constant d > 0. To calculate the bound on e, let us differentiate
Vc with respect to time along the perturbed closed-loop trajectory to simplify Vc
as

Vc<-(l-d)[a1\\e\\2 + (1\\e\\\\V\\]-d^\\V\\2 + 2dVTPBf0(e,Qdie:V,e)
where Ci = C0 {kei + ksrni) with ç0 = ||?2 ?; ? /||, ai = Amm(V) with V = ç0/C and
a2 = \\Qo\\ where Q0 is a positive definite matrix for solving Lyapunov equation
AlP + PA0 = -Q0 and

fo(e,Qd,0^,e) = [-& + «Me, 9d, 5d) + ^(ei, qd)rs(ê, Qd, T)]

By knowing the upper bound on the inertial parameter ? G O as well as the bound
on the desired trajectories Qd G O^, we can simplify the modeling error term

fo(e,Qd,0,v,e) = [f(0, ?, e) + ?(ß, 0, O)] as H^(O5T7, e)|| < ??f\\?\\ and ||^(e,0,0)|| <
7s||e||. Then, Vc can be written as

Vc <-(l-á)[ai||e||2 + Ci||e ,«2 ì + 2d||r/||||P||7sp||r7||+2d||??||||P||7s||e|

with ||P|| = I. We now define F?(e) = ||e|| and ^2{?) = ||rç||· Then Vc can be
further simplified as

Vc < -(l-d)ai^(e)-d^l(V) + (l-d)(i^i(e)^2(V) + dC2^i(e)^2(V) + d^l(V)
where C2 = 2||P||7S and 7 = 2||P||7sp. Now, Vc can be expressed in compact matrix
form as

Vc <
F?(ß)

U
F?(ß)
*2(?)
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Figure 4.1: The desired (dash), output tracking (radians) (solid) and control input
(newton-meters) for joints 1 & 2 under state feedback based ASMC for ? = 10
without using input and output disturbance noise.

with U . This implies that Vc is(l-d)ai -|(1 - d)Ci - |rfC2
-i(l-d)Ci-|dC2 d((f)-7)

negative definite if the matrix U is positive definite and satisfies the inequality

[d(l - d)ai(f - 7)] > \ [(I - d)Ci + ^2]- This means that for a given d G (0, 1)
the matrix U will be positive definite and there exists a continuous interval (0, e*)
such that Ve e (0,e*), e* satisfies e*(d) CtlOt2

value of d* _Ci
ûi7+i5(î=dj[(l-<0Ci+dC2

for the maximum

one gets the bound on e* as e* -T1T2— . Then Vr becomesC1+C2' to ???2+a?7'

Vc < -?????(?)\\?\\2, where ? = [F^ (e), F^(t7)] and Amîn(i7) is the minimum
eigen-value of the positive definite matrix U. This implies that all the signals in
the closed loop system are bounded and trajectories converge closed to zero within
a finite time.
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Figure 4.2: The disturbance w(t).

4.1.4 Design and Implementation Process

To illustrate the design procedure of the proposed scheme, let us now consider a

2-link robotic system [82-101] which has the following motion equation

m21 m22

with mn = (#i + 2O2 + 2O2COSq2), m12 = (6>2 + 02cosq2), m2l = (?2 + 02cosq2),
m22 = ?2, C11 = -2q2e2sinq2, C12 = -q282sinq2, C21 = çi(92smç2, C22 = 0, O1 =
Tn1I2, ?2 = m2l2 and / is the link lengths and Tn1 and m2 are the masses of link 1 and
link 2, respectively. The robot operates in the horizontal plane so the gravitational
force vector is zero, that is, G = O. We consider that the parameters O1 and Q2 of
the above robot dynamics are unknown but belong to comparatively large compact
sets as ? G O = [—10, 10]. We also consider that the initial states belong to the set
e(0) e Vtco = [—2, 2]. We now generate the reference trajectory, qait), for the given
robot model to follow, a square wave with a period of 8 seconds and an amplitude
of ±1 radians is pre filtered with a critically damped 2nd-order linear filter using
a bandwidth of ?? — 2.0 rad/sec.

0.2

C11 C12

C21 C22 02

T1

T2
(4.45)
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Figure 4.3: The desired (dash), output tracking (radians) (solid) and control input
(newton-meters) for joints 1 & 2 under state feedback based ASMC for ? = 8 with
non ideal operating condition.

If we know the uncertain parameter ? of the given system, then the controller
is a simple feedback-linearizing regulator as

r(e, Qd, T) = M(q)qr + C(q, q)qr + G(q) -KS-K (S
with positive constant K and f. Then the origin of the closed-loop system under
the above control law can be shown globally exponentially stable provided that the
value of positive constant K and f are chosen via using well known pole-placement
technique. Now, if we consider that parameter ? is unknown then we can estimate
the parameter ? of T. Then, the continuous sliding mode control has the following
form

r (e, Qd, T) = M(q)qr + C(q, q)qr + G(q) -KS- Ksat I ^
with f is a small positive constant and sat(.) is a bounded saturation function that
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satisfies

sat (y)
-1 if g/ < — 1

y if \y\ < 1
1 if y > 1

We first show how to design the values of K and f for the given initial condi-

tions of interest. The value of K and f can be chosen to ensure that the closed-loop
trajectories converge to an invariant set where \S\ < f. This requires to guarantee
K > \Aß\max with AG = 0 as given system operating in the horizontal plane, our
aim is now to show an exponential convergence property of the closed loop trajec-
tory that satisfies the Lyapunov-stability property as V + aV < 0 with s \max(M)·

To show V + aV < 0, the value of K and f are required to satisfy the inequality as

f > 771.1321 with Oco C [S(OfM(O)S(O) < 3357.2}. If |5| > f then the control
gain K requires to satisfy the inequality as K > 771.1321. Note that, for the given
set, the designer can increase the value of f and decrease the value of K to reduce
the chattering phenomenon.

We now show how to calculate the feedback controller gain AC for the given
initial conditions and bandwidth of the controller. This implies to find the value
of the feedback controller gains AC such that they ensures an acceptable transient
performance of the closed-loop system. To show that, let us consider positive
definite Lyapunov-like energy function as Vr = \STMS with S — [Sf, Sf]T, M =

VTi2X m22
and C =

C\l Ci2

C2I C22
First take the derivative and then use the

control input t(ß?, e2) = -JCS and the property 2 to obtain Vr as

K.<-Amin.(AC)||5||2+||5T||A;os

where \\[XC(ei+qd, ei)qd-C(ei+qd, qd)qd]+M (-qd + Xe2) + [XC(ei+qd, ei)-C(ei +
Qd, Qd)]e2\\ < kos V(e, Qd) E QCl ? fld with kos > 0. Now, applying ||5?|2 > ^
and II5II < Vr , Vr can be written as V1. < -^OsK + v0S\/Vr with ac

0.5
ran TJIi2

ra2i ra22
?? ^maxyOCos) , ? = Arain(AC) and V0 ? ?????. (»os)

. Then, we
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Figure 4.4: The desired (black-dash), output tracking (radians) (black-solid) and
control input (newton-meters) (?-m) for joints 1 & 2 under AOFBSMC design with
? = 10 and without using input and output disturbance noise w(t).

can find the bound on the error trajectory as Vr(t) < Vr (O) e lost + — (1 — e 7osí)70s

for any aos > 0 with ipos > ^?, 7os (Vo Cos
2 ) and ß™ = ¦$£;¦ Using Vr >

4ft'0s ? max?a?'¡¡I the bound on Vn can be written as Vn < —kVt where ? — %*. This

means that the tracking error bound can be obtained as Vr{t) < Vr(0)e~Kt which
implies that the trajectory starting in a region where K(O) > c\s will continue to
decrease until the trajectory enters into the set fiCls with QCls = {e \ Vr < c\s} . Now

AL.2 \2
using Vr — .{aos) we have Vr < 0, where Ci6 .Ks)

.(aos)=:-^- which implies
that the trajectory starting in the set QCls = {e \ Vr < cls} will remain there Vt > 0
as Vr is negative on Vr = c\s that defines the maximum errors under r = —fCS. In
view of Ci5 = ° mas.(Qo) we can 0bserve that the tracking error bound can be made
arbitrarily small by increasing the minimal eigenvalue of the control gain /C. Then,
we can say that, for any given initial conditions of interest and ?, there exists a
controller gain /C such that the tracking error signals are bounded by a bound that
can be made arbitrarily small closed to origin by increasing the minimal eigenvalue
of the control gains /C.
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Figure 4.5: The desired (black-dash), output tracking (radians) (black-solid) and
control input (newton-meters) (?-m) for joints 1 & 2 under AOFBSMC design
using with disturbance noise w(t) and the estimation error as ? = 10.

Finally, we design observer gain matrices H\ and H2 such that the dynamics
represented by A0 is Hurwitz. Then, for the given e(0) G O«,, (9(0) e O, /C, Hi,
H2 and ?, we select the small value of e that makes observer dynamics relatively
faster than the closed-loop robot dynamics to guarantee robust reconstruction of

the unknown velocity state. Note that, for the given e(0) G Oe?, ?(0) G O, /C, Hi,
H2 and ?, one can calculate the minimum bound of e a priori to ensure robust
reconstruction of the unknown velocity signals.

4.1.5 Simulation Results

In this subsection, we follow the above design steps to implement and evaluate the

property of the proposed method on the given system (4.45). In our evaluation, we
will examine the tracking convergence property of ASMC and AOFBSMC approach
with respect to estimation errors as ? = 10 and ? = 8. For brevity, we have removed
the evaluation of Theorem 4.1.
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The observer-controller design parameters are calculated along the line of the
design steps given in previous section for the chosen initial conditions. For given
initial sets of interest, the design parameters for ASMC approach are obtained as,
/C = 125/2x2, K = 15/2?2, G = 10/2X2, F? = 0.7 and f2 = 0.7. With these control

parameters, we first apply ASMC design on the given system. The tested results
are given in Figure 4.1. The Figure 4.1 shows the tracking performance with the
chosen parameter estimator errors as ? — 10.

We now examine the tracking performance of ASMC algorithms under non
ideal operating situation. For this purpose, we add a band limited white noise,
w(t), into the output q(t) (as position measurement obtained from encoders is
contaminated by disturbance noise [4], [5]) and input r(i) to the system. For our
evaluation, the level w{t) for the output q(t) and input r(t) are given in Figure 4.2.
Then, we apply ASMC on the given system by using the same design parameters as
used in our last evaluation. The implemented results are given in Figure 4.3. Figure
4.3 pictures the tracking performance under non ideal operating condition. The
estimation errors for this test are set to ? — 8. The design parameters are used for
this experimentation as K, — 125/2x2, K = 15/2x2, G = /2x2, F? = 0.7 and f2 = 0.7.

Notice from Figures 4.1 and 4.3 is that the tracking errors increase with the increase
of the disturbance noise associated with input and output measurement. More
specifically, one can notice that the control effort become very large that may not
be realistic for the real time operation as available control inputs are restricted in
most nonlinear control system design. Such a large control efforts is mainly because
of the derivative action of the noisy position signals that used in position-velocity
based ASMC.

Now our aim is to show that control chattering phenomenon under position-

velocity based ASMC design can be reduced by using AOFBSMC design. To
explore that, we keep the same controller design parameters as applied for the
evaluation of the position-velocity based ASMC algorithm. Then, we define ob-

server design constants as follows: /Z1 — /2x2, H2 = I2x2 and e = 0.05 such that
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Figure 4.6: The simulation results with observers (4.9) and (4.46) based AOFBSMC
under ideal condition: Left column is for 90t,server — 4 and right column is for
?observer = O, where a: output tracking errors (radians) (dash-line is for the observer
(4.46), solid-line is for the observer (4.9)) for joint 1, 6: output tracking errors
(radians) (dash-line is for the observer (4.46), solid-line is for the observer (4.9))
for joint 2, c: control input for joint 1 (dash-line is for the observer (4.46), solid-line
is for the observer (4.9)), d: control input for joint 2 (dash-line is for the observer
(4.46), solid-line is for the observer (4.9)).

the observer dynamics is faster than the closed loop robot dynamics. With these
sets up, we now apply the AOFBSMC algorithm on the system (4.45). The imple-
mentation results are given in Figure 4.4. By observing Figures 4.1 and 4.4, we can
see that the performance under AOFBSMC design is similar to the performance
under ASMC design.

Let us examine the robustness property of AOFBSMC design in the presence of
input and output disturbances noise. For this purpose, we add a band limited white

noise, w(t), into the output measurement q(t) and input r(t) of the system. For
fair comparison of the performance of AOFBSMC with ASMC design, we use the

Time in sec. rime in sec.
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same level of w(t) as used for the evaluation of ASMC design as depicted in Figure
4.2. Then, using the following observer-controller design parameters /C = 125/2x2,
G = 10/2x2, K = 15/2x2, F? = 0.7, f2 = 0.7, e = 0.05, H1 = /2x2 and H2 = /2x2,

we then implement AOFBSMC on the system. The tested results are presented in
Figure 4.5 with ? = 10. By comparing Figures 4.3 (ASMC) and 4.5 (AOFBSMC),
we can clearly observe that the tracking performance under AOFBSMC is almost
closed to zero while large tracking errors can be seen under ASMC design even
with smaller uncertainty. Notice also from these results that the required control
effort under AOFBSMC is much smaller than the control effort demanded under

ASMC design.

4.1.6 Comparison with Output Feedback SMC

Let us now compare our approach with the method proposed in [18, 38]. In compar-
ison, the robot dynamics, uncertain model parameters as well as nonlinear control
inputs are not required in the proposed observer while they should be known in

[18, 38]. The method introduced in [18] only provides local stability. In addition,
we propose adaptive SMC approach but the method [18] is not in adaptive control
framework. For comparison, let us design nonlinear observer [18] for rigid robot
manipulators as,

ei = e2 H ei
e

H2ê2 = —¿-ei -<?d + </>i(ê,gd,gd) + </>2(êi,Çd)T(ê, Qd,0) (4.46)
ez

Then, we replace the unknown velocity signals by the output of the nonlinear
observer (4.46) to formulate nonlinear observer based AOFBSMC. We use the
observer (4.46) in ASMC that introduced in this work to formulate AOFBSMC.
We examine the tracking performance under linear observer and observer (4.46)
based adaptive sliding mode control approach. It is important to note that, for fair

comparison, we use adaptive controller instead of non adaptive SMC proposed in
[18].
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Figure 4.7: Observer estimation error S11 for joint 1.

As the observer is based on model parameters, we consider two different es-
timation error uncertainties for the observer error dynamics as, 0observer — (T —
?observer) = 4 and ^observer = (T — d0bserver) = 0, that is, the model parameters that
used in the observer dynamics are exactly known. Here, ?observer denotes the param-
eter estimates in nonlinear observer dynamics. Then we implement both model free
and model based observer based AOFBSMC design on the given robotic system.
The results are given in Figure 4.6 with the following observer design constants;

H\ — 20^2x2, H2 = 20/2x2 and e = 0.1, but we keep the same set of controller
design parameters that applied for the evaluation of ASMC. The left column of the
Figure 4.6 presents the control performance when the estimation error for the non-
linear observer is set to ?observer = 4. The right column of the Figure 4.6 depicts the
tracking convergence when the estimation error for the nonlinear observer is chosen
to ? = 0. The dash-line of the Figure 4.6 is for the nonlinear observer-based AOF-
BSMC while solid-line is for the linear observer-based AOFBSMC. By comparing
solid and dash line of the Figure 4.6, we can notice that the tracking error and con-
trol efforts under nonlinear observer-based AOFBSMC are larger than the tracking
error and control efforts under model-free linear observer-based AOFBSMC.
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Figure 4.9: Derivative of observer estimation error en for joint 1.
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Figure 4.10: Discontinuous nonlinear vector vi for joint 1.
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Figure 4.11: The parameter estimate ?\.
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Let us now show the difficulties associated with the SMO based output feed-

back design [38]. Like the method reported in [12, 17], the SMO based OFBSMC
reported in [38] only ensures local stability. The main assumption in SMO based
design is the requirement of the zero initial conditions ë\ = O and the growth con-
dition on unknown velocity signals (see, equations (4.10) and (4.40) of [38] for a
certain class of system).

Let us examine the SMO based adaptive output feedback design for robotic
systems. The following design and implementation for robotic system can be viewed
as an extension of the work reported in [38] for a class of nonlinear systems. To
derive SMO based adaptive approach, let us construct SMO for robotic systems
(4.1)

ci = q2 - Aïoëi - ôlosgn(ëi)
(4.47)

<?2 = -à2osgn(ei) - W(q, qr,6)s + W(q, qr,e)6i0sgn(ë1) + ?

where, q\ is the observer estimate of the joint positions, q2 is the estimate of the
joint velocities and s = (q2 — qd) + A(q — qj). The constants ?1?, d?? and d2? are
? ? ? positive definite diagonal design matrices. The design elements are Ai0 =
diagi^o, 7i0, · · · 7io), d?? = diag(Xlo, ?1?, · · · ?1?), d2? = diag(X2o, ?2?, ¦ ¦ ¦ X2o). No-
tice from the SMO design (4.47) that the observer consists of undesirable high-
frequency switching terms such as sgn(.), W(q, qr, T) and v. These switching terms
are designed in such away that they meets the eventual Lyapunov-stability condi-
tion.

To construct observer dynamics for the system (4.45), we first define the
matrix W(q, qr, T) as,

\ Wn W12W(q,qT,e) =
W2i W22

and the diagonal matrix ? = [Asi AS2]. The sliding mode observer for link 1 and
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link 2 is given by equation (4.47) as

9n = 921 - 7ioèii - Xi0sgn(ën)
q\\ = -A2s#n(ën) - WnSi - W2S2 + V1
Çi2 = 922 - 7ioëi2 - Ai0sgfn(ëi2)
922 = ->>2oSgn(ë12) - W21Si - W22S2 + V2

where en = ((J1 — q{) is the known position estimation error for joint 1, ëi2 =
(Ci — 92) is the known position estimation error for joint 2, (J11 is the observer
estimate of the position for joint 1, g2i is the estimate of the velocity for joint 1,
ci 2 is the observer estimate of the position for joint 2, ç22 is the estimate of the
velocity for joint 2

W11 = [-2cos{q2)ê2Asl- 2O2A31-O1A31-JC1]
W12 = [- cos(q2)ê2As2 - O2A32 - 2sin(q2)qrlê2 - sm(q2)qr292]
W21 = [- cos(q2)92Asl - ?2?3? - 92sm(q2)qrl]
W22 = [-O2A12-IC2]

with qrl = qdl - Asl(qi - qdl) and qr2 = qd2 - As2(q2 - qd2). The nonlinear compen-
sation law V1 and V2 for joint 1 and joint 2 can be designed as follows

{^(92,T)s#n(ën) if \sgn(ën)\ f O
O if|s0n(êu)|=O

and

Î^{q2,r)sgn{è12) if \sgn(ë12)\ f O
O if|s07l(êi2)|=O

where f(?2)t) is given as ip(q2,r) = Cc1 \q2\ +2Ck1 \q2\ Xlo + X\0 + a2 + a3 |r|. Then,
the adaptive controller with SMO observer can be designed as,

t = M(q)i + C(q,q2)qr + G(q)-JCs
= YT(q,q2,qr,i)ê-iCs (4.48)
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with the positive definite matrix /C e !Rnxn and the regressor model as

yT(l,Q2,Ûr,qr) 1Il J12

l2\ -'22

where, YJ1 = qrl, YJ2 = 2qrl + 2cos(ç2)çri + qr2 + cos(q2)qr2 ~ 2q22sin(q2)qrl -
q22sm(q2)qr2, Y21 = 0 and Y2T2 = qrl + cos(q2)qrl + qr2 + sin(g2)9r-i92i where, qrl =
<idi - Kiifai - Qdi) and qr2 = qd2 - As2(q22 - qdi) with qdl = qd2 = qd. Let us now
formulate projection-free parameter adaptation law. For this purpose, we define
the adaptation gain matrix as G-1 = diag[qi 772], the standard adaptation law takes
the following form

? = -T~1YT(q,q, qriqr)s

where, Yn = qrl, Y12 = 2qrl + 2cos(q2)qri + qr2 + cos(q2)qr2 - 2g2 sin(g2)grl -
g2 sin(g2)gr2, Y2I = 0 and Y22 — <?Vi + cos(q2)qri + gr2 + sm(q2)qriqi. The parameter
adaptation law can be written as

?? = -Vi[YnSi + Y21S2]

O2 = -V2[Yi2S1 + Y22S2

The unknown terms in adaptation mechanism can be defined as follows, S1 =

si - ^ioSgn(ën), S2 = S2 - Xlosgn(ë12), qrl = qrl + Ai0Asis^n(en) and qr2 =
qr2 + AloAs2spn(ë12). The observer design starts by choosing a particular observer
estimation error sliding regime such that Ai0 > |ê2| (the bound on the velocity
error signals, see equations (4.10) and (4.40) of [38]).

Now, question is how to choose such a priori bound on unknown velocity
signals. Another important assumption in SMO design is the requirement of strict
condition of ën — 0 and ë12 = 0. For our evaluation, we choose ën = 0 and
ëi2 = 0 and find an appropriate value of Ai0 via trial and error search technique
without injecting discontinuous control term. We notice that once we inject the
discontinuous control term in (4.48), the closed-loop control system immediately
exhibit finite escape time phenomenon as the observer-controller system generates
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excessive chattering from four different control switching operation. The design
parameters o¿\ to as, 7i0, Ai0, ?2?, ?5?, As2, ?? and Ty2 are determined by trial
and error. The observer estimation error sliding regime is arbitrarily selected as
Aio = 0.1. One then uses a trial and error procedure to find appropriate parameters
such that I (J2 1 < 0.1.

The controller and observer parameters are selected as follows: a\ = 2, a2 = 2,
0:3 — 1, /Ci = 25, /C2 = 30, Ai0 = 0.1, A20 = 5, 71 0 — 2, Asl — 0.5, As2 = 0.5 and
771 = T)2 — 3. The true values of the parameters are set at Oi = 1 and é>2 = 2.
Then, the parameter estimation are initialized to Oi = 1 and O2 = 2. With these
design sets, we now implement SMO based output feedback design (4.47)-(4.48) on
the given system (4.45). The results are depicted in Figure 4.7. Figure 4.7 shows
the observer estimation error in the position of joint 1. The switching behavior is
clearly visible. It is clear from Figure 4.7, that the assumption in SMO design that
is estimation error of link 1 position is not zero, en f 0. Consequently, Figure
4.9 demonstrates the assumption on the derivative of the observer estimation error
of joint 1 en is also not zero. Figure 4.8 also illustrates the observer velocity
estimation error. In view of Figures 4.7 and 4.9, we notice that the assumptions
that used in SMO design, i.e., the zero initial conditions on en and en are not
meet even when the control system operating under ideal condition with small
estimation error uncertainty. Figure 4.10 depicts the effect of the switching term ?
in SMO dynamics for joint 1. Finally, we show the drifting effect of the projection
free adaptation mechanism in Figure 4.11. Notice from Figure 4.11 is that the
parameter estimates of ?\ approach the true value of ?\ — 1.0 and then drifts away
from the correct value. For brevity, we remove the discontinuous property of the
estimates O2. The sampling period is chosen as 1ms. for all the results reported in
this paper.

Remark 4.3: It is assumed in our evaluation that, with the chosen design
parameters, the sliding regime is established that satisfies the bounded inequality

Aio > |ë2|. This condition, however, makes the SMO design is unrealistic as it
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is very hard for the designer to select the bound that provides required sliding
regime. On the other hand, due to the presence of control switching terms in SMO
design, it is also very difficult for this method to be robust with respect to large
parametric uncertainty and disturbance noise with q(t) and r(i). Therefore, in the
face of large scale uncertainty, the SMO based output feedback SMC design cannot
achieve desired tracking objectives as the designer cannot increase the observer-
controller gain due to excessive control chattering phenomenon.

4.2 Distributed Sliding Mode Control: State and

Output Feedback Design

In previous section, we have analyzed classical sliding mode control design on
robotic systems. It has been noticed from our theoretical and practical evalua-
tions that the classical SMC design exhibits poor tracking response in the presence
of large scale parametric uncertainty Aß. This means that when the initial condi-
tions and parameter errors become large then the tracking errors will also become
large.

Our evaluation shows that designer may use high values of observer, discon-
tinuous and adaptation gains in order to achieve desired tracking performance via
minimizing the modeling error uncertainty Aß. In particular, when the level of

uncertainty is large, four parameters of the observer-controller (^, G, K and ^) re-
quire to be very high to ensure good tracking performance. To increase the domain

of interest (stability domain), the control saturation level (maximum bound on
the state feedback control input) requires to increase resulting unacceptable tran-
sient peaking phenomenon. The practical problem, however, is that the observer,
adaptation and discontinuous gains needs to be increased with the increase of the
parametric uncertainty resulting very large control efforts. As a matter of fact, the
use of high-gain is not a practical solution as high gains causes the control system
deteriorate significantly. This is because high gains increase the steady-state noise
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sensitivity causing control chattering activity [5, 6]. In addition, in practice, such a
large control efforts based design may not be realizable as available control efforts
in most practical system designs are restricted.

To deal with the above mentioned practical problems from classical SMC

technique, we propose to use distributed SMC technique that allows to keep smaller
values of G and K and higher values of f and e [84, 87, 92, 98, 100]. The idea is
to reduce the level of parametric uncertainty via switching the classical SMC into
a distributed SMC which best approximates the plant at each instant of time.
This implies to identify a control vector r(e, Qd, T) corresponding to a distributed
candidate model that closely estimates the parameters of the manipulator and its

loads that operating in the workspace.

The design steps for the proposed method can be described as follows. First,
we consider that the unknown plant parameter ? belongs to a known but com-
paratively large compact set O. ? denotes the inertial parameters of the robot
arms and its load operating in the work space. Then, we equally distribute the
parameter set O into a finite number of smaller compact subsets such that 0¿ G Qi

with O = IJi=i ^i and ? E Qi. For a given compact set of the initial conditions
of interest e(0) G Qco, we construct a family of candidate SMC (5.49), bounded
in e via saturating outside the region of interest, correspond to smaller parameter
compact subsets as

Ae, Qd, 0i) = Y(e, qr, ?t)?% -KS- KiSat (j) (4.49)
with (9,9i) e Qi, such that for every ? E Qi all the signals in the closed loop
system under (4.49) started inside the sets Qc0 are bounded and the output tracking
error trajectories converge to zero within short time. The control term KS is
common to all candidate SMC. The regressors model Y (e, qr, qr) is also common
to all the candidate controllers. To identify best possible candidate controller from
a family of candidates (4.49), we introduce on-line estimation of the derivative of
the Lyapunov-function candidate [84, 87, 92, and 98].

Remark 4.4: The important question is how to choose distributed parameter
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model sets. Naturally, the model selection is based on a priori known bound of
the robot dynamics and its operating environments. If the manipulator parameters
and the masses of the working loads are known to be within a specified range then
the model sets can be distributed within the given specified range around with the
nominal parameter values. To simplify the control design, the compact parameter
set O is partitioned into a finite number of smaller compact subsets O^. For the
simplicity of the design, we consider nominal parameter for each compact set O,.
Since the partition of the parameter sets O, allows for overlapping then the tuned
controller to the system for ? G Q¿ may not be unique. The parameter sets can
also be split into non-uniform and non-overlapping regions as long as it covers
the entire parameter space. Note that for non-overlapping and non-uniform case,
one requires to use strict assumption such that there exists a single model that
guarantees asymptotic tracking property.

Our next issue is how to identify a suitable SMC r(e, Q¿, ?) from a finite set
of distributed SMC rl(e, Qd, Oi)- To identify which candidate SMC will be used
to generate the final control vector, a switching-logic has to be selected in such a
way that guarantees that all the signals in the closed-loop systems are bounded,
and the error trajectories converge to zero within the finite time period. To ensure
that, we assume that there exist a small dwell time constant t¿ such that the
solution of the closed loop system does not have a finite-escape time property. This
assumption implies that the switching inequality can guarantee the boundedness
property of the tracking error signals or the finiteness property of the Lyapunov-
function. The finiteness property of the Lyapunov-function candidate prevents
the occurrence of finite-escape time phenomenon, in the sequel guarantees the
boundedness of tracking errors. This also implies that the supervisor can ensure

finite time identification of unstable loops through on-line checking of the Lyapunov
inequality. For each switching operating condition, we consider a candidate SMC
exists which satisfies the Lyapunov stability as

V1(U) < Vi(U-!) - G V||e(r0)||2dr0
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with ti :— t0 + td and t0 = U- This property holds as the manipulator parameters
and the masses of the working loads belong to the compact subsets Q¿ and the
model selection is based on using known bound of the system dynamics and its
operating environments. This is not unusual as, in practice, one has the maximum

bound on T. Note also that the parameters ? = [#i,#2,#3, , ??]t are unknown
but the vector ? belongs to the known set O. This means that, for each operating
condition, a candidate controller exists such that it satisfies the Lyapunov stability
condition.

Let us consider i(U) : M. —> {1, 2, 3, 4, ..., ?} be the controller index acting in
the loop at time instant t¿. If there exist a controller rl(e, Q¿, Oi)(U) such that it
does not guarantee the convergence trajectory then we have

V1(U) > V1(U-I)- G V||e(r0)||2dr0
and then switching takes place. The next candidate controller will be selected
by using the logic introduced later in Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 via checking the
derivative of the Lyapunov function inequality. If the controller does not satisfies
the inequality then the supervisor replaces the actually acting controller to the
next candidate. As the parameter belongs to the given compact subsets then there
exists finite switching steps to find a candidate controller such that

V1(U) < V(U-i) - G ?||ß(t0)||2??t0
JU-i

If the resetting criterion is satisfied then there will not be any more switching
and we can write Vi(U) < Vi(O) yti > 0. Thus the tracking error is uniformly
continuous and bounded as a result of the radial unboundedness property of V¿.
On the other hand, Vi(U) is lower-bounded and nonincreasing sequence then we
have liirii^oo Vi(U) > 0. Therefore, one can write

G V||e(T0) H2GiT0 < V1(U-,)- V1(U)
JU-\

If the bound on Um^00 Vi(U) = Vm > 0, then we have

G V\\e(r0)\\2dT0 KVi(U-,) -VM
JU-i
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This means that ||e(i)||2 —> 0. This also implies that the boundedness property of
e(t). The continuity property of Lyapunov-function implies that the finite escape
time property does not exist. The finiteness property of the Lyapunov-function
under output feedback case can also be shown along the line of the above analysis
provided that there exists a small value of observer design constant e.

Now, our aim is to develop a switching strategy such that it improves tracking
response while guaranteeing the closed loop stability of overall control systems.
How to choose the next candidate model is an important decision which directly
affects the overall control tracking performance.

First, we introduce a pre-ordered supervisory technique for on-line identifi-
cation of candidate SMC corresponding to the parameter model 0¿*, with i = ?*
and i* G A4(i*), from a finite set of candidate parameters using on-line estimation
of the Lyapunov-inequality. A similar switching-logic is proposed in [55, 59 and
references therein] for a class of SISO systems. In [55, 59] , a quadratic performance
index using model identification errors is used as a switching condition to select
an appropriate model from a set of distributed candidate model. The switching

supervisory condition that we introduced in Algorithm 4.1 is based on using the
inequality for the derivative of the Lyapunov-function candidate [84, 87] . Since the
parameter sets Qj are allowed to overlap then the model/control that satisfies the
switching condition does not require to be unique. The switching-logic derived in
[55, 59] for a class of SISO systems is assumed that the position-velocity signals
are available for feedback. The proposed method can be applied for both state
and output feedback sliding mode control design for a class of MIMO nonlinear
systems.

Algorithm 4.1: Suppose that the controller index i e A4 is acting in the loop

at time t. Then, we follow the following switching scheme to identify candidate
SMC that satisfies the pre-specified Lyapunov inequality

• A. Assuming that the initial time t0 = 0, control indexi G A4 — {1, 2, 3, .., N}
and a dwell time constant t¿> t0.
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• B. We then put the classical SMC r(e, Qd, T) with ? is provided by a stan-
dard adaptation law (for state feedback case (4-36) and output feedback case
(4.42)), in the loop and dwell it for a short period of time t e [t0, t0 + í<¿] ·

• C. For t > t0 + td, we check the pre-specified switching inequality using with
the derivative of the Lyapunov-function candidate V(t) < 0. If the inequality
satisfies then we apply the classical ASMC to the system. If not then we put
the first candidate SMC rl(e, Qd, 0¿) with i = 1.

• D. We again dwell this controller for small time t¿ and monitor the inequality
for the derivative of the Lyapunov function to see whether or not the function

decreasing sufficiently fast to switch to the next candidate SMC. If the con-
troller does not satisfy the switching inequality then the supervisor switches
again to the next candidate SMC rl(e, Qd, 0¿) with i = 2. The logic repeats the
search until the supervisor identifies a candidate that satisfies the derivative
of the Lyapunov inequality.

Based on our above analysis, we now state the main results in the following
Theorem 4.3 by assuming that the position and velocity signals are available to
design candidate SMCs (4.49).

Theorem 4.3: Consider the closed loop system formulated by (4-2) and (4-49)
under the switching-logic defined in Algorithm 4-1- Then there exists a time such
that the controller according to the logic stated in Algorithm 4-1 is tuned to the
plant that ensures V(t) < 0.

Remark 4.5: Note that the plant parameters are assumed to belong to one
of the candidate subsets O, then there exists a finite number of search such that

at least one of the candidate SMC satisfies the Lyapunov inequality. Therefore,
the number of switching search as well as the switching time period is finite. In
addition, the tuned controller does not need to be unique as the parameter sets are
allowed to be overlapping.

In theorem 4.3, we assume that all the state vectors are available for feedback
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to construct distributed sliding mode controllers (4.49). Let us consider that the
velocity signals are unavailable then the distributed control laws (4.49) cannot be
directly employed as, in practice, the velocity signals are not available for feedback
design. Therefore, to estimate unknown velocity signal, we replace e by the output
of the linear estimator. Then we modify the algorithm (4.49) to formulate adaptive
output feedback based distributed SMCs as

rl{ê, Qd, ?t) = Y(e, i, I)O1 -ICS- K%sat Í j J (4.50)
We also require estimating the Lyapunov inequality that modifies the switching
criterion for the distributed AOFBSMCs design. To do that, we need to ensure the
robust reconstruction of unknown velocity state vectors. As we have already seen
from SM-based SMC design that we cannot make state estimation errors to zero as
e^O. So, we have to find the bound on the non-vanishing estimation errors term
in the switching inequality provided by the derivative of the Lyapunov-function
candidate. This implies that, for small positive observer design constant e, there
exists a short transient period such that the state estimates ê decay exponential
fast to a small set Q6. For the given e as well as the initial state estimates, the short

transient peaking time Xi(e) can be determined from (4.29) as 7\ (e) = - In ( -& J
where k0 = k2Xmax.(P) = ?-, j — 2X l ,p) and e(0) — ê(0) < k with k > 0. After
this transient peaking time, the estimation error converge to a small value, namely

0(e), that closed to zero. To ensure the estimation error converge to a small value,
the dwell time t¿ requires to chose such that T\ (e) < t¿. Using a small value of
the observer design constant e, the peaking time period can be made very small
so that the designer can use smaller dwell time constant to guarantee the solution
of the closed-loop system does not have a finite-escape time property. Then, we
propose to use the following modified switching inequality for the derivative of the
Lyapunov function for the distributed AOFBSMCs

V + \mm()C)\\S\\2 < kf (4.51)

where kf = ?e with ? > 0. The constant k¡ has appeared due to the presence
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of the non-vanishing estimation error term ?. The value of k¡ can be made very
small by making e smaller. Then, the value of the dwell time constant td will also
be smaller.

Based on the above analysis, let us now state our main results for the output
feedback based distributed SMC scheme in the following Theorem.

Theorem 4.4 : Consider the closed loop control system designed by using
(4-2) and (4-50) with the switching-logic defined in Algorithm 4- T Then, for any
given (e(0), ê(0)) G Qco, ? G H¿ and Qi G 0¿ with i G ?4, there exists a small e > 0
and dwell time t¿ > T\ (e) such that the candidate AOFBSMC, corresponding to an
appropriate model, is tuned to the plant which ensures that all the state variables of
the closed loop systems are bounded by a bound that can be made arbitrarily small
for small value of e and k¡ .

Proof: The proof of Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.4 can be shown along the
line of the switching-logic defined in Algorithm 4.1 [84, 85]. We first assume that
the all the error sate vectors e are available for feedback to construct the candidate

controllers (4.49). Then we proceed with the following steps to prove Theorem 4.3.
Case 1: Let us first put the classical ASMC r(e,Qd,Q) along with an adaptation
law (4.42) into the loop for a short period t G [t0, t0+td] . If the parameter estimates,
T, provided by standard adaptation mechanism is the closest model to the plant
then the derivative of the Lyapunov inequality will be satisfied. This implies that
the error trajectories will be decreasing sequence, and there will not be any more

switching. Thus all the signals in the closed-loop systems under (4.49) are bounded
and converge to zero within a finite time.
Case 2: If the parameter estimates, T, provided by standard adaptation mechanism
is not the right model that is ? 0 O*, then the classical ASMC will not satisfy
the Lyapunov inequality. This implies that the error trajectory will be increasing
sequence and the model obtained from classical ASMC will be excluded. Then,
at t = ti with ti > t0 + td, a candidate AMC rl(e,Qd,Qi) with the model 0¿ and
i — 1 will be put into the loop. Once again, we dwell it for a short period of time
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t0 + td to see whether or not the switching inequality decreasing sufficiently fast
to switch to the next candidate controller. If the controller does not satisfy the
Lyapunov inequality then we switch again to the next candidate ASMC r*(e, Qd, Oi)
with i = 2. We repeat the search until we find a candidate ASMC that satisfies the

inequality V(t) < 0. Since ? G O* there exists a candidate ASMC with 0¿* where
i = i* and i G M(i*) that best approximates the plant satisfying the resetting
inequality.
Case 3: Once the logic identify candidate ASMC that guarantees the switching
inequality, no more switching will be allowed. Then we can conclude that the
tracking trajectories converge to zero within a finite time. The proof of Theorem
4.3 is complete. ·

Let us now replace unknown velocity signals by the output of the linear ob-
server. To ensure robust state estimates, we choose a small value of e and t¿ > ??(e).
Using the linear observer, it is shown that the closed-loop error trajectories satisfy
semi-global stability property as V(t) < kf. This implies that for a given kf, using
a small value of e > 0, the trajectory will be bounded and the error bound |e(£)|
can be made small for a small value of e and kf. Therefore, we use V"(£) < kf as
an inequality for the switching condition, and we follow the same steps that used
for proving the Theorem 4.3. The proof of Theorem 4.4 is complete. ·

The problem of the pre-ordered switching Algorithm 4.1 is that when the
number of the distributed ASMC becomes large then the long switching search
(number of search) may produce unacceptable transient tracking performance. This
is mainly because, in the presence of large number of candidate controllers, the
switching has to travel through a large number of candidate controllers before
converging to the one that satisfies the Lyapunov inequality. On the other hand,

if the parameter changes after switching events (if any due to fault) then the logic
stated in Algorithm 4.1 will be insensitive to the parameter change which may
cause large transient tracking performance.

To avoid unacceptable transient tracking from pre-ordered switching-logic, we
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allow ASMCs to be switched instantaneously using with the following switching
Algorithm 4.2.

Algorithm 4.2: Suppose that the controllers i e ?? = {1,2,3, ,?} and
the switching inequality are available at any time t. Then we follow the following
steps to identify a candidate ASMC that best approximate the plant at any instant
of time.

• A. Assuming that the initial time t0 = 0, the controller index i G ?? —
{1,2,3, ,?} and the small positive dwell time constant t¿ > 0.

• B. We first put classical ASMC r(e,Qd,Ó) along with standard adaptation
law ? and dwell it for some time, t € [t0, t0 + t¿] .

• C. At t > t0 + td, we check the derivative of the fixed Lyapunov inequality

V(t) < 0 to see which candidate controller satisfies the switching condition. If
the classical ASMC guarantees the inequality then we stay with that controller
until the moment of time the switching inequality is violated. If the classical
ASMC does not satisfy V(t) < 0 then att >t0 + td we switch to the candidate
ASMC that ensures the switching condition.

• D. If the inequality V(t) < 0 never violated then there will not be any switch-
ing. Then the output trajectory tracks the desired one that is q(t) —> qd{t). If
at some time, say ti > t0 + td with t0 — U, tuned ASMC does not satisfy the
switching inequality then another candidate that guarantees V(t) < 0 will be
put into the system.

We now summarize our main results in the following Theorem when all the
process states are measurable.

Theorem 4.5: Consider the closed-loop system formulated by using (4-2) and
control input (4-49) under the switching Algorithm 4-2. Then, there exists a time
t such that the classical ASMC (4-35), where the parameter estimate provided by
the standard adaptation law (4-36), is switched into a family of distributed ASMC
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Tl(e,Qd,6i) with i E A4 that satisfies the inequality V(t) < 0. Then we conclude
that the adaptive sliding mode control system with the given switching condition
ensures that all the signals in the closed-loop system are bounded and the tracking
errors converge to zero within a short time.

The following theorem is given for the distributed adaptive output feedback
sliding mode control algorithms (4.50) where the unknown velocity state vectors
are estimated by the output of the linear observer.

Theorem 4.6: Consider the closed-loop system formulated by using (4-2),
and (4-50) under the switching logic defined in Algorithm 4-2. Then, for any given
(e(0),ê(0)) G Qco and ? E Qi with i G ?4, there exists a small e and t¿ > Ti(e)
such that classical AOFBSMC with standard adaptation law (4-42) is switched into
a candidate controller corresponding to distributed candidate models (9¿ with i G M.
that ensures the derivative of the Lyapunov inequality V(t) < kf. Then the adaptive
output feedback sliding mode control system guarantees that the closed loop error
trajectories under (4-50) are bounded by a bound that can be made arbitrarily small
for small value of e and k¡ .
Proof: The proof of Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 4.6 can be shown along the line of
Algorithm 4.2. So, we omitted the details proof for brevity.

4.2.1 Multiple Lyapunov-functions Based Distributed SMC

The switching-logic proposed in previous section is based on using a fixed inequal-
ity for the derivative of the Lyapunov-function. In this section, we introduce a
switching-logic that depends on the derivative of multiple Lyapunov-function in-
equalities. To begin with this development, we first consider that, for a given
compact set of initial conditions of interest e(0) G Qco and for every ? E Qi,
with i E A4 = {1,2, 3, ...., ./V}, we design a family of distributed candidate ASMC
Tl(e, Qd, ??) bounded in e by saturating them outside the domain of interest such
that for every ? E Qi all the signals in the closed-loop system started inside Qco
are bounded such that the error trajectory converge to zero within a short time.
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We also consider that a family of Lyapunov-function candidate corresponding to

candidate ASMCs as tf2||e||2 < V^e, 0¿) < a|||e||2 Ve G O* = {(e, 0¿) \ V^e, 0¿) < e}
and V(O, Oi) G 0¿, where e > 0, #¿ — (#¿ — ?) and al2 and a\ are bounded positive
constants. Then we follow the following logic based switching supervisory control
technique to identify a candidate SMC which best approximates the plant at each
instant of time such that all the trajectories converge to zero within a very short
time.

Algorithm 4.3: Suppose that the candidate ASMCs rl(e, Qd, #¿) as well as
Lyapunov-function candidates V¿(e, #¿) with i G M. = {1, 2, 3, , ?} are available
at any time t.

• A. Define the initial time t0 — 0, the switching index ? G A4 = {1, 2, 3, , ?}
and a small positive dwell time constant t¿ > 0.

• B. Put the classical ASMC r(e, Qd, T) with standard adaptation mechanism
for short period of time t E [t0,t0 + td]-

• C. For t > t0 + td, we continuously check the inequality for the multiple
Lyapunov-function candidates to see which candidate ASMC generates guar-

anteed decrease in the value of AW¿(£) = Vi(ts) — Vo(£) < 0 where ts > t0 + td
is the switching time and Vo(t) is the Lyapunov function for the classical
ASMC (4.36). We keep this classical ASMC in the loop until the moment
of time U > t0 + td when the switching inequality is violated. If classical
ASMC does not satisfy then at t = ¿¿ switch it to the candidate ASMC that
generates largest guaranteed decrease in the value of AWi(t) < 0. Note that
if the classical ASMC satisfies the switching inequality then we stay with that
controller.

• D. If the inequality AWi(t) < 0 is never violated then there will not be any
more switching. Then we conclude that the plant output tracks the desired
one, i.e. q(t) —> q<i{t). If at some time, say í¿ with £¿ > t0 + 1¿ and U = t0, the
candidate ASMC that acting in the loop does not satisfy AWj(t) < 0 then
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another candidate ASMC will be put in the system as there always exists a

guaranteed minimum value of AW (t) < 0 at that instant of time.

We now summarize the results for the multiple Lyapunov-functions based ASMC
as a state feedback control design in the following Theorem.

Theorem 4.7 : Consider the closed-loop system formulated by using (4-2)
with the candidate ASMCs (4-4-9) under the switching control logic defined in Al-
gorithm 4-3. Then, there exists a time t such that, according to Algorithm 4-3,

the ASMC corresponding to the guaranteed decrease in the value of AWi(t) < 0 is
tuned to the plant which ensures that all the signals in the closed-loop model are
bounded and e(t) —> 0 within a very short time.

Theorem 4.7 can be applied when all the state vectors are available for feed-

back to design candidate ASMCs (4.49). Now, we assume that the velocity signals
are not available and replace the unknown velocity signals in (4.49) by the out-
put of the linear estimator to formulate distributed candidate AOFBSMCs (4.50).
Then, we present the main results for the distributed AOFBSMC in the following
Theorem 4.8.

Theorem 4.8: Consider the closed-loop system (4-2) and (4-50) under the
switching-logic stated in Algorithm 4-3 [92, 98]. Then, for any given (e(0), ê(0)) G
Vico and Oi e Q¿ with i G A4, there exists a small value of e > O and t¿ > Ti (e) such
that the controller corresponding to a guaranteed decrease in the value of AWi {t) <
O is tuned to the plant. Then the output feedback control system ensures that all the
state variables of the closed-loop system are bounded by a bound that can be made
arbitrarily small for small value of e.

Proof: The proof of Theorem 4.7 and Theorem 4.8 can be shown along the
line of the switching scheme defined in Algorithm 4.3. The main idea in Algorithm
4.3 is to compare the distributed ASMCs rz(e, Q¿, ??) with i E A4, at each instant
of time to see which distributed candidate provides the highest decrease in the
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value of the Lyapunov-function that is

AWf(i) = Vi(ts) - V0(t)

where

V0(t) = l-eT{t)Qsme{t) + ^(^G"1^)
and

Vi(t8) = -eT(ts)Qsme(ts) + -9J(QT-1Oi(Q

with 9(t) = (è(t) - ?? ëi(ts) = (6i(ts) - ?) and ts > t0 + td is the time when the
parameter estimate 9(t) provided by standard adaptation mechanism is switched
into a model among distributed model sets 0¿(ís) which best approximates the
plant T. This means that the switching will be occurred if V¿(ís) is a non-increasing
sequence with respect to i that is AWi(t) < 0. Here, Vo is the Lyapunov-function
for classical ASMC controller (4.39) and V¿ is the multiple Lyapunov-functions for
distributed ASMCs (4.49). To identify an appropriate distributed controller, let us
simplify AWi(t) as

?^(?) = l-eT(ts)Qsme(ts) - l-eT(t)Qsme(t) - l- [QjY-1Q1 - 2T^G"1(??(?5) - ?)]
where 0¿ = í o¿(ís) — ?(?)\. For simplicity, we define V¡(ts) and Vo (i) instead of
Vi(e(ts),9i(ts)) and V0(e(t), 9(t)), respectively.

To show AWi(t) < 0, we need to calculate the value of (9i(ts) —9). To do
that, let us define the torque prediction error models as

Ei(t)=Y(e,qr,qr)(9l-9)

where Y (e, qr, qr) is the regressor matrix common to all candidate models. For
the sake of simplicity of the analysis, we consider that ? is time-invariant, but the
proposed control logic can be used for situation when uncertain parameter ? is
time-varying. Then, we can write after some manipulations as

(?-??)=?-1(?)??(?)
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where ?(?) > 0,

f(0 = / Y(e,qr,qr)YT(e,qr,qr)dTJo
and

0Ji(t) = / Yie.qr.q^Eidr
Jo

Since the control input is bounded outside the domain of interest via using satu-
ration mechanism then Y(e, qr, qr) is also bounded. Then, the switching condition
can be obtained as

AWi(i) = -\®??~1 [©i + 2?-?(?)??(?)] + l-eT{ts)Qsme{ts) - l-eT {t)Qsme{t) < 0
This implies that the parameter estimate 6{t) will be switched to the distributed
candidate models ?t{?8) only if the data has a strong evidence of the parameters.

If £(£) =0 then there will not be any switching. Thats is the case when the
system operates in steady state condition.

But, if there is sudden change in the parameters then the switching condition
will be satisfied. When the system is poorly excited, that is ?(£) ~ 0, then the
error Ei requires to be very small to switch the parameter estimate of (4.36).

During transient phase, the data contains strong evidence of the parameters
satisfying AW¡(í) < 0 which will improve the transient tracking performance.
Thus, Vi is a non-increasing sequence as Vo is bounded and the switching will be
occurred during transient phase.

Based on the above analysis, we now proceed the proof of Theorem 4.7 along
the line of Algorithm 4.3.
Case 1: We first first put the classical ASMC into the loop for the time period

t e [t0, t0 4- id]· At t > t0 + td, we check the inequality AW¿(¿) < 0. If it is
satisfied, then we stay with that controller as long as AW¿(í) < 0 holds. Then we
can conclude that the error trajectories converge to zero, e(t) —> 0 within a very
short time.

Case 2: If the classical ASMC does not satisfy switching criterion then new can-
didate ASMC will be put in the system based upon a guaranteed decrease in the
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value of AW1 (t).
Case 3 If the inequality, AWi(t) < 0, never violated then there will not be
any switching. This implies that the plant output tracks the desired one, i.e.,
q(t)^qd(t).
Case 4: If there exists a time í¿ > U + t¿L with t0 + t¿ = ti such that the con-

troller that acting in the loop does not satisfy AWi(t) < 0, then another candidate
ASMC will be put in the loop via comparing a family of the candidate ASMC that
provides largest guaranteed minimum values of AWi(t) (largest negative jump in
the Lyapunov-function with respect to i) at that instant of time. The proof of
Theorem 4.7 is complete.·

Let us now replace unknown velocity signals by the output of the linear ob-
server to construct distributed AOFBSMCs (4.50). To ensure robust state esti-
mates, one requires to select small value of e such that ||?7|| is small and í<¿ >
Ti (e). Then, we replace Y(ê, qr, qr) by Y(e, ß?, qr, qr) and we follow the same steps
that used for proving Theorem 4.7 to obtain the reseting inequality AW¡(í) =
-\QJT~1 [Q1 + 2{? - Oi(Q)] + \eT{ts)Qsme{ts) - \eT{t)Qsme{t) < 0 with 0¿ -
(&i(ts) — 0{t) j . The proof of Theorem 4.8 is complete. ·

4.2.2 Simulation Results

This subsection presents the design and implementation process of the distributed
SMC strategy to demonstarte the theoretical development for the real-time applica-
tions. For our evaluations, we consider a 2-DOF serial link manipulator as defined

in (4.45). We first consider that the plant parameters ? e ??2 in (4.45) belong to a
known but comparatively large compact set as O e [—10, 10]. We define the initial
states as |e(0)| < 2, |ê(0)| < 2 and ?(0) = 0. Then, we distribute the parameter
set O equally into a finite number of smaller compact subsets as Qi E fii with O =

??£?{O?}, that is, O = Utilizi} = {"IO, -9.5, ., ., ., .,.,., ., ., 9.5, 10} ? {-10, 10}.
The control design parameters Ai, X2, fC\ and /C2 are chosen as ?? = 2) X2 = 2,
/Ci = 15 and /C2 = 15. Note that the control gains Ai, A2, /Ci and /C2 are common
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to alH — 41 candidate controllers.

The value of Ai, A2, /Ci and /C2 are required to choose in such a way that they
ensures acceptable transient tracking performance. From the practical point of
view, Ai, A2, /Ci and /C2 can be designed according to well established design rules
for PD control, for example, such that the closed loop would be critically damped

and the response would be fast enough. The discontinuous control gains K and ^
as well as the learning gains G for adaptive SMC controller are chosen such that
(?,??) G Oj. For our evaluation, these design constants are chosen as Ku = 15,
K12 = 15, fa = 0.7, f?2 = 0.7 and G = [G? 0; 0 T2] with G? = 10 and as G2 = 10.
Note that for the given initial conditions of interest, we can increase the value of

f and reduce the value of K. On the other hand, one may use boundary layer
technique to avoid control chattering activity. For the given set of initial interests,
we now define t¿ = 0.003. Applying with the above design constants, let us now
construct a family of candidate controllers as a state feedback

rl(e, Qd, Oi) = Y(e, qr, qr)9i -KS- Ksat ( —- J
with i = 41. Then we implement Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.7 on the given
model (4.45) to examine the tracking performance of the switching logic defined in
Algorithm 4.1 and Algorithm 4.3. The implemented results are given in Figures
4.12 and 4.13 (state feedback case) with ? = 4 and 9 = 8, that is, i* = 29 and
i* = 37, respectively. The left column of each Figure is for Theorem 4.3 and the
right column of each figure is for Theorem 4.7.

In view of Figures 4.12-4.13, one can observe that the tracking errors under
Theorem 4.3 of switching Algorithm 4.1 are larger than the errors obtained under
Theorem 4.7 of switching Algorithm 4.3. Notice also from Figure 4.13 is that the
transient tracking errors under pre-ordered switching control of Theorem 4.3 in-
crease with the increase of i*. This is mainly because the switching has to scan
through a number of candidate controllers before converging to the one that satis-
fies Lyapunov inequality. As a result, relatively large transient tracking errors can
be seen during transient phase. Such undesirable transient behavior of pre-ordered
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Figure 4.12: The simulation results with Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.7 under
0 = 4: Left column is for Theorem 4.3 and right column is for Theorem 4.7, where
a: output tracking errors (radians) for joint 1, b: output tracking errors (radians)
for joint 2, c: control input (newton-meters) for joint 1, d: control input (newton-
meters) for joint 2.

switching can be reduced by using instantaneous switching technique proposed in
Algorithm 4.2 of Theorem 4.5 and switching Algorithm 4.3 of Theorem 4.7. The
idea in switching Algorithms 4.2 and 4.3 is to monitor continuously the switch-
ing condition (fixed Lyapunov-function inequality in Algorithm 4.2 and multiple
Lyapunov-function inequalities in Algorithm 4.3) to see which candidate ASMC
among a family of candidate ASMCs satisfy the inequality, and then switch to the
candidate controller that satisfies the derivative of the Lyapunov-inequality.

Let us now compare the tracking performance of Theorem 4.7 with the SM-
based adaptive SMC algorithm (4.35), (4.36). The tested results are depicted in
Figure 4.14 with ? = 8 (right column is for Theorem 4.7 and left column is for the
SM-based ASMC (4.35)-(4.36)). The tests are conducted under the same set of the
controller design parameters as considered for our last evaluation.

By comparing left and right column of the Figure 4. 14, we can observe that the
tracking errors under multiple Lyapunov-functions based distributed SMC control
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Figure 4.13: The simulation results with Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.7 under
? = 8: Left column is for Theorem 4.3 and right column is for Theorem 4.7, where
a: output tracking errors (radians) for joint 1, b: output tracking errors (radians)
for joint 2, c: control input (newton-meters) for joint 1, d: control input (newton-
meters) for joint 2.

technique almost closed to zero, but relatively large tracking errors can be seen
under single model based classical ASMC algorithm.

We now investigate the robustness of Theorem 4.7 with respect to non ideal
(practical) operating conditions. To create such environment, let us add a band
limited white noise, w(t), into the output q{t) and input r(t) of the given system
(4.45). For our evaluation, the disturbance level w(t) for the input and output is
considered as shown in Figure 4.15. We then repeat the last evaluation with the
same set of the design parameters. The conducted results are pictured in Figure
4.16 (right column is for Theorem 4.7 and left column is for SM-based ASMC). This
Figure shows the control performance of Theorem 4.7 and the SM-based ASMC
algorithm under ? = 8. In view of these figures, we can see that the control
performance of Theorem 4.7 under ideal operating condition is almost similar to
the performance achieved under non ideal situation. However, comparatively large
tracking errors and control efforts (see, left column of the Figure 4.16), can be seen
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Figure 4.14: The simulation results with Theorem 4.7 and SM-based ASMC under
? = 8: Left column is for ASMC algorithm (4.35), (4.36) and right column is
for Theorem 4.7, where a: output tracking errors (radians) for joint 1, b: output
tracking errors (radians) for joint 2, c: control input (newton-meters) for joint 1,
d: control input (newton-meters) for joint 2.

under SM-based ASMC approach.

Now we show that the performance obtained under state feedback based de-

sign (Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.7) can be recovered by using output feedback
design (Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 4.8). To show that, our first task is to ensure
robust reconstruction of the unknown states via using exponentially first observer
dynamics. We compare the control performance of Theorem 4.4 with Theorem 4.8

for two value of e as 0.005 (very high speed observer) and 0.1 (slow speed observer).
Note that we keep the controller design parameters same as used for the evaluation
of the state feedback based design (Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.7). The two sets
of the observer design parameters are considered for the evaluation as H\ — I2x2,
H2 = /2x2, e = 0.005 and H1 = 20/2x2, H2 = 20/2x2, e = 0.1. For the given set
of the design parameters and the initial conditions of interest, we consider t¿ as

td = 0.005. Then, we choose the value of kf\ = 0.05 and kf2 = 0.05. With these
design constants, we apply control laws (4.50) under the switching-logic defined
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Figure 4.15: The disturbance level w(t).

by Algorithm 4.1 (Theorem 4.4) and Algorithm 4.3 (Theorem 4.8) on the given
system (4.45). The tested results are given in Figures 4.17-4.20. Figures 4.17 and
4.19 show the tracking performance when ? = 4. Figures 4.18 and 4.20 present the
implementation results under ? = 8. Figures 4.17-4.18 depict the control perfor-
mance when observer design constants are chosen as H\ = /2x2, H2 = hx2, and

e = 0.005. Figures 4.19-4.20 picture the convergence with the following observer
design constants H\ = 20/2x2, H2 = 20/2x2 and e = 0.1. The left column of each
Figure is for Theorem 4.4 and the right column of each figure is for Theorem 4.8. In

view of Figures 4.12-4.13 and Figures 4.17-4.20 (see right column of each Figure),
one can see that results under Theorem 4.8 (output feedback case) recover the per-
formance achieved under Theorem 4.7 (state feedback case). However, undesirable
transient tracking and control oscillation with output feedback based pre-ordered
switching logic of Theorem 4.4 are clearly observed (see left column of Figures
4.17-4.20). Like Theorem 4.7, Theorem 4.8 can be used to reduce the transient
tracking behavior that appeared in pre-routed switching-logic of Theorem 4.4.

We now compare the tracking performance of Theorem 4.8 with the single
model based AOFBSMC algorithm (4.41)-(4.42). The conducted results are de-
picted in Figure 4.21 with ? = 8 and H1 = 20/2x2, H2 = 20J2 ? 2 and e = 0.1. For
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Figure 4.16: The simulation results with Theorem 4.7 and SM-based ASMC under
? = 8 with non ideal condition: Left column is for ASMC algorithm (4. 35)- (4. 36)
and right column is for Theorem 4.7, where a: output tracking errors (radians) for
joint 1, b: output tracking errors (radians) for joint 2, c: control input (newton-
meters) for joint 1, d: control input (newton-meters) for joint 2.

fair comparison, we keep the same set of controller design parameters that applied
for the evaluation of the state feedback adaptive SMC.

By comparing left (SM-based ASMC) and right column of the Figure 4.21
(Theorem 4.8), we can observe that the output tracking under theorem 8 converge
to the desired one while, quite a large tracking errors can be seen under single
model based AOFBSMC approach.

To examine the robustness of Theorem 4.8 with respect to non ideal operating

conditions, we add a band limited white noise, w(t), into the output q(t) and input
r(£) of the given system. The disturbance level w(t) for the input and output
signals is chosen as depicted in Figure 4. 14. Then, we repeat the last test with the
same set of controller-observer design parameters. The tested results are depicted
in Figure 4.22. The Figure 4.22 presents the control performance of Theorem 4.8
(right column of the Figure 2.2 is for Theorem 4.8) and SM-based AOFBSMC (left
column of the Figure 4.22 is for algorithm ((4.41)-(4.42)). Notice from Figure 4.22
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Figure 4.17: The simulation results with Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 4.8 with # = 4:
Left column is for Theorem 4.4 and right column is for Theorem 4.8, where a:

output tracking errors (radians) for joint 1, 6: output tracking errors (radians) for
joint 2, c: control input (newton-meters) for joint 1, d: control input (newton-
meters) for joint 2.

is that control performance of Theorem 4.8 under non ideal operating condition is
closed to the performance achieved under ideal situation (see right column of the
Figure 4.21). The sampling time was set to 0.01 sec. for all the results reported in
this chapter.

4.3 Summary

The contributions of this chapter can be divided into two parts.

First, we have introduced single model-based output feedback sliding mode

control technique for a certain class of nonlinear systems. The design can be em-
ployed to remove the problem associated with state-feedback based robust control
design reported in the literature. It has been shown that controller parameters can
be tuned to achieve semi-global stability property of all the closed loop signals.
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Figure 4.18: The simulation results with Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 4.8 with ? = 8:
Left column is for theorem 4.4 and right column is for theorem 4.8, where a: output
tracking errors (radians) for joint 1, b: output tracking errors (radians) for joint 2,
c: control input (newton-meters) for joint 1, d: control input (newton-meters) for
joint 2.

In the face of large scale modeling/parametric uncertainty, the SM-based
SMC design, however, required very high discontinuous, learning and observer
gains to achieve desired tracking objectives. In the second part, distributed con-
troller/parameter based sliding mode technique has been proposed to improve the
tracking performance with smaller values of the observer, discontinuous, learning
control design parameters. The method switches among distributed SMC con-

trollers through on-line estimation of the Lyapunov-function inequality. The eval-
uation on a 2-DOF robotic system has been used to demonstrate the theoretical
development for real-world applications. These evaluations clearly showed the de-
mand of the distributed SMC strategy over classical SMC approach.
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Figure 4.19: The simulation results with Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 4.8 with ? = 4:
Left column is for Theorem 4.4 and right column is fo Theorem 4.8, where a is for
output tracking for joint 1, b is for the output tracking of joint 2, c is for the control
input (newton-meters) for joint 1, d is for the control input (newton-meters) of joint
2.
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Figure 4.20: The simulation results with Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 4.8 with 0 = 8:

Left column is for Theorem 4.4 and right column is for Theorem 4.8, where a is
for the output tracking (radians) for joint 1, b is for the output tracking (radians)
for joint 2, c: control input (newton-meters) for joint 1, d: control input (newton-
meters) for joint 2.
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Figure 4.21: The simulation results with Theorem 4.8 and SM-based AOFBSMC
under ? — 8 with ideal condition: Left column is for AOFBSMC algorithm (4.41)-
(4.42) and right column is for Theorem 4.8, where a: output tracking errors (ra-
dians) for joint 1, b: output tracking errors (radians) for joint 2, c: control input
(newton-meters) for joint 1, d: control input (newton-meters) for joint 2.
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Figure 4.22: The simulation results with Theorem 4.8 and SM-based AOFBSMC
under ? — 8 with non ideal condition: Left column is for AOFBSMC algorithm
(4.41)-(4.42) and right column is for Theorem 4.8, where a: output tracking errors
(radians) for joint 1, b: output tracking errors (radians) for joint 2, c: control input
(newton-meters) for joint 1, d: control input (newton-meters) for joint 2.



Chapter 5

Multi-model Hybrid Adaptive

Control

In this chapter, we develop multi-model based hybrid adaptive strategy in classical
adaptive control framework for trajectory tracking control problem for robotic sys-
tems [86, 95, 101]. The method extends CE-based classical adaptive controller by
allowing its parameter estimate to be reset into a candidate model among finite set
of candidates that best estimates the plant. The idea of introducing hybrid design
is to reduce the observer-controller gains so as to reduce control efforts from CE
principle based classical adaptive control technique.

The hybrid adaptive control system can be derived as follows. We first uni-
formly divide the compact set of unknown parameters into a finite number of
smaller compact subsets. Then construct candidate controller that corresponds to
each of these smaller compact subsets. The stability guaranteed Lyapunov-function
candidate is utilized for on-line identification of an appropriate candidate controller
that closely approximates the plant at each instant of time. This hybrid control
approach is developed in classical adaptive control framework in order to achieve

good transient tracking performance with smaller values of controller gains in the
presence of large scale parametric uncertainties. The proposed method is imple-

178
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merited and evaluated on a 2-DOF robot model to demonstrate the effectiveness of

the theoretical development for real-world applications.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In section II, we derive the
CE-based classical adaptive control (CAC) approach for robotic systems. In sec-
tion III, multi-model based hybrid adaptive control design is proposed to deal
with the problem associated with high gains in CE-based CAC approach. Section
III presents simulation results to demonstrate the theoretical development of this
chapter. Finally, section IV concludes this chapter.

5.1 Single Model Classical Adaptive Control

In this section, we first derive CE principle based classical adaptive controller for
robotic systems as a state feedback by assuming that the position and velocity
signals are available for feedback. Then, we replace the unknown velocity signals by
the output of the linear estimator to develop an adaptive output feedback method

[82]. Finally, we illustrate the problem associated with classical adaptive control
approach via simulation example. Let us first consider the error model equation
for MIMO robotic systems [82-101 and references therein] as

éi = e2 (5.1)
¿2 = F?(ß) + f2(ß?)t - qd (5.2)

where ex = (q-qd), e2 = (q-qd), e = [e\ e\\ , f2{ß1) = M-^e1 + qd) and
0i (e) = -M_1(ei + qd) [C[E1 + qd, e2 + qd)(e2 + qd) + G(ei + qd)\

Objectives

The objective of this chapter can be divided into two parts.
First, we develop single model CE principle based CAC design for the tracking

error model (5.1), (5.2). The stability property of the CAC approach is based on
using the linearized properties of the robot dynamics [3, 5, 6, 15, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26,
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27, to name a few]; [I)] M(q) G _Rnxn is symmetric, bounded, and positive definite
and satisfies the following inequalities ||M(ç)|| < Mm and ||M_1(g)|| < Mmi where
Mm and Mmi are bounded positive constant. [2)] The matrix M(q) — 2C(q, q) is
skew symmetric. [3)] The norm of the gravity and centrifugal-coriolis forces are
upper bounded as ||C(ç,ç)|| < CM||g|| and ||C(ç,çd)|| < CWIlCdH < «c, where CM
and ac are bounded positive constant. Second, we introduce multiple model based
hybrid adaptive control technique for the system (5.1), (5.2). This method extends
classical design derived in the first part of the chapter.

5.1.1 State Feedback Controller

Our aim is now to design an adaptive controller as a state feedback such that

the position q(t) asymptotically tracks the desired position qd(t). To obtain this
objective, we assume that qd(t), its first and second derivatives are bounded. Then
define Qd — [q¿ qd qd]T with Qd be given any compact set O^ C $R3n. To meet the
control objective, we consider the following adaptive control law [82 and references
therein] as

r(e,Qd,ê) = Y(e,qd,qd)ê - Kpei- KDe2 (5.3)
ê = -TYT(e,qd,qd)S (5.4)

where Y(e,qd,qd)9 = M(q)qd + C(q,qr)qd + G(q), ? is an estimate of uncertain
parameters representing the inertial parameters of robot arms and its load, Kp e

dlnxn, KD e Unxn, ex = qi- qd, S = e2 + Ae1, qr = (q2 - Ae1), A = ^^, A0 > 0
and M, C(.) and G(.) define the estimates of the M(.), C(.) and G(.)·

In our earlier work [83] we show that such adaptation mechanism may cause
discontinuous property in the parameter estimates even after learning estimate
converge to the actual parameter. To remove the discontinuous property from

learning estimates, ? can be adjusted with the smooth parameter projection scheme
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[37]

êi = [Proj(Ô, F)],

7?F? if a¿ <?? < bi or
if êi > bi and F, < 0 or

if êi < ai and F? > 0
7?F? if Oi > 6, and F, > 0
7??F? if Qi < a% and F? < 0

(5.5)

for Q G O = {# I a¿ < 0¿ < òj}, 1 < ¿ < ?} where, F, ^¿J ^i

F?, F? is the ¿ the element of the column vector, F = —Y (e,qd,qd)S
and d > 0 is chosen such that O C O5 with O5 = {? \ a,,— d < Qi < &¿+<5}, 1 < i < ?}.
Notice from the adaptive controller design (5.3), (5.4) is that the nonlinear system
dynamics that is regressor model Y(e, q¿, qa) is appeared linearly with respect to
uncertain parameter Q. In fact, such a linearity assumption can be seen in most
CAC design reported in the literature. Then, the closed loop system can be defined
as

where A

e

?

0

0n>

Ae + ?[f?(ß, qd, cid) + 02(ei, 9d)r (e, Qdì ?) - qd]

Proj(ê,<f>(e,Qd,ê) (5.6)

Lnxn

0
and B —

0,
To explore the stability condition,

we can consider the following Lyapunov-function candidate [826]

V(e, T) = ^STMS + l-eTKPe + ^0G_10 (5.7)

with Q — (Q-Q). We first take time derivative, V(e, Q), along with the closed loop
trajectories, formulated by using the error system (5.6) and the control law (5.3)-
(5.4) along with parameter projection mechanism (5.5). Let us take the derivative
along the solution of (5.6)

V(e,Q) = ^STMS + STMë + STXMe + STXMè + èTKPe + QT-1Q
Then, the term Me of the above equation can be simplified as

M(q)q + C(q, q)q + G(q) = M(q)qd + C(q, qr)qd + G(q) - Kpe - kdè
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Substituting ë = (q — qd) and è— (q — qd), one obtains

M(q)ë + M(q)qd + C(q, q)(è + qd) + G(q) = M(q)qd + C(q, qr)qd + G{q) - Kpe - Kdè

Now add and subtract the term XC(q, e)qd to obtain M(q)ë as

M(q)ë + M(q)qd + C(q, q)(è + qd) - XC{q, e)qd + XC(q, e)qd + G{q) = M(q)qd
+C(q, qr)qd + G(q) - Kpe - Kdè

Which implies

M(q)ë -C(q, q)è - XC (q, e)qd + Y(q, qr, qd, qd)9 - Kpe - Kde

where Y{q,qr,qd,qd)9 = M(q)qd-M(q)qd + C(q1qr)qd-C(q1q- Xe)qd + G(q) -G(q)
and ? = (? — ?). The above simplified formed is obtained by applying the well-
known property of C(e, x+ôy) = C(e, x)+C(e, Sy). Now, using the skew symmetric
property of M{e.\) — 2C(ei,e2), the derivative of the Lyapunov function has the
following form

V(e,Ö) = STY(q,qr,qd,qd)0 + ëT-lë + XSTMe + èTKPe-ST{Kd-XM}è-
STKpe + XSTC(q, e)e

Using è = S — Ae, V(e, T) can be written as follows

V(e, T) = ëT[YT{q, qr, qd, qd)S + G"1^] + XSTMe - ST[Kd - XM]è - XeTKPe
+XSTC{q,è)e

To simplify the above equation, we define new variables Si as Si = è + |e. Then
using S — é+|e + |e = S\ + ^e and è = (Si — |e), V(e, T) can be further simplified
as

V(e, T) = ?t \YT(q, qr, qd, qd)S + G^? + XSTMe + XSTC{q, è) e
S'C [Kd - XM] S1-[^e X Kp - (Kd - XM)

X
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The term XS7'Me and XSTC(q, è) e in the above equation can be simplified as
follows:

and

where we used

XSTMe < 2X0M11

XSTC{q, è)e < 2X0C1

ISiI
?

M ISiI
?

d
dt

??

1+ e
Xè

?? il2 -L on ?t mi „?Pill + ^IPillll"^"6!
?

(1

<2 IS1H2 + f||2
è = S1 - fe, S = S1 + fe, ||M|| < MM and ||C(ç,e)|| < CM||e||. Using these
inequalities, V (e, ?) becomes

V (e, è, ?) < ?1 ?^e,^a^ß + G-'? K1WS1W2 -K2 1) ±e\
where YT(q, qr, qd: qd) = YT(e, qd, qd), K1 = [Xmin.{Kd) - 3X0MM - 2A0Cm], K2 =

4?™?"??? - Xmax.(Kd) - 2X0MM - 2X0Cm] ¦ Using (5.4) along with (5.5) and 0(0) G
O and 9{t) £ ii{ Vi > 0, we have

V(eJ) < -[eé]

< -Xr

2 2

/ 0

.(n)||e||2<0

K1I 0

0 K2I
2 ?

M o2 ?

e

é

(5.8)

VO(O) G O, W(O) G O, Ve(O) G O??, Vo G O6, Oe = {e | eTQsme < e}, c> 0 and
0.5M 0.5MA

qs

ATi/ 0

0 K2I

0.5MA 0.5 (?2 + Kp)

and ? =

, ? = ?1 ?T with ? and ? defined as ? =

2 L
M 0

with K1 = [Xmin.(KD) - 3?0?? - 2A0C,M

and /G = AXmZKp - ?t?a????) - 2A0Mm - 2A0C,M
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5.1.2 Disturbance Rejection in Adaptive State Feedback
Design

The design derived in previous section is assumed that system model is free from
disturbances. We now remove this assumption by adding unmodeled dynamics and
external disturbances rd with the error model (5.1), (5.2) as

éi = e2, ¿2 = <f>i(e) + <fe(ei) (r + rd) - qd

where rd is the vector containing unmodeled dynamics and any other unknown
disturbances rd. We then derive robust adaptive control law for robotic systems as

r(e, Qd, T) = T(e, qr, qd, qd)9 - KPex - KDe2
? = -TTT{e,qr,qd,qd)S

where the matrix T(e, qr, q~d, Qd) [91, 99] is defined as

T(e, qr, qd, qd) = [C(e, qr, qd, qd) sgn(S)}
iT T6(t) = ÔJ(t) ègd is an estimate of uncertain parameters 6{t) = \9j(t) 9gd

6i(t) represent the parameters associated with inertial matrix M and centrifugal-
coriolis matrix C, ||G(g) — d|| < 9gd, sgn(S) is the vector obtained by applying the
signum function to all elements of 5" and £(e, qr, qd, qd)6i is defined as

C(e, qr, qd, (Jd)O1 = M(q)qd + C(q, qr)qd

To show that all the signals in the closed loop model are bounded, we will follow
the same steps that used to establish the stability condition for the control law
(5.3), (5.4). To begin with that, we first develop the closed-loop error model under
robust adaptive controller as follows:

M{q)ë + M{q)qd + C(q, q)(è + qd) - XC (q, e)qd + ?
C{q, e)qd + ß = M(q)qd + C(q, qr)qd + ß - Kpe - Kdè
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Which implies

M{q)'é = -C(q,q)è- XC(q,è)qd + C(e,qr,qd,qd)9l + ß
-Kpe - Kdè

where ß — [ß — ß) and ?(e, qri qd, qd)Öi is defined as

M{q)qd - M(q)qd + C(q, qr)qd - C(q, q - \e)qd

We then follow from equation (5.7) to (5.8) to derive the convergence condition for
the above closed loop system. To reduce the chattering phenomenon, the switching
function sgn(.) in robust adaptive control design requires to estimate by using
saturation function sat(.) [5, 6].

5.1.3 Adaptive Output Feedback Design

To implement the state feedback controller (5.3), (5.4), we assume that system
output and its derivatives are available for feedback. We now consider the practical
situation where velocity sensors are not available. This means that the state vector
e in the above control law (5.3), (5.4) is not available for measurement and is
required to be estimated by a suitable estimator ê. If e is replaced by an estimate
ê in r(ê, Qd, T), then one obtains output feedback form of (5.3), (5.4) as [82]

r(ê, Qd, ?) = Y(ê, qd, qd)9 - KPex - KDê2 (5.9)

where qr = (ê2 + qd — Ae1) and ? is similar to define in controller (5.3) accept e is
replaced by the following linear estimator, ê, as

ei e2
Hi _ ? H2 „

-ei,e2 = —ei (5.10)
e ez

where ëi — ei — êi, e is a small constant design parameters needs to be specified,

Hi = diag{ujii} and H2 — diag{u2i} with i — 1, 2, ..., ?. The value of ?^ is chosen
-Hi I

such that the matrix
-H2 0nxn

is Hurwitz. Then the observer error model
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can be written as

ei
_ H1 _
e2 ei

e

H2
ê2 = -qd + (l>i(e) + <l>2(ei)T(êiQd,9) ^e1 (5.11)

We now analyze the convergence property of this CE-based adaptive output feed-
back design by using singularly perturbation method. To begin with that, we first
define singularly perturbed closed loop observer error model as

€? = ?0? + ?ß[-^ + f1(ß) + f2{61)t(6-?(€)?^?,?)} (5.12)

where ?
Vi

e?7i ?2 - ????, ß?2 = e[-qd (e) + 02(ei)r(e,Qd)ö)]

?2??, ê = e — ?(e)?, e7?i = ëi, 772 = ¿2 with a small positive parameter e, ?(e)
^^nXn *~>nxn

U ¿???
, ?

#2 0,
#

H1

H2
B

Qr,
and C

\jnxn 0nxn]. Then we show that the performance achieved under adaptive state
feedback r(e,Qd,9) can be recovered by using an adaptive output feedback control
design r(ê, Qd, ?). The resulting adaptive output feedback system has the following
form

where A

è = 5[0i(e) + 02(ei)r((e-C(e)r/),Qd,Ö)-gd] + Ae

ê = Proj(ê,4>(e-ae)V,Qd,ê)
U J-nxn,

(5.13)
(5.14)

"nxn U

We then state our main results for the SM-based classical adaptive output
feedback (CAOFB) design.

Theorem 5.1 : Consider the closed-loop system (5.12), (5.13) and (5.14)·
Then, for any given Ve(O) G Üco C üc, Vê(O) G ilœ, VO(O) G O and VO(O) G O,
there exists a small e\ such that for all 0 < e < e\, all the state variables of the
closed loop system are bounded and their bound can be made very small using small
value of e.
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Proof: The proof of theorem 5.1 is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 of

[82]. First, it is proven that there exists a short transient period Ti (e) G [0,T2]
during which the fast variable ? approaches a function of the order 0(e), while the
slow variables (e, T) remain in a subset of the domain of attraction. Second, the
boundedness of the signal e(t) is given for all t G [Ti(e),T3J, where T(e) G (0, ?]
and T3 > T2. This means that the state variables (e(t),6(t)) remain bounded for
t > Ti(e) provided that the fast variable ? is of the order 0(e) and there exists a
Lyapunov function for the fast model \¥(?) — ?t?? such that the fast variables
converge to the set O£ = {? | W (?) < e2ß} where ß = 16||P||2/c2Ama3;.(P) =
16||P||3¿;2 with

\\[-qd + F? (e) + 02(ei)rs((e - ?(e)?), Qd, ?))\\ < h (5.15)

for some k\ > 0, ||P|| = Amax.(P) and P is the solution of the Lyapunov-equation
as PA0 + A^P = —I, for all t G [T (e), T3]. This implies that the state trajectory
(e, T) is trapped inside the set which can be made very small by using small value
of observer design constant e as

^<-Amm.(n)||e||2 + Xe (5.16)

with ? > 0. This implies that for small value of e the closed-loop trajectory can
be made arbitrarily small closed neighborhood of the origin over a finite time.

The main ingredient in theorem 5. 1 is the existence of small observer design
parameter e > 0 which represents the bandwidth of the observer dynamics. How-
ever, Theorem 5.1 does not provide the minimum bound on the value of e. The
design depends on trial and error method to obtain an appropriate value of e for
which the estimation error converges to zero exponentially fast so that the closed-
loop trajectories asymptotically convergence to zero. However, such a trail and
error method may not be realizable in practice as in-appropriate choice of e may
cause an unstable closed loop system.

Let us now find the minimum bound of e which ensures robust reconstruction

of the unknown velocity signals. Specifically, for the given set of inertial parameters
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and effect of payloads, our aim is to calculate the value of observer speed that

ensures exponentially fast reconstruction of the unknown velocity signals. To show
that, we consider the following combined Lyapunov function candidate for the

singularly perturbed system (5.12), (5.14)
.1

Vq = (1-d)

Now take derivative to simplify Vq as

^STMS + ^eTKPe ?^?t?? (5.17)

Vq < -(1-d) Meli2 + A HeIINI] - d^\\v\\2
+2??t???{e,(3(1,?,?,€) (5.18)

??? = Amin.(II), ß? = \kel where

||rs(e,gd,ö)-re(e,gd,o)||<Ä;£l||/?||

with ke\ > 0, «2 = HQoII where Q0 is positive definite matrix for solving Lyapunov
equation AqP + PA0 = — Q0

?(e, Qd, ?, ?, e) = [-qd + f?(e) + f2(e1)t3{e, Qd, ?)]

By knowing the upper bound on the inertial parameter ÖGÜas well as the bound

of the desired trajectories Q¿ G O^, we can simplify the term £(e, Qd, ?,?, e) as
^(e, Qd, ?, ?, e) = [?(0, ?, e) + f (e, 0, 0)]. Then equation (5.18) has the following
simplified form

Vq < -(1-d) [ai||e||2 + /5i||e||||ï7||] - d— \\?\\2 +
2??t??{f(0,?,ß) + f(e,0,0)} (5.19)

This implies that, for a small value of e, the closed-loop trajectory enters into a
positively invariant set over a finite time and remains there for all future time. The
time and size of this set can be made very small by using small values of e. Our
aim is now to find the bound on e. For the given ? G O and Qd G O^, we calculate
the upper bound on the modeling error terms f(0,?,ß) and f(e,0, 0) of (5.19)
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as ||-0(0, 77,e)|| < 7sp||?7|| and \\?(ß, 0, 0)|| < 7s||e|| where ~fsp and ?3 are bounded
positive constants. With these inequalities, (5.19) leads to

Vq < -(I -d)ai||e||2 + (l- F????? - d— \\?\\2
2d||i7||||P||7sp||r/| ?7llllpll7s||e| (5.20)

Let us define F?(e) = ||e|| and ^2(?) = IMI· Then, (5.19) can be re-written as
follows:

Vq < -(I - d)a^l\{e) - d^Mv) + (1 - d)ß^i(e)Mv) + (5.21)
d/32*1(e)*2(í7) + d~/Mv)

where ß2 = 2||P||7S and 7 = 2||P||7sp. Now, we can write (5.21) in a matrix form
as follows:

with U

Vq <

d)OL\

F?(ß)
Mv)

T

U F?(ß)
Mv)

(5.22)

d)ßr - \dß2 . Equation (5.22) is neg-2V- -/?-i 2'

¡(l-d)ß1-ldß2 d((f)-7)
ative definite if the matrix U is positive definite and satisfies the inequality

d(l - d)ai(^ -?)]>\ [(I - d)ß1 + dß2\
This implies that for a given d G (0, 1) the matrix U will be positive definite
and there exists a continuous interval (0, e*) such that Ve G (0, e*), e* satisfies
e*(d) — ? a?"2 ,,,—G7G? for the maximum value of d* — Q^}a , one getsQlT+4d(i-d) [(l-d)ßi+dß2} P1+P2'
bounds on e* as follows e* = 0 ^1 "^— . Equation (5.22) can be further simplified as

VQ<-Amm(t/)||f7||2

where ? = [F^ (e), F^^)] and XnHn(U) is the minimum eigen-value of the pos-
itive definite matrix U. Then, we can conclude that for a small value of e all
the signals in the singularly perturbed system (5.12)-(5.14) are bounded and their
bounds can be made closed to zero via using small value of e.
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5.1.4 Disturbance Rejection in Adaptive Output Feedback

Design

We now include disturbances in the error model (5.1), (5.2) to derive robust adap-
tive output feedback law as follows

r(ê,Qd,ê) = T(ê,qr,qd,qd)ê - Kpêi- KDê2
? = -TTT(ê,qr,qd,qd)S

where matrix T(ê, qr, qd, qd) is defined as T(ê, qr, qd, qd) = C(ê, qr, qd, qd) sgn(S)

6{t) — &({t) 0gd is an estimate of uncertain parameters 9(t) = \9j{t) 9gd\ ,
9i(t) define the model parameters associated with M and C, \\G(q) — d\\ < 9gd and
C(ê, qr, qd, qd)êi is defined as

C(ê, 9r, Qd, QdWi = M(q)qd + C(q, qr)qd

To show that all the signals in the closed loop model with the above robust adaptive
output control law are bounded, we can follow the same steps that used in the
stability analysis for the control law (5.9), (5.10) of Theorem 5.1. Therefore, we
remove the detail proof for brevity.

5.1.5 Design Steps for CE-based CAOFB

The design steps for the CAOFB design are as follows. First, we choose the feedback
controller gains Kp, Kp, and A0 such that they ensures an acceptable transient
performance for the closed loop system. This means that the values of Kp, Kp,
and A0 can be selected according to design rules for PD control such that the closed
loop would be critically damped and the response would be fast enough.

The observer design constants matrices H\ and H2 are selected such that A0
is stable. Then, we solve the Lyapunov-equation for P. For the given initial condi-
tions of interest, one then calculate the value of e to ensure robust reconstruction of
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Figure 5.1: First column is for KP = 200I2 x2, KD = 250I2 x2, G = 15I2x2, H1 =
5/2x2, H2 = 5/2x2, e = 0.002 and ? = 8, second column is for Kp = 200/2x2,
KD = 250/2x2, G = 15/2x2, H1 = 5/2x2, H2 = 5/2x2, e = 0.01 and 0 = 8, where
a: output tracking errors (radians) for joint 1, b: output tracking errors (radians)
for joint 2, c: control input (newton-meters) for joint 1, d: control input (newton-
meters) for joint 2.

unknown velocity signal which guarantees asymptotic tracking trajectories starting
inside a given compact set of interest.

Remark 5.1: Notice that the value of R1 will increase with the increase of the

domain of attraction that is with the initial set O and ilco. This simply means that
the value of G and - will also increase with the increase of the bounded parameters

and initial conditions. The demand of small value of e can also be illustrated by
analyzing the observer error model dynamics e? = ?0? + ?ß[f? (C(e)7?7 Qd, Qd) +
(¡>2(e%,qd)T((e- Ç(e)v),QdJ)} with f?{.) = f?(.) and f2(.) = f2{.). From e?, we
can see that if the uncertainty level increase, then the second term of the bracket ß?
will also increase. To reduce the influence of the uncertainties from observer error

dynamics, one has to use very large value of - to make the term close to zero. On
the other hand, the increase of the observer speed demands to increase the value
of the saturation level, rmax, to protect the plant from peaking phenomenon.
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5.1.6 Motivating Example

In this subsection, we show the design and implementation process of CE-based
CAOFB design on robotic systems. In our evaluation, our prime focus is to examine
the effect of observer-controller gains on overall control tracking performance. For
this purpose, we consider 2-DOF serial link robot manipulator [82-101] which has
the following dynamics

TTln 77li2

TTl2I Vl22

with mu = (0i + 202 + 202cosg2), mi2 = (02 + 02cosç2), m2i = (02 + 02cosç2),
m22 = 02, Cn = -2ç202sing2, ci2 = -ç202sinç2, C2 1 = gi02sinç2 and C22 = 0, where
0i = m/ and Q2 = Vn2I2 and I is the link lengths and mi and m2 are the masses of
link 1 and link 2, respectively. As the manipulator is operating in horizontal plane,
the gravitational loading vectors G(q) are zero. Let us now define given desired
trajectory for the robot (5.23) to follow. To generate that, a square wave with a
period of 8 seconds and an amplitude of ±1 radians is pre-filtered with a critically
damped second-order filter using a bandwidth of ?? = 2.0 rad/sec. The output of
this filter is our desired trajectory for the above robot model to follow. Our main
target is to use smooth desired trajectory that usually uses in industrial robotic
systems [5, 6].

In our evaluation, we consider for the case when the parameter ? belongs to
a comparatively large compact set as defined as follows: O, = {T E ^R2 \ —8<0i<
8, —9 < 02 < 9} and take d — 0.1 so that the parameter ? belongs to the set fl¿.
We now define the initial values of position and velocity error as e(0) = 2. The
initial parameter estimates are chosen as 0(0) — 0.

Let us choose the controller design parameters as Kp = 200J2 x2, Kp =
250/2x2, X0 — 2 and G = 15/2x2· In our example, the value of G = 15/2x2 is
chosen by assuming that 0 (? O. We also note that the learning gain requires to
increase with the increase of the parameter set to achieve fast parameter conver-

ti

92

ClI Ci2

C2I C22 92

Tl

T2
(5.23)
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gence. With these design parameters, our interest is to calculate the minimum
bound of e. Note that one may choose different controller design parameters, and
then follow the following design steps to calculate e for the implementation.

Our first task is to calculate the values of K1 and K2 defined in equation (5.8).
Applying the property 1, we calculate K1 and K2 as follows:

K1 = [XrmnXKo) - 3A0MM - 2A0CW] = 41.1856

and

Ko 4Amm. (ifp)
A0

= 392.7904

?p?a?.{??) — 2XqMm — 2AqC,M

Now, recall equation ? = T??T which is used to determine the value of a.\ as
t

We now calculate ktl as

2

M 02 u

K1I 0

0 K2I

XI

XI 0
= 35.3852

rs(ê:QdJ)~rs(eiQd,ê)
0 0

0 -C{q,qd) + KD V2

with qr — [e2 — e2 + qd — Ae1) and ë2 — 772, which can be written as

rs(ê,Qd,e)-Ts(e,Qd,e)

where ke% is

<
0 0

0 -C(q,qd) + KD
Vi

V2
kei \\?\

kel
0 0

0 -C(q,qd) + Kd

Let us now calculate the maximum bound on C(q,qd) as ac = 39.6117 where
OLc — Cm||9(ì|| with the maximum bound on 1 1 ^1 1 1 — \\qd2\\ = \\qd\\ = 1.4671. By
knowing ac and K^, we now determine the value of ktl = 210.3883. Using Ao = 2
and kel, the value of ß\ is determined as P1 = 210.3883. Then we find the constant
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Figure 5.2: First column is for KP = 60/2x2, Kd — 60/2?2, G = 15I2x2, Hi =
5^2x2, H2 — 5I2x2, e = 0.002 and ? = 8, second column is for Kp = 200/2x2,
?? = 250/2x2, G = 15/2x2, H1 = 5/2x2, H2 = 5/2x2, e = 0.01 and 0 = 8, where

a: output tracking errors (radians) for joint 1, b: output tracking errors (radians)
for joint 2, c: control input (newton-meters) for joint 1, d: control input (newton-
meters) for joint 2.

7sp and ^y3. To calculate the value of ?3? and ?3, we choose a2 = ||Q0|| = 1· The
value of Z/¿ = 5/2x2 with i — 1,2 are chosen such that A0 is stable. Then, use
the Lyapunov equation to find the value of P as P = 1.1101. In view of the

property 1 and 3, we then calculate the value of 7^ and % as 7sp = 150.7853 and
7s = 379.2944. By knowing ||P||, ?3? and 7^, we now determine the values of ß2
and 7 as ß2 = 842.1094 and 7 = 334.7691. Using constants ß?, ß2, a? and a2, the
value of d* is obtained as d* — tt?t? = 0.1999. The choice of d* — 0.1999 resultsPl +P2

in the bounds on e* = ñ ^1"2 = 0.00018721 « 0.0002. Note that we obtained thePiP2+«i7

value of e for the given design parameters. It is clear from our evaluation that e will

decrease (increase the observer speed) with the increase of the initial conditions and
the inertial parameters. We now investigate the tracking convergence of CAOFB
scheme with respect to different observer-controller design constants.
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Case 1: Using KP = 60/2x2, KD = 60/2x2, G = 15/2?2, Hi = 5/2x2, H2 —
5/2?2, e — 0.002 and ? = 8, we apply CAOFB controller on the given system
(5.23). The tested results for SM-based classical adaptive output feedback (5.9),
(5.10) are depicted in the left column of Figure 5.1. Notice that the design provides
good tracking at the expense of high controller-observer gains.

To investigate the influence of e on the tracking performance, let us reduce

the observer speed by increasing the value of e from 0.002 to 0.01, and keep all
other design constants similar to our last evaluation. With these design sets, we
implement CAOFB scheme (5.9), (5.10) on the given model (5.23). The imple-
mentation results are given in the right column of Figure 1. By comparing left
and right column of Figure 5.1, we notice that, for the slow observer speed, that is
higher value of e, the tracking performance is not impressive due to the presence of
the large estimation error uncertainty. Notice also that the design demands very
large control efforts (see right column of Figure 5.1) with higher values of observer
design constant e.

Case 2: We now repeat the last two tests with smaller values of proportional

and derivative gains as Kp = 60J2 x2 and Ko — 6Oi2 x2. Note that the learning
gains G are kept similar to our last two tests as G = 15/2x2. Using Hi = 5/2x2,
H2 = 5J2x2, e = 0.002 and ? = 8, we then implement classical adaptive output
feedback controller on the system (5.23). The implemented results are depicted in
the left column of Figure 5.2.

To examine the influence of e on the tracking performance, we now reduce
the observer speed by increasing the value of e from 0.002 to 0.01, and keep all
other design constants similar to our last evaluation. The implemented results are
shown in the right column of Figure 5.2. In view of left and right column of Figure
5.2, we can observe that the tracking performance under single model classical
adaptive output feedback design with smaller controller-observer gains does not
provide good tracking performance.

Remark 5.2: In CE-based CAC design, the dynamical properties defined in
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section 5.1 are frequently employed for obtaining Lyapunov stability condition for
robotic systems. These properties make the classical design overly conservative as
the unknown nonlinear functions (linearized bound defined in property 1, 2 and
3) are required to appear linearly with respect to unknown model parameters of
the robot dynamics. Such a strict linearity assumption is very difficult to meet
for uncertain nonlinear systems as nonlinear systems associated with many struc-
tured and unstructured uncertainties resulting large modeling error uncertainty.
As a matter of the fact, for a general class of nonlinear systems, unknown nonlin-
ear functions are also assumed to be appeared linearly with respect to unknown
parameters to establish Lyapunov stability condition.

5.2 Adaptive Feedback Using Multi-model Con-

trol Approach: State and Output Feedback

Design

In previous section, we have examined the complexity of the CE-based single model
CAC approach for state and output feedback design. The main drawback of the
classical adaptive control design is its poor transient tracking response. Specifically,
when the initial conditions and parameter errors become large then the transient
tracking performance will also become unacceptably large values. This is mainly
because of the well-known assumption that the nonlinear functions are assumed

to be appeared linearly with respect to uncertain parameters. Most importantly,
the design only provide asymptotic convergence property while transient tracking
property is not considered in the stability analysis.

Our evaluation shows that the designer may use high values of observer-
adaptation gains as well as the control saturation level to achieve desired transient
tracking performance via reducing initial parameter error uncertainties. However,
the use of high gains and large saturation levels makes the design unimplementable
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as, in practice, high gains increase the control chattering activity limiting tracking
performance.

In this work, we propose to use multiple models based hybrid adaptive control
technique to reduce the observer-controller gains from CE-based CAC design [86,
95, 101]. This technique permits the designer to keep smaller value of learning
gains G and higher value of observer design constants e. The idea behind this
approach is to reduce the level of uncertainty via resetting the parameter estimate
of CAC design into a family of candidate at any instant of time. To identify best
possible model from a family of candidate, we use on-line estimation of the the
Lyapunov-function candidate.

We begin with the hybrid design by considering that the unknown plant pa-
rameter ? belongs to a known but comparatively large compact set O. Then, we
equally split the parameter set O into a finite number of smaller compact subsets

such that Qi G Q1 with O = (Ji=1 fi¿ and 9 G Q¡. We then design a family of
candidate controller bounded in e via saturating outside the region of interest Q0
correspond to each of these smaller parameter subsets as

Ae, Qd, O1) = Y{e, qd, qd)9z - KPex - KDe2 (5.24)
with (?,??) G O?, such that for every ? G fii all the signals in the closed-loop
system started inside the sets fico with e(0) G Oe? are bounded, and the output
tracking error trajectories converge to zero, e(t) —> 0 as the time goes to infinity.
The constant diagonal elements of the positive definite matrices Kp and Kp, are
chosen such that they ensures an acceptable transient performance of the closed-

loop system. The control gains Kp and Kp, are common to all the candidate
controllers N. We also notice from (5.24) that the regressors model Y(e, q¿, (jd) is
also common to all candidate controllers (5.24). The model selection is based upon
a priori known bound of the system dynamics and its operating environments. This
means that if the system parameter belongs to a known specified range then the
model sets can be split within the specified range.

We now develop resetting-logic to identify a suitable candidate r(e, Qd, T)
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from a finite set of candidate controller rl(e, Qd, 0¿). Specifically, logic needs to be
selected in such a way that guarantees all the signals in the closed-loop systems
are bounded, and the error trajectories converge to zero as time goes to zero. We
consider that there exists a small time constant such that the solution of the closed

loop system with the switching-logic is well defined. For the given set of initial
condition of interest, the candidate controllers are saturated outside of the region
of interest in order to ensure that the closed loop trajectories under switching
remain bounded by the domain of interest.

To develop model/control resetting strategy such that it improves overall
tracking response while guaranteeing the closed loop stability for overall control
systems, we first introduce a pre-routed resetting logic. The idea is to identify a
controller corresponding to the parameter model ??*, with i = i* and i* G ?4(?*),
from a finite set of candidate models via using on-line estimation of the Lyapunov-
inequality [86, 101].

Algorithm 5.1: Suppose that the controller index i G ?? is acting in the
loop at time t. Then, we follow the following pre-routed switching-logic to identify
a controller that satisfies the pre-specified Lyapunov inequality

• A. Set the initial time t0 = 0, controller index i G ?4 = {1, 2, 3, , ?} and
a dwell time constant t¿ > 0.

• B. We first place the CAC algorithm (5.3) with ? is provided by standard
adaptation law (the output of ? defined in (5.4)) in the loop and dwell it for
te [t0,t0 + td].

• C. For t > t0 + td, we check the pre-specified resetting inequality (5.8) as
V(t) < 0. If this inequality satisfies then we keep the classical control in the
loop.

• D. If the CAC does not satisfy V(t) < 0 then we put the first candidate
controller r1(e, Qd, #i) in the loop. We dwell the controller r1(e, Qd, #i) for
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small time t¿ and then monitor the inequality V(t) < 0 to see whether or
not the Lyapunov-function decreasing sufficiently fast to switch to the next
candidate controller.

• ? If the controller rl{e, Qd, ?\) satisfy the inequality then we apply it the
system. If not then we switch again to the next candidate r2(e, Qd, #2)· We
repeat the search until we find a candidate controller that satisfies the stability
guaranteed Lyapunov inequality.

Using our above analysis, let us state the main results in the following Theorem
5.2 provided that all the states (the position and velocity signals) are available for
candidate controllers design (5.24).

Theorem 5.2 : Consider the closed loop system formulated by (5.1), (5.2)
and (5.24) under the switching-logic defined by Algorithm 5.1. Then there exists a
time such that the controller according to the logic stated in Algorithm 5.1 is tuned
to the plant that ensures V(t) < 0.

Since we consider that the plant parameter ? belongs to one of the com-
pact subsets then there exists a candidate controller that guarantees the inequality
V(t) < 0.

In Theorem 5.2, we assume that all the state vectors are available for feedback

to construct multi-model control law stated in (5.24). We now consider the velocity
signals e are unavailable in (5.24). To reproduce unknown velocity signals, we
replace e by the output of the linear estimator (5.10). Then, we can modify the
algorithm (5.24) to formulate multi-model based adaptive output feedback (AOFB)
as

r\e, Qd, T? = Y{e, qd, qd)9i - KpC1 - KDe2 (5.25)

Then, we use the Lyapunov inequality V + Amin(n)||e||2 < ?ß (5.16) as a resetting
criterion for the multi-models based AOFB design. Notice from this Lyapunov
inequality that one cannot make state estimation error to zero as e f 0. This
implies to find the bound on the estimation error term U77 1| in Ü+Am¿n(n)||e||2 < ?ß.
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For any given e there exists a short transient period such that the state estimates ê

decay exponential fast to a small compact set O£ . The short transient peaking time

Ti(e) can be determined as Ti (e) = - In ( -J^ J where e > 0, k0 — k2\max{P) = |-,
7 = 2^—^~[p) and e(0) — ê(0) < k with k > 0 [82]. After this transient peaking time,
the estimation error converge to a small value. To ensure that the estimation error
converge to a small value, the small time td needs to select such that Ti (e) < td- The
control input is saturated outside the region of interest to guarantee the closed-loop
trajectory remains inside the domain of attraction during transient phase. Then
we state our main results for the multi-model based AOFB design in the following
Theorem 5.3 [86, 101].

Theorem 5.3 : Consider the closed loop control system designed by using
(5.1), (5.2), (5.10) and (5.25) under the switching-logic defined in Algorithm 5.1
with the resetting inequality for the derivative of the Lyapunov-function V(t) < ?ß.
Then, for any given (e(0),e(0)) G Oe?; 9 e O, and #¿ G fli with i G ?4, there
exists e > 0 and t¿ > Ti(e) such that the candidate controller, corresponding to
an appropriate model, according to the Algorithm 5.1, is tuned to the plant which
ensures that all the state variables of the closed loop system are bounded.

Proof: The proof of Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 5.3 is similar to the proof of
Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.4, respectively. So, we removed the details proof for
brevity.

The problem with the pre-routed switching Algorithm 5.1 is that if the number

of candidates becomes large then the design may produce unacceptable transient
tracking errors and high-frequency control oscillation. This is due to the fact in the

presence of large number of candidate controllers, the logic has to scan through a
number of candidate controllers before identifying an appropriate candidate that
satisfies the Lyapunov inequality.

Let us now introduce continuous switching mechanism to remove such tran-
sient tracking and control oscillation phenomenon from pre-routed switching-logic.

This means that we allow the parameters to be reset continuously among family
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of the candidate models 0¿.

Algorithm 5.2: We assume that the multi-model controllers rl(ê, Qd, T? with
i G ?4 = {1,2,3, ,?} and the switching inequality V(t) < 0 are available at
any time t, then we follow the following steps to select a candidate controller which
best estimates the plant at any instant of time.

• A. Suppose that the initial time t0 = 0, the controller index i G M. =

{1, 2, 3, , ?} and the small time constant t¿ > 0.

• B. Apply first CAC r(ê, Qd7 ?) (5.3) along with standard adaptation law (5.4)
and dwell it for some time, t G [t0, t0 + td\. Then, at t > t0 + t¿, we check the
inequality V(t) < 0 to see which candidate controller satisfies the switching
condition.

• D. If the CAC satisfies the pre-defined inequality then we stay with that con-
troller until the moment of time the Lyapunov inequality violated. If the CAC
does not guarantee V(t) < 0 then we reset to the candidate that satisfies the
switching condition. If the pre-specified inequality V(t) < 0 never violated
then there will not be any switching. Thus, the output trajectory tracks the
desired one asymptotically that is q(t) —> q¿{t) as the time goes to infinity.

• E. // there exists a time, say U > t0 + 1¿ with t0 = U, tuned controller does
not satisfy the switching criterion then another candidate will be put into the
system that guarantees the pre-specified inequality V(t) < 0.

We now summarize our main results in the following Theorem 5.4 when all
the process states are measurable.

Theorem 5.4 : Consider the closed-loop system formulated by using (5.1),
(5.2), (5.24) under the switching-logic defined in Algorithm 5.2. Then, there exists
a time such that the classical control law (5.3) (5.4) is switched into a set of candi-
date controllers T*(e, Q¿, T? with i G M. satisfying the Lyapunov stability condition
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V(t) < 0. Then, hybrid adaptive control system guarantees that all the signals in
the closed-loop system are asymptotically stable.

Let us now replace unknown velocity signals e by the output of the linear
observer (5.10) to formulate hybrid adaptive output feedback (HAOFB) design
(5.25) given in the following Theorem 5.5.

Theorem 5.5: Consider the closed-loop system formulated by using (5.1),
(5.2), (5.10), (5.25) with the resetting Algorithm 5.2. Then, for any given (e(0), ê(0)) G
Qco and ? G Qi with i G Ai, there exists a small e and t¿ > Ti (e) such that
CAOFB algorithm (5.9) is tuned into a candidate controller corresponding to can-
didate model ?^, with i* G Ai(i*), that guarantees the derivative of the Lyapunov
inequality V(t) < ?e. Then, output feedback based hybrid control scheme with the
given control switching condition guarantees that the closed-loop error trajectories
are bounded by a bound that can be made arbitrarily small for small value of e and

kf.
Remark 5.3: The control switching-logic proposed so far is based on using a

fixed inequality for the derivative of the Lyapunov-function. These logics tuned the
controller according to the pre-specified fixed rate of the decay of the Lyapunov-
function candidate. Notice that the candidate controller that selected by using

Algorithms 5.1 and 5.2 are not unique. This means that the model/control iden-
tified by the logic derived in Algorithms 5.1 and 5.2 with the fixed inequality for
the derivative of the Lyapunov-function is not the actual one. Another important
shortcoming of this Algorithms is that the control logic cannot identify the model
that already tested by the switching supervisor.

Let us now develop a control switching-logic that depends on the derivative of
multiple Lyapunov-function inequalities [86, 95, 101]. To begin with this develop-
ment, we first consider that, for a given compact set of initial conditions of interest

e(0) G Qco and for every ? G Q1 with i E Ai — {1,2, 3, ...., ./V}, we construct a set of
candidate controller rl(e, Qd, 0¿) bounded in e via saturating outside the domain of
interest such that for every ? G Qi all the signals in the closed-loop system started
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inside Çlco are bounded such that the error trajectory converges to zero as the time
goes to infinity. We also consider Lyapunov-function candidate corresponding to
each of these candidate controllers as

Glieli2 <Vi(e,ëi) < al\\e\\2 (5.26)

Ve G Qi = {(e, ¿>i) I V^e, ?i) < c} and V(0, ?i) G O?; where c> 0, fl¿ = (0¿ - T) and
»2 and c¿\ are bounded positive constant. Then, we apply the following resetting
strategy to identify a candidate controller rl*(e, Qd, #¿*) with i — i*, i* G A4(i*)
and ? G Q(i*) which best approximates the plant at each instant of time such that
all the trajectories asymptotically converge to zero as the time goes to infinity.
Algorithm 5.3:

• A. Suppose that the initial time t0 = 0, the controller index i G ?4 =
{1, 2, 3, , jV} and a small positive time constant t¿ > t0.

• B. Apply first CAC r(e, Qd, ?) (5.3) in the loop for a short period of time
t G [t0, t0 + td] ¦ For t > t0 + td, we continuously monitor the inequality
AWi(t) = Vi(ts) — V0(t) < 0, where ts > t0 + td is the resetting time and Vo (i)
is defined by (5.7), to see which candidate generates guaranteed decrease in
the value of AWt(t) < 0.

• C. We keep the CAC law in the loop until the moment of time t¿ > t0+td when
the resetting inequality is violated. If CAC does not satisfy the Lyapunov
inequality then we reset to the candidate control law that generates largest

guaranteed decrease in the value of AW¡(í) < 0.

• D. If the inequality AWi(t) < 0 is never violated then there will not be any
switching. This implies that the plant output tracks the desired trajectory
that is q(t) —> qd(t) as the time goes to infinity. If there exist a time such that
the candidate controller that acting in the loop does not satisfy AW¡(í) < 0
then another candidate will be put in the system as there exists a candidate
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that provides guaranteed minimum value of ??^,(?) < 0 at that instant of
time.

We now present the main results for the multiple Lyapunov-functions based
adaptive control by assuming that the position and velocity state vectors are mea-
surable [86, 95, 101].

Theorem 5.6: Consider the closed loop system composed of (5.1), (5.2) and
(5.24) under the switching-logic defined in Algorithm 5.3. Then, there exists a time
such that the control law corresponding to the guaranteed decrease in the value of
AWi(t) < 0 is tuned to the plant which ensures that all the signals in the closed-loop
model are bounded and e(t) —>¦ 0 when t —» 00. Note that Theorem 5.6 can only
be applied when all the states are available for feedback to construct multi-model

controllers (5.24). We now consider that the velocity signals is not available and
estimated by the output of the linear estimator (5.10) to formulate hybrid adaptive
output feedback based hybrid control design (5.25). We then state our main results
in the following Theorem 5.7 [96, 95, 101].

Theorem 5.7: Consider the closed-loop system formulated by using (5.1),
(5.2), (5.25) and (5.9) with control logic Algorithm 5.3. Then, for any given
(e(0),ê(0)) G Oa? and 0¿ G í)¿ with i e M., there exists a small value of e > 0
and td > T\{e) such that the candidate controller corresponding to a guaranteed de-
crease in the value of AWi(t) < 0 is applied to the plant. Then, the HAOFB control
system ensures that all the state variables of the closed-loop system are bounded.
Proof: The proof of Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.7 can be derived along the line
of the logic introduced in Algorithm 5.3. So, we omitted the proof for brevity.
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Figure 5.3: The simulation results with Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 5.6 under 0 = 4.
First column is for Theorem 5.2 and the second column is for Theorem 5.6, where

a: output tracking errors (radians) for joint 1, b: output tracking errors (radians)
for joint 2, c: control input (newton-meters) for joint 1, d: control input (newton-
meters) for joint 2.

5.2.1 Robust Adaptive Feedback Using multi-model Con-
trol Approach

1 Due to the presence of uncertainty, such as input and output disturbance, un-
modeled actuator dynamics, estimator transients and noisy supervisory signals, the
Lyapunov-function inequality may increase leading to erroneous reset.

To avoid such an undesirable switching in practice, one requires to modify
Algorithm 5.1 to Algorithm 5.3. For Algorithm 5.1, we need to replace the state

1We remove the convergence analysis for the modified Algorithm 5.1 to Algorithm 5.3 with
modified hybrid adaptive controller design rl(e,Qd,0i) = T(e, qd, qd)8i — ??ß? — K^e2 and
Tl(ë,Qd,oi) = T(ê,qd,qd)ei - KPë\ - KDê2 as they can be shown along the line of the con-
vergence analysis shown for Algorithm 5.1 to Algorithm 5.3 under r*(e, Qd, 0¿) = Y(e, qd, qd)@i —
Kpei - KDe2) and Tl(ê, Qd, é>¿) = Y(ê, qd, qd)0i - KPêi - KDê2.
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feedback candidate controllers (5.24)

r*(e, Qd, Oi) = Y{e, qd, (Jd)Oi - KPex - KDe2

by
Tl(e, Qá, 9i) = T(e, gd, cd)o¿ - ??e? - KDe2

In Algorithm 5.2, hybrid adaptive output feedback controller (5.25)

r*(e, Qd, ??) = Y(ê, qd, qd)Bi - KPèx - KDê2

replace by
r*(ê, Qd, ??) = T(ê, qd, (¡^?, - KPëx - KDê2

The proof of stability of Theorems 5.2 to Theorem 5.7 under Algorithm 5.1 to
Algorithm 5.3 with the modified hybrid adaptive controller design can be shown
along the line of the convergence analysis shown for Theorems 5.2 to Theorems 5.7
with Algorithm 5.1 to Algorithm 5.3.

Remark 5.3: Notice from our analysis that the tracking convergence will
increase with the increase of the number of candidate controllers that is with the

increase of the smaller number compact subsets O*. However, the number of candi-
date controllers N can be reduced arbitrarily by distributing the candidates around
with the bound of the parameter vector ? that belongs to a known compact set. We
also note that the design requires smaller time constant td to ensure the continuity
of the Lyapunov function candidate. In our experimental evaluation later in chap-
ter 6, we will examine the tracking performance of the hybrid design using with
smaller number of candidate controllers with large estimation error uncertainty
provided that the parameter does not belong to distributed sets.

5.2.2 Simulation Results

In this subsection, we show the design and implementation process of the multi-

model/control based adaptive control strategy on robotic systems. For this pur-
pose, we consider a 2-link manipulator system (5.23) that used for the evaluation
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K*—

Figure 5.4: The simulation results with Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 5.6 under ? = 8.
First column is for Theorem 5.2 and the second column is for Theorem 5.6, where

a: output tracking errors (radians) for joint 1, ò: output tracking errors (radians)
for joint 2, c: control input (newton-meters) for joint 1, d: control input (newton-
meters) for joint 2.

of the SM-based CAC design in previous subsection. We consider that the plant
parameters ? G ïït2 are assumed to be unknown but belong to known compact
set as O G [—10, 10]. We define the initial conditions of interest as |e(0)| = 2,
|ê(0)| = 2 and ?(0) — 0. Then we split the parameter set O equally into a fi-
nite number of smaller compact subsets as Qi G Qi with O = U¿=i{^}' that l^-¡
O = USiW = {-10, -9.5,. ,.,.,.,.,.,. ,.,9.5, 10} ? {-10,10}. The control de-
sign parameters Ao, Kp and Kd are common to all i — 41 candidate controllers.
The value of A0, Kp and Kd are chosen in such a way that they ensures an ac-
ceptable transient tracking performance. The learning gains G are chosen such

that (?,??) G O?. For our evaluation, the control design parameters are chosen as
A0 = 2, Kp1 = 60, KP2 = 60, Kdi = 60, KD2 = 60 and G = 10/2x2.
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Figure 5.5: The simulation results with Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 5.7 with 6> = 8.
First column is for Theorem 5.3 and the second column is for Theorem 5.7, where
a: output tracking errors (radians) for joint 1, b: output tracking errors (radians)
for joint 2, c: control input (newton-meters) for joint 1, d: control input (newton-
meters) for joint 2.

5.2.3 Comparison of Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 5.6

We first compare the tracking performance of the Theorem 5.2 (pre-routed with
fixed Lyapunov-function inequality) and Theorem 5.6 (continuous with multiple
Lyapunov-function inequalities) on the system (5.23). We then choose small value
of t¿ as td = 0.03 and construct candidates (5.24) with i — 41 as a state feedback
controller. The implemented results are given in Figures 5.3 and 5.6 (state feedback
case). The Figure 5.3 shows the tracking convergence with ? — 4, that is, i* = 29.
The Figure 5.4 depicts the conducted results under ? = 8, that is, i* = 37. The
first column of each Figure is for Theorem 5.2 and the second column of each Figure
is for Theorem 5.6.

By comparing left and right columns of two Figures, we see that comparatively
large transient tracking errors under pre-routed switching-logic of Algorithm 5.1
than Algorithm 5.3. We also notice from this results that the tracking errors with
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Theorem 5.2 increase with the increase of the number i* (see, the left column of
Figures 5.3 and 5.4). This is mainly because of the fact that the logic defined in
Algorithm 1 has to scan through a number of model-controllers before converging
to the one that satisfies the resetting criterion.

5.2.4 Comparison of Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 5.7

Let us now compare the performance obtained under state feedback based design
(Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 5.6) can be recovered by using output feedback design
(Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 5.7). To illustrate that, our first task is to ensure robust
reconstruction of the unknown states via using exponentially fast observer dynamics
(5.10). We then choose the observer design constants as Hx = /2x2, #2 = ^2x2 and
e = 0.01. For fair comparison, we keep the same controller design parameters that
used for the evaluation of the state feedback based design of Theorem 5.2 and
Theorem 5.6. Then we define small time t¿ as t¿ — 0.005 and construct multi-

model HAOFB (5.25) with i = 41 such that td > T1 (e). Then, we choose the
value of kf\ = 0.05 and k¡2 = 0.05. With these set up, we follow the logic defined
by Algorithm 5.1 (Theorem 5.3) and Algorithm 5.3 (Theorem 5.7) on the given
system (5.23). The tested results are given in Figure 5.5. The Figure 5.5 presents
the tracking convergence with the chosen parameter ? as ? = 8. The left column of
this Figure shows the control performance under Theorem 5.3. The right column
of Figure 5.5 depicts tracking convergence with Theorem 5.7.

In view of the left and right column of Figure 5.5, one can see that results under
multi-model based output feedback approach recover the performance achieved
under state feedback design. However, like Theorem 5.2, undesirable transient
tracking under pre-routed switching-logic of Theorem 5.3 are clearly observed.
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Figure 5.6: The simulation results with Theorem 5.6 and SM-based CAC design
(5.3), (5.4) with ? = 4. First column is for Theorem 5.6 and the second column
is for CAC design (5.3), (5.4), where a: output tracking errors (radians) for joint
1, b: output tracking errors (radians) for joint 2, c: control input (newton-meters)
for joint 1, d: control input (newton-meters) for joint 2.

5.2.5 Comparison of Theorem 5.6 with the CAC Design
(State Feedback)

In this subsection, we compare the tracking convergence property of Theorem 5.6
with the SM-based CAC design. For this purpose, we apply Theorem 5.6 and

the SM-based CAC algorithm (5.3), (5.4) on the simulated system (5.23). The
design parameters are kept similar to our previous evaluation of Theorem 5.6. The
conducted results are depicted in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7. The Figure 5.6 is for
9 = 4 and the Figure 5.7 is ? = 8. The left colum of each Figure is for Theorem
5.6 and the right column of each Figure is for CAC law. By comparing left and
right column of Figures 5.5 and 5.6, we can observe that the output tracking under
multi-model based adaptive design converge to the desired one as tracking errors
almost converge to zero. But, quite a large tracking errors under single model
based CAC design can be seen. Note that the learning gains under CAC design is
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Figure 5.7: The simulation results with Theorem 5.6 and SM-based CAC design

(5.3), (5.4) under ? = 8. First column is for Theorem 5.6 and the second column
is for the single-model CAC (5.3), (5.4), where a: output tracking errors (radians)
for joint 1, b: output tracking errors (radians) for joint 2, c: control input (newton-
meters) for joint 1, d: control input (newton-meters) for joint 2.

ten times higher than multi-model based adaptive control design.

5.2.6 Comparison of Theorem 5.7 and Theorem 5.1 (Out-
put Feedback)

Our aim is now to compare the tracking performance of Theorem 5.7 with Theorem
5.1. To do that, we consider two sets of observer design constants as Hx = /2x2,
H2 = hx2, e = 0.01 and Hx = 20/2x2, H2 = 20/2x2, e = 0.1. For these evaluations,
we keep the same set of controller design parameters that applied for the evaluation

of Theorem 5.6 and CAC algorithm (5.9), (5.10) of Theorem 5.1. The tested
results are given in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the tracking
convergence when the parameter ? is chosen as ? = 8. Figure 5.8 depicts the
control performance under the following observer design constants: /Z1 — /2x2,
//2 = /2x2 and e = 0.01. Figure 5.9 is pictured the tracking convergence with the
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Figure 5.8: The tested results with Theorem 5.7 and SM-based CAC design of
Theorem 5.1 under ? = 8 with Hx = /2x2, #2 = -¿2x2 and e = 0.01. First column is
for Theorem 5.7 and the second column is for single model based CAOFB design
of Theorem 5.1, where a: output tracking errors (radians) for joint 1, b: output
tracking errors (radians) for joint 2, c: control input (newton-meters) for joint 1,
d: control input (newton-meters) for joint 2.

following observer design constants: H\ — 20/2x2, #2 = 20/2x2 and e = 0.1. The
left column of each Figure is for Theorem 5.7 and the right column of each Figure
is for Theorem 5.1. By comparing left and right column of Figures 5.8 to 5.9, we
can observe the superiority of the multi-model based HAOFB design of Theorem
5.7 over CAC design of Theorem 5.1. It is important to note that the learning
gains under CAOFB design of Theorem 5.1 is ten times higher than multi-model
based HAOFB design. The sampling time was set to 0.01 sec. for all the results
reported in this paper.

5.3 Summary

The novelty of this chapter existed in two facts. First, we have considered lin-
ear observer based classical adaptive output feedback design for a class of non-
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Figure 5.9: The simulation results with Theorem 5.7 and SM-based CAC design
of Theorem 5.1 under 0 = 8 with H1 = 2Oi2X2, H2 = 20/2?2 and e = 0.1. First
column is for Theorem 5.7 and the second column is for CAOFB design of Theorem
5.1, where a: output tracking errors (radians) for joint 1, b: output tracking errors
(radians) for joint 2, c: control input (newton-meters) for joint 1, d: control input
(newton-meters) for joint 2.

linear systems. Second, hybrid adaptive control strategy has been introduced to
achieve robust tracking with the presence of large scale parametric uncertainty.
The method reduced the observer-controller gains from CE-based classical adap-
tive control scheme via reducing the level of parametric uncertainty through on-line
estimation of the Lyapunov-function inequality. The design increased the conver-
gence speed of standard adaptation mechanism by resetting the parameter estimate
of CAC design into a family of candidate model that closely approximates the plant
at each instant of time. The proposed design can be employed to reduce the sensi-
tivity of the system to noise, disturbances and any other model uncertainties that

usually appeared from using high controller-observer gains in single-model based
classical design. The evaluation results on a 2-DOF robot manipulator demon-
strated the effectiveness of theoretical development for the real-time applications.



Chapter 6

Experimental Results

In this chapter, we implement and evaluate some multi-model based hybrid adap-
tive and single model-based classical control algorithms on real robotic systems.
Our interest in these experimentations is to study the tracking performance of

hybrid [86, 95, and 101] and classical control approach [82, 85, and 94]. For ex-
perimental evaluations, we use two Phantom™ (Phantom™ and PhantomJM)
Premium 1.5A medical mechatronic systems as shown in Fig. 1 provided by Sens-
Able Technologies Inc. The two systems are equipped with standard gimbal end-
effectors. Each joint is attached with encoder for joint position measurement. The
joint velocity signals are obtained by differentiating the joint position measure-
ment as the system does not have velocity sensors. Such robotic systems are used

in bilateral teleoperation systems for biomedical engineering applications [36] .

6.1 Model Dynamics

To implement the model based hybrid and classical control schemes, let us first
model Phantom™ (Phantom™ and PhantomJM) systems as given in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3, respectively. The equation of motion for this two robot systems is defined

214
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Figure 6.1: Experimental set-up for 3-DOF Phantom™ (left side) and Phantom
(right side) device for real-time application of CAC and hybrid design.
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Figure 6.2: Phantom™ robotic system.
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Figure 6.3: PhantomJM robotic system.
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1 G
mu TOi2 TOi3

TO2I TO22 TO23

TTi3I t?32 t?33

1 G 1
G1

T2

?"3

(6.1)
<?1 Cn Ci2 Ci3 <7?

C2 + C2I C22 C23 <?2 + G2
<?3 C3I C32 C33 C3 G3

where m^ are the elements of the inertia matrix, Cjk are the elements of the coriolis
and centrifugal force matrix, Gj are the gravity vector and Tj are joint torques with
j = 1,2,3 and k = 1,2,3. Note that we neglect the viscous and coulomb friction
dynamics of the robotic system.

The components of motion dynamics of Phantom™ system are modeled
as Toh = 0i + 02cos2 q2 + (03 + 05)sin2<73 + 206cosg2sing3, m12 = O, toí3 =
0, TO2x = 0, TO22 = 04 + 05 - 2sin(ç2 - C3), TO3I = 0, TO23 = M32 = 05 -
06 - 2sin(<72 - ç3), To33 = 05, Cn = -(02 sin ç2 cosg2 + 06sing2sin<73)ç2 + ((03 +
05 ) sin q3 cos q3 + 06 cos q2 cos q3)q3, ci2 = -(02 sin q2 cos q2 + 06 sin q2 sin <73)çi, ci3 =
((03 + 05 ) sin g3 cos q3 + 06 cos q2 cos ç3)çi, c2i = (02 sin q2 cos q2 + 06 sin q2 sin ç3)çi,
C22 = 06cos(ç2-g3)(g3-g2), C23 = 06cos(g2-g3)(g2-g3), c3i = -(03+05) sing3 cos<73çr
06 cos C2 cosg3gi, C32 = 0, C33 = 0, Gi = 0, G2 = 07cosg2 and G3 = 08sing3.
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Figure 6.4: Phantom^™ robotic manipulator is tracking desired trajectory with an
additional 0.85 kg. load attached to its end-effector.
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Figure 6.5: Implementation block diagram for real-time operation of PD-output

feedback design with Computer/Simulink/Real-time Workshop/SensAble.
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The Phantom™ dynamical model (6.1) depends on number of physical pa-
rameters. In our experimental evaluation, the parameter sets are chosen as O1 —

(IyI + IyS + Iz2), #2 = (?/2 ~ I¡a + ™,2G% + 77I3Zf), O3 = (Iz3 - Ix3 - Iy3),
O4 = (??2 + rn2r\ + m3lj), ?5 = (m3rl + Ix3), O6 = m3r3h, ?7 = g(m2r2 + Tn3I1)
and O8 = gvn3r3 where rrij with j = 1,2,3 are the mass of the j-th link, IXj, Iyj
and IZj are the moment of inertia of each link and r¿ are the center of masses for
each link. It is worth noting to point out that one may choose different parameter
sets resulting different nonlinear regressor model Y(q,q,q). Using above defined
parameter sets, we then construct nonlinear regressor model Y (q, q, q) G ??3?8 as
follows

Y(Q, Q, Q) =
Y\l Yl2 F.3 Yu Yl5 ^l6 F7 Fi8

Y2I Y22 Y23 Y24 F25 F26 Y27 Y2S,

F3I Y32 Y33 Y34 F35 F36 Y37 Y38

(6.2)

¦ 22with Yn = q\, Y21 = 0, F31 = 0, Y12 = (cos2 q2q\ - 2cos<72 sin<729i92), Yr.
cosq2 sin q2qf, Y32 = 0, F13 = (sin2 q3q\ + 2 sin q3 cosq3qiq3), Y23 = 0, F33 =
-sing3 cos q3q2, Y14 = 0, Y24 = q2, Y34 = 0, Fi5 = (sin2 q3q\ + 2 sin C3 cos <73 ^g3),
F25 = (<h + 93) , Fe = (2 cos q2 sin q3q\ - 2 sin q2 sin <?3çiç2 + 2 cos q2 cos 939193) , F26 =
-2sin(<?2 - q3)q2 - sin(g2 - q3)q3 + sin q2 sin q3q\ - cos(q2 - Ç3X92 - 93)2, F35 =
(92 + 93 - sing3cosg3g2), F36 = -2sin(g2 - q3)q2 - cos q2 cos q3qf, F17 = 0, F27 =
cos q2, F37 = 0, F8 = 0, F28 = 0 and F38 = sing3.

The model parameters for two Phantom ™ devices are identified via using
least square method [49]. For brevity, we removed details parameter identification
procedure as they can be found in existing literatures [36, 77]. Using the least
square method, one obtains the following parameter values for Phantom™ robotic
system as; O1 = 50, ?2 = 60, ?3 = 48, ?4 = 80, ?5 = 9, ?6 = 8, ?7 = 235 and
?8 = 270.

Similarly, the least square technique gives the following parameter values for
Phantom™ robotic system as Q1 = 32, ?2 = 34, ?3 = 20, ?4 = 74, ?5 = 1, 06 = 2,
?7 = —926 and ?% = —685. The joint position is measured in radians and the
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Figure 6.6: Implementation block diagram for real-time operation of hybrid adap-
tive design with Computer/Simulink/Real-time Workshop/SensAble.
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Figure 6.7: Left column: a, b & c) The desired (solid-line) and output tracking
(dash-line) for joints 1, 2 and 3, Right column: d, e & f) The tracking errors for
joints 1, 2 and 3 under PD state feedback design of Theorem 2.2.
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Figure 6.8: a, b & c) The control inputs for joints 1, 2 and 3 under PD state
feedback design.

control input torque is given in numerical values between -32768 to 32767. 1 2

6.2 Trajectory Generation

To generate the desired reference trajectory for the given robot to follow, a square
wave with a period of 8 seconds and an amplitude of ±0.5 radians is pre filtered
with a critically damped 2nd-order linear filter using a bandwidth of ?? — 2.0
rad/sec. The step reference inputs are not preferred in real-time applications as
such initial jump may reduce the lifetime for the bearing. However, if one uses the

step reference trajectory, then very small step sizes are required. Specifically, our
main target is to use a desired trajectory that usually uses in industrial robotic

systems [4, 5, 6].
xThe unit for all joint position and tracking error Figures reported in this chapter are given

in radians [36] .
2The unit for all control input torque Figures presented in this chapter are given in numerical

values [36].
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Figure 6.9: Left column: a, b &; c) The desired (solid-line) and output tracking
(dash-line) for joints 1, 2 and 3, Right column: d, e & f) The tracking errors for
joints 1, 2 and 3 under PD state feedback design of Theorem 2.2 under dynamic
model changes.

6.3 Implementation Results with PD-based Lin-

ear Control System Design: State and Out-

put Feedback Case

In this section, we implement model-free linear control of Theorem 2.2 and Theorem
2.3 [85, 94] on Phantom™ systems. We first use state feedback (position-velocity)
based PD type linear control design of Theorem 2.1 to track a given desired tracking
trajectory. As the experimental system only provides joint position measurement,

the velocity signals are estimated via differentiating the position signals.

To obtain desired control signals to follow the desired path, let us take the
coefficients of the PD controller as: ? = 15/3x3 and K = diag(80Q, 1200, 1200).
The values of PD controller are chosen to ensure acceptable transient tracking
performance. With these design parameters, we then apply state feedback design
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Figure 6.10: a, b & c) The control inputs for joints I, 2 and 3 with Theorem 2.2
under model dynamic changes.

of Theorem 2.2 [85, 94] on the given Phantom?^ robot system. The tested results
are given in Fig 6.7 and Fig. 6.8.

To examine the robustness property of Theorem 2.2, we aim to increase the
modeling error uncertainty when the manipulator is tracking the given reference

trajectory. For this purpose, we first operate the plant under the same parameters
that used in previous experiment. Then, we add 0.86 kg. mass externally to the
joint 2 at about 6 sec. in order to change operating dynamics. The experimental
results are given in Fig. 6.9 and Fig. 6.10. One can see from these Figs, that
the design is insensitive to the dynamical model parameter changes as the tracking
errors slightly increase at the time of the dynamics changes. This is mainly because
control algorithm is independent of the model dynamics. We can also see from Fig.
6.8 and Fig. 6.10 that the state feedback design generates relatively large control
efforts due to the presence of high-frequency control chattering phenomenon as the
design uses the derivative action of the position signals.

We now apply PD output feedback design of Theorem 2.3 [85, 94] on the given

vyv^y\A^^^ —"· ¦"· ¦
31 234587-89 IO
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robotic system (6.1). The control objective in Theorem 2.3 is to track the same
reference trajectory as used for Theorem 2.2 provided that the velocity signals are
unknown. The unknown velocity signals are estimated by using linear observer. For
comparison purpose, we consider the same position controller design parameters
that applied in state feedback based design of Theorem 2.2. Then define observer
design constants as H\ = 15/3X3, H2 = 5Ì3X3 and small value of e. The values of
Hi, H2, and e are chosen such that the observer error systems are faster than that of
the controller closed loop systems. As we noticed from our theoretical development
that the observer speed that is the value of e plays a significant rules to meet the
desired control objectives. Therefore, our interest in this experiment is to analyze
the influence of the observer speed on the tracking performance.

In our experimental evaluation, we consider relatively smaller (higher speed)
and higher values of e (smaller speed) as e = 0.1 and e = .01 to examine the effect
of the observer speed on the tracking performance. With these design constants,

we then apply Theorem 2.3 on the Phantom^M robotic systems. The experimental
results are given in Figs. 11 to 6.14. Fig. 11 and Fig. 6.12 depict the control
performance with smaller observer speed e = 0.1 while the Fig. 6.13 and Fig. 6.14
represent the tracking convergence under higher observer speed e = .01.

From these results, we can notice that the model-free PD-output feedback
design can achieve the desired tracking objectives as the tracking error converges
closed to zero. By comparing the control inputs under Theorem 2.2 and Theorem
2.3, we can also notice that the control efforts under state feedback based design
are larger than the control input required with the output feedback design.

Let us investigate the robustness property of Theorem 2.3 with respect to
dynamical model parameter changes as experimented for Theorem 2.2. In this test,
we add approximately 0.56 kg. mass to the joint 2 in order to change operating
dynamics at 6 sec. The obtained experimental results are given in Fig. 6.15 and
Fig 6.16. From these Figs., one can observe that the control system is insensitive
to the dynamical model parameter changes as the tracking errors slightly increase
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Figure 6.11: Left column: a, b & c) The desired (solid-line) and output tracking
(dash-line) for joints 1, 2 and 3, Right column: d, e & f) The tracking errors for
joints 1, 2 and 3 with PD output feedback design of Theorem 2.3 with e = 0.1.

at the time of the model dynamic changes. This is mainly because PD control law
is independent of system dynamics.

6.4 Implementation Results with CE-based Non-

linear Adaptive Control Design: State and
Output Feedback Case

We now evaluate CE principle-based nonlinear adaptive feedback control law [82]
on 3-DOF Phantom™ systems. The purpose of this evaluation is to compare the
tracking performance between the model-free PD (non adaptive) linear control de-
sign [85, 94] and the model-based nonlinear adaptive design [82] . We first consider
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Figure 6.12: a, b & c) The control inputs for joints 1, 2 and 3 under Theorem 2.3
using with e = 0.1.

the following CE principle-based adaptive state feedback control algorithm [82] 3

r(e, Qd, T) = Y(e, qd, qd)9 - KPex - KDe2
è = -FYT(e,qd,qd)S (6.3)

where Y(e,qd,qd)9 = M(q)qd + C(q, qr)qd + G(q), KP G Unxn, KD G ft"*", S =
e2 + Ae1, qr — (q2 — Aei), ? = *° ,, , A0 > 0 and M, C(.) and G(.) define the-1- ' l!ei Il

estimates of the M(.), C(.) and G(.), respectively. To remove the discontinuous
property from learning estimates, ? can be adjusted with the smooth parameter

projection scheme (5.5) as

7¿¿<E>¿ if ai<6i< hi or
if §i > hi and F,<0 or

if 9i < at and F? > 0 (6.4)
7?F? if ?i > bi and F? > 0
7?F? if #¿ < a¿ and F; < 0

0i = [Proj(0^)]i=<{

3For simplicity, we represent Y(e, qr, qd, qd) by Y(e, qd, ¡id)
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Figure 6.13: Left column: a, b & c) The desired (solid-line) and output tracking
(dash-line) for joints 1, 2 and 3, Right column: d, e & f) The tracking errors
for joints 1, 2 and 3 with PD output feedback design of Theorem 2.3 using with
e = 0.01.
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Figure 6.14: a, b & c) The control inputs for joints 1, 2 and 3 using with Theorem
2.3 for e = 0.01.
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F,: = ^¿) ^i 1 F?, F? is the z-th element of the column vector,
—YT(e, q¿, qdjS and d > 0 is chosen such that Ocfij with Vt¡ = {T \ a% — d < Oi <
bi + d}, 1 < i < ?} and ? G O = {? | a¿ < 0¿ < 6¿}, 1 < i < ?}. The bounds on ?
are obtained by using least square identification technique.

To construct the regressor model Y(e, ¿¡¿, Qd), we use the model dynamics rep-
resented by equation (6.1) where we replace q in coriolis and centrifugal matrix
c(q,q) by qr — (q — Xe). The unknown velocity signals in (6.3), (6.4) are obtained
via differentiating the position signals obtained from encoders that attached with
the joint of the system. The value of PD controller design parameters are cho-
sen as A0 = 2, Kp = diag(7500, 1200, 1200) and KD = diag(500,800,800). The
gains G are chosen to achieve faster parameter learning via using trial and error
search technique as G = diag(350, 350, 350). Using with these parameters sets, we
obtained experimental results depicted in Fig. 6.17 and Fig. 6.18. We can no-
tice from these results that transient tracking error under adaptive state feedback

design is relatively larger than the tracking errors obtained under PD based state
feedback design.

To reduce the tracking errors further, let us increase the learning gains from
G = diag(350, 350, 350) to G — diag(550, 550, 550) and keep other controller design
parameters similar to our last evaluation. The tested results are shown in Fig.
17. The excessive control chattering phenomenon with large control efforts can be
clearly observed from Fig. 6.19.

One may further increase the learning gains to improve the tracking perfor-
mance. But, the problem is that the control system may goes unbounded as a
result of large control efforts. To depict this situation, we present the tested re-
sults in Fig. 6.20 and Fig. 6.21, where the learning gains are increased from
G = diag(550, 550, 550) to G = diag(700, 700, 700). Note that all other control de-
sign parameters for this test are kept similar to our last experiment. However, we
had to stop the experiment at about 1.56 sec. due to excessive control chattering
phenomenon causing very large control action.
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Figure 6.15: Left column: a, b & c) The desired (solid-line) and output tracking
(dash-line) for joints 1, 2 and 3, Right column: d, e & f) The tracking errors for
joints 1, 2 and 3 with Theorem 2.3 under parameter changes with e = 0.1.

Let us now replace the velocity signals in (6.3), (6.4) to develop nonlinear
adaptive output feedback control form as [82] 4

r(ê, Qd, ?) = Y(ê, qd, qd)9 - KPex - KDê2
§ = -FYT(ê,qd,qd)S (6.5)

where Y(ê,qd,qd)6 = M(q)qd + C{q,qr)qd + G(q), KP G ftnxn, KD G ïïnxn,
S = ¿2 + Aei, qr = (q2 — AeA A = 1 J¡P ,, , Ao > 0 and M, CL) and GL) define the
estimates of the M(.), C(.) and G(.), respectively. The unknown velocity signals
in (6.3), (6.4) is now replaced by the output of the linear observer as

ei = e2 H ei,e2
e

H,2 _
rei (6.6)

We also replace q in coriolis and centrifugal matrix c(q, q) by qr — (q — Ae) to
formulate the regressor model Y(ê, q¿, (Jd)- Then, we use the same controller design
parameters that used in adaptive state feedback based design as Aq = 2, Kp =

4For simplicity, we represent Y(ê, qr, qd, qd) by Y(ê, qd, qd)
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Figure 6.16: a, b & c) The control inputs for joints 1, 2 and with Theorem 2.3
under parameter changes with e = 0.1.

diag(7500, 12000,12000), KD = diag(500, 800, 800) and G - diag{350, 350, 350).
The observer design parameters are chosen as H\ = 1 5/3x3 and H2 = 5/3x3 and
small value of e as e = 0.03. The tested results with nonlinear adaptive output
feedback design (6.5) are given in Fig. 6.21 and Fig. 6.22.

To reduce the tracking errors, one requires to increase observer-controller
gains. However, we have noticed in our earlier experimental evaluation for state
feedback based design that the designer cannot increase the controller gains due
to the presence of the control chattering activity. The requirement of high speed
observer makes the CE-based adaptive output feedback design even more complex
in real-time application as high observer speed generates high-frequency chattering
and infinitely fast switching control phenomenon.

To illustrate this argument, let us increase the observer speed via decreasing
the value of e from e = 0.03 to e = 0.02, but we keep all other design parameters
same as our last experimental test. The tested results are shown in Fig. 6.24 and
Fig. 6.25. From these Figs., we can notice that the control efforts under nonlinear
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Figure 6.17: Left column: a, b & c) The desired (solid-line) and output tracking
(dash-line) for joints 1, 2 and 3, Right column: d, e & f) The tracking errors for
joints 1, 2 and 3 with algorithm (6.3), (6.4).
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Figure 6.18: a, b & c) The control inputs for joints 1, 2 and 3 with nonlinear
adaptive state feedback control (6.3), (6.4).
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Figure 6.19: Left Column: a, b & c) The tracking errors for joints 1, 2 and 3, Right
Column: d, e & f) The control inputs for joints 1, 2 and 3 under nonlinear adaptive
controller with learning gains G = diag(550, 550, 550).
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Figure 6.20: Left Column: a, b & c) The desired (solid-line) and output tracking
(dash-line) for joints 1, 2 and 3, Right Column: d, e & f) The tracking errors for
joints 1, 2 and 3 with algorithm (6.3), (6.4).
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Figure 6.21: a, b & c) The control inputs for joints 1, 2 and 3 with (6.3), (6.4)
under G = diag(700, 700, 700).

adaptive output feedback becomes very large values before the nonlinear control
system goes unbounded.
Remark 6.1: It is worth noting to observe from our various experimental eval-
uations that, in the face of the large scale parametric uncertainty, the model-free
and model-based nonlinear adaptive control demands high controller-observer gain
in order to achieve good tracking performance. The problem is that the designer
cannot increase the gains as much required to obtain good tracking as high gains
generates very large control effort saturating the control input resulting unbounded
control system. To reduce the observer-controller gains and improve the tracking
convergence, one may use hybrid adaptive control mechanism derived in [86, 95,
101].
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Figure 6.22: Left column: a, b & c) The desired (solid-line) and output tracking
(dash-line) for joints 1, 2 and 3, Right column: d, e & f) The tracking errors for
joints 1, 2 and 3 with nonlinear adaptive output design (6.5), (6.6) with e = 0.03.

6.5 Experimental Results with Multi-model Hy-

brid Adaptive Design: State Feedback Ap-
proach

In this section, we experimentally verify hybrid adaptive control system [86, 95,
101] on 3-DOF Phantom™ robot systems shown in Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3.

The idea of using hybrid adaptive design is to reduce observer-controller gains
from classical control approach. To explore that experimentally, let us first imple-

ment multi-model hybrid adaptive design on a 3-DOF Phantom?71^1 robot system
where the parameters ? — [?\, #2, #3, , ?$]t are arbitrarily equally split into a
finite numbers as O = U¿=i{^}> that is>
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Figure 6.23: a, b & c) The control inputs for joints 1, 2 and 3 under (6.5), (6.6)
with e = 0.03.
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Figure 6.24: Left column: a, b & c) The desired (solid-line) and output tracking
(dash-line) for joints 1, 2 and 3, Right column: d, e & f) The tracking errors for
joints 1, 2 and 3 under nonlinear adaptive output design (6.5), (6.6) with e = 0.02.
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Figure 6.25: a, b & c) The control inputs for joints 1, 2 and 3 with CAOFB design
(6.5), (6.6) with e = 0.02.

11

« = Uw
¿=?

= {0, 7, ,63, 70} ? {0, 8, , 72, 80} ? {0, 6, , 54, 60}
x {0,12, ,108,120} ? {0,2, ,18,20} ? {0,2, ,18,20}
?{0,32, ,288,320} ? {0,32, ,288,320} C ??8

The bounds of the parameter and the number of candidates are arbitrarily cho-
sen to investigate overall tracking convergence property with respect to unknown
parameter bounds and smaller number of candidates. We also notice from our pa-
rameter distribution that none of the candidates are exactly equal to the identified
parameters T.

The control design parameters Ao, Kp and Kp, are common to all i = 11

candidate controllers. The value of Ao, Kp, Kp, and G are chosen as Ao = 2, Kp =
diag(750, 1200, 1200), KD = diag(500, 800, 800) and G = diag(550, 550, 550). With
these design constants, we now construct a set of candidate controller corresponds
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Figure 6.26: Left Column: a, b & c) The tracking error (dash-line is for hybrid
adaptive design and solid-line is for CAC algorithm (6.3)) for joints 1, 2 and 3, Right
Column: d, e & f) The control inputs (dash-line is for hybrid adaptive design and
solid-line is for CAC algorithm (6.3)) for joints 1, 2 and 3.
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Figure 6.27: a, b, c & d) The parameter estimate ??, #2, ?% and #4 with hybrid
adaptive design where the dash-line is for hybrid adaptive design and the solid-line
is for the estimate defined by (6.3).
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to candidate models 6*¿ as a state feedback

Ae, Qd, 6i) = Y{e, qd, ??)?t - Kpei - KDe2 (6.7)

with i = 11. Then, we choose t¿ = 0.003 and follow the steps of Algorithm 5.3 to
implement Theorem 5.6 [86, 95, 101] on the given Phantom™ system. The tested
results are depicted in Figs. 6.26 to 6.28.

For comparison, we also present the implementation results of CAC design
with the same set of controller design parameters. The dash-solid line of these Figs,
represent the control performance obtained under Theorem 5.6 and the solid-line
shows the tracking convergence of the model based CAC design (6.3), (6.4). In
view of these Figs., we can notice that the control chattering under CAC design
increase with the increase of learning gains causing very large control efforts while
chattering free control action with smaller control input under hybrid design can
be observed. In addition, the multi-model based hybrid design provides better
tracking performance than CAC design with smaller learning controller gains.

Let us inspect the control performance of the hybrid design with respect to
dynamical model parameter changes. To induce such model dynamic changes, we
consider two cases in our next experimental evaluation.

In first case, we increase the parametric error uncertainty by adding approxi-
mate 0.85 kg. mass externally into end effector of the Phantom'¡rM robotic system.
We then define the following set of controller design parameters as Ao, Kp, Kd and
G are chosen as A0 = 2, KP = diag(7500, 1200, 1200), KD = diag(500, 800, 1000)
and G = diag(700, 700, 700). We noticed from our design parameters that we in-
crease the learning gains G from our last evaluation to examine the effect of the
chattering phenomenon. The tested results with Theorem 5.6 [86, 95, 101] under
parameter changes are shown in Figs. 6.29 to 6.31.

By comparing the dash-line of Fig. 6.26 with Fig. 6.29, we can observe
that the tracking errors and control efforts are slightly higher than the tracking
errors obtained in our last evaluation. This is due to the fact that we increase the
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Figure 6.28: a, b, c & d) The parameter estimate #5, ?ß, T7 and ?$ under (6.3)
(solid-line) and hybrid adaptive design (dash-line).
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Figure 6.29: Left Column: a, b & c) The tracking errors for joints 1, 2 and 3, Right
Column: d, e & f) The control inputs for joints 1, 2 and 3.
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Figure 6.30: a, b, c h d) The parameter estimate O1, ?2, #3 and #4 with (6.3) and
hybrid adaptive design of Theorem 5.6. The dash-line is for hybrid adaptive design
and the solid-line is for algorithm (6.3).

modeling error uncertainty by adding an external loads to the system.

We noticed from our various experimental evaluations that, even with the

presence of large modeling errors, the control efforts under hybrid adaptive design
are relatively smaller and free from control chattering activity. For comparison,
we also apply CAC design of (6.3), (6.4) under the same set of design parameters
as defined above, but the control system goes unbounded as soon as we start the
experiment.

In second case, we change the operating dynamics on-line while the Phantom^™
robot is executing specified task. To create such environment in our experimental
study, let us first operate the system with the above distributed parameter sets.
Then, at approximately 4.075 sec, we externally add 0.85 kg. mass into the second
link to increase the modeling error uncertainty.

In view of the parameter sets, there are two dynamics changes in the whole
process dynamics. Then, we implement Theorem 5.6 [95] on the given system with
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Figure 6.31: a, b, c h d) The parameter 05, #6, #7 and #s under classical estimate
(6.3) (solid-line) and hybrid adaptive design of Theorem 5.6 (dash-line).
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Figure 6.32: Left Column: a, b h c) The tracking errors for joints 1, 2 and 3, Right
Column: d, e & f) The control inputs for joints 1, 2 and 3 with additional load
attached to the end-effector.
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Figure 6.33: a, b, c & d) The parameter ??, 6>2, ?$ and O4 with classical estimate
and hybrid adaptive design. The dash-line is for hybrid adaptive design and the
solid-line is for algorithm (6.3) with additional load attached to the end-effector.

the same design constants that applied for our last implementation. The tested
results are depicted in Figs. 6.32 to 6.34.

From these experimental results, we can observe that the tracking errors and
control efforts at the time of dynamical changes are little larger than the tracking
errors and control efforts obtained under fixed dynamic case. We can also view
from these Figs, that the control inputs with sudden dynamic changes are free from
chattering activity. It is important to note that, with the same design parameter

sets, the control system with CAC algorithm (6.3), (6.4) goes unbounded due to
the presence of high controller gains.

Let us consider that the parameters ? does not belong to the distributed sets.
To create such experimental set-up, we now use PhantomJM robotic system to test
hybrid and CAC algorithms. The parameter distribution, number of controllers and

all other design parameters for hybrid adaptive design are remained similar to our
previous experiment for Phantom^M robotic system.
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Figure 6.34: a, b, c & d) The parameter (95, 9q, #7 and 6*8 under CAC estimate
(solid-line) and hybrid adaptive design (dash-line) with additional load attached
to the end-effector.

In view of the identified and distributed parameters, we can see that the model
parameters of PhantomJM are different from Phantom^1^ system. By comparing
identified and distributed parameters, we can also see that the estimation errors

are very large. We then apply both Theorem 5.6 and CAC algorithm on the
Phantom^M robotic system with the following design parameters; Ao = 2, Kp =
diag(7500, 1200, 1200), KD = diag(500, 800, 800) and G = diag(500, 500, 500). The
tested results for both algorithms are shown in Figs. 6.35 to 6.37. In view of dash
and solid-line of Fig. 6.35, we can notice that the tracking errors and control efforts
under hybrid adaptive design are smaller than the tracking errors and control inputs
obtained with CAC approach.

Time in sec
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Figure 6.35: Left Column: a, b & c) The tracking errors (dash-line is for hybrid
adaptive design of Theorem 5.6 and solid-line is for CAC) for joints 1, 2 and 3,
Right Column: d, e & f) The control inputs (dash-line is for Theorem 5.6 and
solid-line is for CAC) for joints 1, 2 and 3.
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Figure 6.36: a, b, c & d) The parameter estimate ??, #2, #3 and T4 with algorithm
(6.3) (solid-line) and hybrid adaptive design (dash-line) under dynamic model pa-
rameter changes.
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Figure 6.37: a, b, c & d) The parameter estimate ?$, ?ß, ?? and 0g under CE-based
CAC design (6.3) (solid-line) and hybrid adaptive design (dash-line) with dynamic
model parameter changes.

6.6 Experimental Results with Multi-model Hy-

brid Adaptive Design: Output Feedback Ap-

proach

We now implement and evaluate output feedback based multi-model hybrid adap-

tive control of Theorem 5.7 [86, 101] on the given PhantomJM system. The
controller-observer parameters are selected as Ao = 2, Kp = diag(750, 1200, 1200),
KD = diag(500, 800, S00), G = diag(500, 500, 500), H1 = 15I3x3, H2 = 5I3x3 and
small value of e as e = 0.05. Notice that the controller design parameters are kept
similar to our previous experiment. Then, the small value of t¿ is arbitrarily chosen
as td — 0.005. We then follow the design steps of Algorithm 5.3 [86, 101] to imple-
ment Theorem 5.7 on the Phantom™ system. The tested results are depicted in
Figs. 6.38 to 6.40 (dash line).

For comparison, we also implement the single model based CAOFB design
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Figure 6.38: Left Column: a, b & c) The tracking errors (dash-line is for hybrid
adaptive output feedback design and solid-line is for CAOFB design (6.5)) for joints
1, 2 and 3, Right Column: d, e & f) The control inputs (dash-line is for hybrid
design of Theorem 5.7 and solid line is for (6.5)) for joints 1, 2 and 3.

(6.5) on the same system with the same set of observer-controller design constants.
The conducted results are depicted in the solid-line of Figs. 6.38 to 6.40.

By comparing solid and dash-line of Fig. 6.38, we can observe that the track-
ing errors and control efforts under Lyapunov-based multi-model hybrid adaptive
design are smaller than the tracking errors and control inputs obtained with CAC
design. The sampling time was set to 0.005 sec. for all the experimental results
reported in this paper.

Remark 6.2: Notice from our different experimental evaluations that the

parameter estimate with hybrid adaptive approach does not converge to the actual
one. This is because candidate models are chosen in such away that they are not
equal to actual parameters as we intentionally choose smaller number of candidate
models with large modeling error uncertainty to examine the tracking performance
of the hybrid design.
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Figure 6.39: a, b, c & d) The parameter estimate ??, #2, #3 and T4 with estimation
algorithm (6.5) (solid-line) and hybrid adaptive output feedback design of Theorem
5.7 (dash-line).

6.7 Summary

In this chapter, we have experimentally tested some classical [82, 85, 94] and hybrid
adaptive control schemes [86, 95, 101] on 3-DOF Phantom™ robotic systems.
Various experiments have been conducted to analyze the tracking performance of
classical and multi-model based hybrid control design. These experimental results
have clearly showed that the multi-model based hybrid adaptive design achieves

better tracking performance than the single model-based classical control approach
with relatively smaller values of observer-controller gains. The hybrid design re-
duced the controller-observer gains by selecting a candidate controller among the
finite set of candidates through on-line estimation of the Lyapunov-function in-
equality. The closed-loop stability under switching has been given by using the
derivative of the Lyapunov-function candidate. The hybrid design increased the
convergence speed of adaptation mechanism via switching the parameter estimate
of the classical controller into a family of candidate model, which best approximates
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Figure 6.40: e, f, g & h) The parameter estimate ?5, ?ß, ?? and ?% under classical
estimator (6.5) (solid-line) and hybrid adaptive output feedback design of Theorem
5.7 (dash-line).

the plant at each instant of time.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Thesis Contributions

The contributions of the thesis can be summarized as follows.

In Chapter 2, we have introduced model-free linear observer-controller strat-
egy for uncertain robot manipulators. The design can be employed to deal with
the practical problem associated with the position-velocity based PD control sys-
tem for industrial robot manipulators. The method introduced in this thesis can
be directly employed to industrial robot manipulators that are operating under
filtered version of the PD controller via replacing the unknown velocity signals by
the output of the linear observer.

In chapter 3, robust adaptive fuzzy control system has been developed for

robust trajectory tracking control problem for a class of nonlinear mechanical sys-
tems. The design combined robust adaptive control with direct and indirect adap-
tive fuzzy system. This hybrid control paradigm used to learn and compensate the
effect of the external disturbances and modeling errors that appears from fuzzy
approximation errors. In the presence of the modeling errors and disturbance un-
certainties, the designed method provided a smooth controller-observer algorithm
for highly uncertain nonlinear mechanical systems.

248
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The contributions of the Chapter 4 can be divided into two parts. We first

introduced single model based output feedback sliding mode control technique
for nonlinear systems. This method used to deal with the problem associated
with state-feedback based sliding mode control design reported in the literature.
Then, various distributed sliding mode control algorithms have been designed to
improve the tracking performance with smaller values of the observer, discontin-
uous and learning control design parameters in the presence of large scale mod-
eling/parametric uncertainty. The distributed robust control method can be de-
ployed to avoid of using chattering and infinitely fast switching control problem
from single model robust control strategy.

Chapter 5 introduced novel multi-model based hybrid adaptive control tech-
nique for trajectory tracking control problem for robot manipulators. First, single
model CE principle-based adaptive output feedback control strategy has been in-
troduced. The stability condition has been used to find the lower bound on the
observer speed that reflects the uncertainties in initial conditions and initial pa-
rameters. Second, we have proposed multi-model based hybrid adaptive control
system strategy to obtain robust tracking performance with respect to large scale
modeling errors. The method extended the design derived in the first part of this
chapter. One of the main goals of the multi-model based hybrid control system was
to achieve robust tracking performance with smaller values of observer-controller
gains in the presence of large scale modeling errors. The design used multi-models
of the system dynamics and operating loads in order to identify different operating
environments and generate an appropriate candidate control input vector. The
method started with a single model classical controller. Then, for every control
input, the candidate waits in the feedback loop for very short periods of time and

checks the pre-specified switching inequality to see whether or not there was a
change in the operating conditions (for example, the system manipulates or picks
up a new load). If there is a change in the environment, then the switching cri-
terion will identify and switch the acting controller to a candidate that satisfies
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the switching condition before a control action is taken. Therefore, the proposed
technique can be viewed as an extension of the classical design which is feasible for
real-world applications for large-scale MIMO nonlinear mechanical systems.

Chapter 6 presented experimental results of some single model based classical
and multi-model based adaptive designs on 3-DOF Phantom™ robot manipula-
tors. These experiments have studied to compare the tracking performance of clas-

sical and multi-model control approach. These experimental results have clearly
demonstrated that the multi-model based design achieves better tracking perfor-
mance than the classical control design with relatively smaller values of observer-
controller gains.

7.2 Manuscripts Published, Accepted, Under Re-
view and Submitted

The work presented in this thesis resulted in a number of refereed journals and
conference proceedings.
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7.3 Future Research

The following are possible topics for the future research.
1. The fuzzy based model-free control methods developed in Chapter 3 is not
experimentally verified on real systems. Therefore, it would be interesting to in-
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vestigate the tracking performance of these algorithms on real-world applications.
2. The hybrid adaptive control strategy proposed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 is
based on using a priori known structure of the system dynamics. Though, the
theoretical developments are verified through simulation and experimental evalu-
ations, the requirement of a priori known system structure may influence the
tracking performance in real-world applications as the perfect model structure in
many real-world control applications may be unrealistic. To relax the requirement
of the system dynamics from multi-model based hybrid adaptive design, it would
be interesting to introduce multiple-neuro and multiple-parameters model based
hybrid adaptive fuzzy approach. This approach will be employed to remove the
demand of the model structure represented by the nonlinear regressor and devel-
oped a model-free hybrid control strategy for large-scale nonlinear systems. The
convergence property will be shown along the line of the results proposed in Chap-
ter 3 and Chapter 5.
3. In our future work, the results presented in this thesis will be applied in hap-
tic and Internet based teleoperation for biomedical mechatronic applications. More
specifically, the hybrid adaptive and adaptive fuzzy control system will be employed
to improve the system performance in delay-dependent robot-assisted telesurgical
tracking tasks.
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